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Summary

The sheer volume of data today and its expected growth over the next years are

some of the key challenges in data mining and knowledge discovery applications.

Besides the huge number of data samples that are collected and processed, the high

dimensional nature of data arising in many applications causes the need to develop

effective and efficient techniques that are able to deal with this massive amount

of data. In addition to the significant increase in the demand of computational

resources, those large datasets might also influence the quality of several data min-

ing applications (especially if the number of features is very high compared to the

number of samples). As the dimensionality of data increases, many types of data

analysis and classification problems become significantly harder. This can lead to

problems for both supervised and unsupervised learning. Dimensionality reduction

and feature (subset) selection methods are two types of techniques for reducing the

attribute space. While in feature selection a subset of the original attributes is

extracted, dimensionality reduction in general produces linear combinations of the

original attribute set. In both approaches, the goal is to select a low dimensional

subset of the attribute space that covers most of the information of the original data.

During the last years, feature selection and dimensionality reduction techniques have

become a real prerequisite for data mining applications.

There are several open questions in this research field, and due to the often

increasing number of candidate features for various application areas (e. g., email fil-

tering or drug classification/molecular modeling) new questions arise. In this thesis,

we focus on some open research questions in this context, such as the relationship

between feature reduction techniques and the resulting classification accuracy and

the relationship between the variability captured in the linear combinations of di-

mensionality reduction techniques (e. g., PCA, SVD) and the accuracy of machine

learning algorithms operating on them. Another important goal is to better un-

derstand new techniques for dimensionality reduction, such as nonnegative matrix

factorization (NMF), which can be applied for finding parts-based, linear repre-

sentations of nonnegative data. This “sum-of-parts” representation is especially
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8 SUMMARY

useful if the interpretability of the original data should be retained. Moreover, per-

formance aspects of feature reduction algorithms are investigated. As data grow,

implementations of feature selection and dimensionality reduction techniques for

high-performance parallel and distributed computing environments become more

and more important.

In this thesis, we focus on two types of open research questions: methodological

advances without any specific application context, and application-driven advances

for a specific application context. Summarizing, new methodological contributions

are the following: The utilization of nonnegative matrix factorization in the context

of classification methods is investigated. In particular, it is of interest how the im-

proved interpretability of NMF factors due to the non-negativity constraints (which

is of central importance in various problem settings) can be exploited. Motivated by

this problem context two new fast initialization techniques for NMF based on feature

selection are introduced. It is shown how approximation accuracy can be increased

and/or how computational effort can be reduced compared to standard randomized

seeding of the NMF and to state-of-the-art initialization strategies suggested earlier.

For example, for a given number of iterations and a required approximation error a

speedup of 3.6 compared to standard initialization, and a speedup of 3.4 compared

to state-of-the-art initialization strategies could be achieved. Beyond that, novel

classification methods based on the NMF are proposed and investigated. We can

show that they are not only competitive in terms of classification accuracy with

state-of-the-art classifiers, but also provide important advantages in terms of com-

putational effort (especially for low-rank approximations). Moreover, parallelization

and distributed execution of NMF is investigated. Several algorithmic variants for

efficiently computing NMF on multi-core systems are studied and compared to each

other. In particular, several approaches for exploiting task and/or data-parallelism

in NMF are studied. We show that for some scenarios new algorithmic variants

clearly outperform existing implementations. Last, but not least, a computation-

ally very efficient adaptation of the implementation of the ALS algorithm in Matlab

2009a is investigated. This variant reduces the runtime significantly (in some settings

by a factor of 8) and also provides several possibilities to be executed concurrently.

In addition to purely methodological questions, we also address questions aris-

ing in the adaptation of feature selection and classification methods to two specific

application problems: email classification and in silico screening for drug discovery.

Different research challenges arise in the contexts of these different application ar-

eas, such as the dynamic nature of data for email classification problems, or the

imbalance in the number of available samples of different classes for drug discovery

problems. Application-driven advances of this thesis comprise the adaptation and
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application of latent semantic indexing (LSI) to the task of email filtering. Experi-

mental results show that LSI achieves significantly better classification results than

the widespread de-facto standard method for this special application context. In the

context of drug discovery problems, several groups of well discriminating descriptors

could be identified by utilizing the “sum-of-parts“ representation of NMF. The num-

ber of important descriptors could be further increased when applying sparseness

constraints on the NMF factors.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The tremendous improvements in techniques for collecting, storing and transferring

large volumes of data have also increased the volume of data for knowledge discovery

and data mining applications. Data grow not only due to the number of data

samples available, but also due to the increasing number of candidate features for

various application areas. Not only the effort and computational cost of data mining

applications grow with increasing dimension of data.

1.1 Motivation and Problem Statement

As the dimensionality of the feature space increases, many types of data analysis and

classification also become significantly harder, and, additionally, the data becomes

increasingly sparse in the space it occupies which can lead to big difficulties for both

supervised and unsupervised learning. This phenomenon – known as the curse of

dimensionality – is based on the fact that high dimensional data is often difficult to

work with. A large number of features can increase the noise of the data and thus

the error of a learning algorithm, especially if there are only few observations (i. e.,

data samples) compared to the number of features.

Feature selection and dimensionality reduction methods (summarized as feature

reduction methods) are two techniques that aim at solving these problems by re-

ducing the number of features and thus the dimensionality of the data. In the last

years, several studies have focused on improving feature selection and dimension-

ality reduction techniques and substantial progress has been obtained in selecting,

extracting and constructing useful feature sets. However, due to the strong influence

of different feature reduction methods on the classification accuracy, there are still

several open questions in this research field. Moreover, due to the often increasing

number of candidate features for various application areas new questions arise.

11



12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

In this thesis, we focus on some of these open research questions, such as the rela-

tionship between several feature reduction techniques and the resulting classification

accuracy. The goal is to identify a set of features that best approximate the original

data without a reduction in the classification result. Other problems are based on

computational cost of feature reduction algorithms. The huge amount of data arises

the need to develop computationally efficient feature reduction techniques which can

be performed concurrently. To address this problem we study several approaches

for exploiting task and/or data-parallelism in NMF and introduce computationally

very efficient adaptations of the existing NMF algorithms. To further speed up the

runtime of NMF, we investigate new initialization techniques for NMF based on

feature selection as well as fast and effective classification methods based on NMF.

Moreover, there are several problems when analyzing the interpretability of dimen-

sionality reduction techniques. The linear combination of dimensionality reduction

methods are usually not interpretable and the information how much an original

feature contributes is often lost. In this thesis, we investigate how the improved in-

terpretability of NMF factors due to the non-negativity constraints can be exploited

to retain interpretability of the original data.

Experimental evaluations are performed on datasets coming from two very dif-

ferent application areas with different research challenges: email classification and

in silico screening for drug discovery.

1.2 Synopsis

This work is structured into two parts, each several chapters.

In Part I theoretical background is summarized and discussed. In Chapter 2 the

definitions of data mining and knowledge discovery are discussed, connections of

data mining to other disciplines are summarized, and a short overview about the

different types of data used in data mining applications is provided. Moreover, a new

knowledge discovery process model (KDP) is introduced and the five steps of this

model together with several feedback loops are discussed in detail. Finally, there

is a summary of relevant introductory literature for data mining and knowledge

discovery. Feature reduction methods – which are included in step 3 of the KDP

model introduced in Chapter 2 – are discussed in detail in Chapter 3. Definition for

both feature selection and dimensionality reduction techniques are given and several

important methods are analyzed and compared. In Chapter 4 several supervised

learning algorithms are reviewed and compared in terms of expected classification

accuracy, comprehensibility, complexity and speed. In the KDP model introduced

in Chapter 2, supervised learning algorithms are included in step 4 together with
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unsupervised learning methods such as clustering algorithms. Chapter 5 discusses

the two application areas that are used in Part II of this thesis. These two appli-

cation areas are on the one hand email filtering, where the feature space contains

various properties of email messages, and the other hand, drug discovery problems

are considered. Here, quantitative representations of molecular structures are en-

coded in terms of information-preserving descriptor values. Relevant literature for

both application areas is summarized and the classification problems for the two

fields are discussed. Finally, general characteristics of these areas are compared.

In Part II of this thesis, we focus on three dimensionality reduction methods dis-

cussed in Chapter 3 (PCA, SVD, NMF) for investigating the interaction between

feature reduction methods and learning algorithms in the context of the two applica-

tion areas email filtering and drug discovery. In Chapter 6 the relationship between

several feature reduction methods and the resulting classification accuracy is inves-

tigated. Classification results based on different variants of the principal component

analysis, information gain, and deterministic wrapper methods are compared for

the two application areas discussed in Chapter 5. In Chapter 7 the application of

latent semantic indexing to the task of spam filtering is studied. Comparisons to

the basic vector space model and to a state-of-the-art rule-based filtering system

are given for two different feature sets. In Chapter 8 new initialization strategies

for nonnegative matrix factorization algorithms are introduced. Besides than, the

interpretability of the NMF factors in the email classification and drug discovery

contexts are also considered. Motivated by the approaches investigated in Chap-

ter 8, two new classification methods based on the nonnegative matrix factorization

are introduced and investigated in Chapter 9. Finally, Chapter 10 introduces several

ideas to execute NMF computations task- and data-parallel. Complex interaction

between problem size, initialization strategy, accuracy of the factorization and com-

putational efficiency of NMF computations on multi-core systems are illustrated.

Moreover, a computationally very efficient adaption of a specific NMF algorithm is

introduced.

1.3 Summary of Publications

The study described in Chapter 6 was presented at the 2008 Workshop on New Chal-

lenges for Feature Selection in Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery in conjunction

with the ECML PKDD Conference 2008. This work was further published in the

Journal of Machine Learning Research (JMLR) series for Workshop and Confer-

ence Proceedings, Volume 4 (cf. Reference [JGD08]). The study on the application

of LSI to the task of spam filtering (Chapter 7) was presented at the 2007 Text
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Mining Workshop in conjunction with the SIAM SDM 2007. Moreover, this work

was published as a separate chapter in the book Survey of Text Mining II (see

Reference [GJN08]). New initialization strategies for NMF (cf. Chapter 8) and

new approaches of utilizing NMF for e-mail classification problems (cf. Chapter 9)

were presented at the 2009 Text Mining Workshop at the SIAM SDM 2009 (see

Reference[JG09]). This work will further appear as a separate chapter in the book

Survey of Text Mining III.

1.4 Notation

In this thesis, we use the following notation: A matrix is represented as an uppercase

italic letter (example: A, B, Σ, . . . , null matrix O, identity matrix I). A vector

is represented as a lowercase bold letter (example: u, x, q1, . . . , null vector o). A

scalar is represented as a lowercase Greek letter (example: λ, µ, . . . ), and indices

(positive integers) as lowercase italic letters i, j, n,m, and p.
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Chapter 2

Data Mining and

Knowledge Discovery

Data mining (DM) is a general term that combines various computer-based pro-

cedures to analyze possibly huge datasets. It is an interdisciplinary research area

where experts from various areas such as statistics, computer science, mathematics

etc. often work together with experts from different application areas. DM tech-

niques are usually deployed to find novel and useful patterns in data that might

otherwise remain unknown. A frequently cited definition is given by Decker and

Focardi [DF95, p. 3]: Data mining is a problem-solving methodology that finds

a logical or mathematical description, eventually of a complex nature, of patterns

and regularities in a set of data. Contrary to traditional statistical methods that

are used to verify or disprove a pre-defined hypothesis, data mining offers the pos-

sibility to automatically generate new hypotheses. The goal is to efficiently and

effectively extract information and knowledge from data that should make sense of

the data, i. e., this knowledge should exhibit some essential attributes: it should be

understandable, valid, novel and useful (cf. [CPS07]).

By definition, data mining is a part of a superordinated process called knowl-

edge discovery in databases (KDD), where the term “database” refers to any

kind of data storage and does not solely comprise data stored in database manage-

ment systems. KDD is defined by Fayyad et al. [FPS96, p. 6] as follows: Knowledge

discovery in databases describes the non-trivial process of identifying valid, novel,

potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data. In other words,

KDD addresses the problem of mapping low-level data (which are typically too large

to understand) into other forms that might be more compact, more abstract (e. g.,

a descriptive approximation of the data) or more useful (e. g., a predictive model for

estimating the values of future cases). In the definition of Fayyad et al. [FPS96], the

17
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application of specific DM methods is at the core of the knowledge discovery process

(KDP), which also comprises the extraction of background knowledge of the respec-

tive application area, the problem/goal definition of the whole KDP, the selection

and preparation of the data, the reduction of features and samples, the selection of

the learning model and interpretation and evaluation of the obtained results. Data

mining is integrated as a single step of the KDP, usually between model selection

and interpretation. In the literature, the term data mining is often used instead of

or synonymously with the term knowledge discovery in databases and thus some-

times refers to the complete KDP. In this thesis, we follow this common terminology

and use the terms data mining and data mining application to refer to the complete

KDP. Contrary to that, the terms data mining algorithm and data mining method

are used to refer to the actual data mining step within the KDP.

In this chapter, all relevant literature is summarized in a separate section at the

end. However, when it seems useful the references are also given directly in the text

as well.

Data mining applications. Several DM applications are used in a wide vari-

ety of scientific and commercial applications. For example, web or media search

algorithms are often based on DM techniques, such as text mining or document

clustering, (mass) surveillance, pattern mining and pattern recognition. Pharmaco-

and bioinformatics use DM for diagnosis, QSAR-modeling or gene expression, while

other scientific fields use it for image screening or spatial DM (application of DM

techniques to spatial data). In costumer relationship management applications, au-

tomated DM applications are often used for decision support, market basket analysis,

costumer support and costumer analytics, load forecasting or fraud detection. Re-

cently, the application of data mining to the analysis of on-line communities such as

MySpace or Facebook has become increasingly important.

2.1 Definition of Terminology

Not all information discovery tasks are considered to be purely data mining. Al-

though several sections of the following areas are overlapping, there are some im-

portant distinctions between them. Machine learning (ML) refers to the design

and development of learning algorithms that allow computers to automatically learn

patterns or make decision based on data (cf. [WF05]). Machine learning is consid-

ered as a part of the data mining process (cf. Section 2.4). Information retrieval

(IR) comprises techniques such as searching for documents or information within

documents, or for metadata about documents. Moreover, IR also covers the task of

searching relational databases and the World Wide Web. Although many IR tasks
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may involve the use of sophisticated algorithms, they rely on traditional computer

science and statistical techniques. The difference between DM and IR is that IR

pertains to getting back or retrieving information stored in various storage media,

exactly in the same way it is stored, while DM aims to reveal insight into the data

that is not quite obvious (cf. [HK06]). OLAP (On-line analytical process) is a de-

cision support tool that extends traditional database query and report tools. While

traditional tools describe what is in a database, OLAP is used to answer why cer-

tain things are true. OLAP consists of usually deductive methods that aim to verify

hypothetical patters (verification driven mining), while DM uses the data itself to

uncover such patterns (i. e., inductive reasoning or discovery driven mining). The

term data warehouse summarizes a company-wide concept of a data-basis, where

data can be stored centralized, unified and consistent. The data is detached from

operative databases and can be used by various applications, for example, by DM

or OLAP applications.

2.2 Connection to Other Disciplines

Even though data mining and statistics have different historical traditions, many

parts of these two perspectives have converged. Many DM tasks incorporate a

great deal of statistical thinking and use a variety of statistical methods. There are

classification algorithms that use statistical tests during the construction of trees

and rules or to validate and evaluate machine learning models. DM also adopts

ideas from artificial intelligence (for example, neural networks), pattern recognition

and other related fields such as optimization, information theory, signal processing

or visualization techniques. Other areas can be seen as supporting areas for DM

applications. For example, database technology is used to provide support for query

operations, indexing or efficient storage. Figure 2.1 illustrates the interaction of DM

with various related applications as well as underlying, supporting disciplines.

Database Technology, High Performance Computing (Parallel and Distributed Computing)

Statistics

Artificial 
Intelligence, 

Pattern 
RecognitionData Mining

Figure 2.1: Data mining and related fields (adapted from [TSK05]).
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Over the last years, the tremendous improvements in techniques for collecting,

storing and transferring large volumes of data have also increased the volume of

data used within data mining applications, and thus have increased the demands

for effective and efficient ways to deal with those large datasets. Generally, high-

performance computing issues play a pivotal role in order to address the possibly

large size of the data. When dealing with massive data, there are two critical dimen-

sions to deal with: memory and runtime. Many non-incremental algorithms, where

the whole data has to be loaded into the memory at once, may run out of memory

space if the data is too big. On the other side, the model building process may need

too much time to be performed in a feasible time period. Moreover, if there are time

constraints within the prediction process, the time for assigning unclassified objects

to a certain group (classification) has to be reduced. As the data grows, imple-

mentations of data mining techniques in high-performance parallel and distributed

computing environments are thus becoming more and more important. Parallel and

distributed algorithms are used to reduce the time complexity of the model build-

ing process and the classification process for new data as well as for several other

data mining tasks such as feature reduction or clustering. To give an example, the

problem could be split into smaller parts, the parts are processed independently

of each other on separate processors, and finally the results are combined. Actual

algorithmic implementations address a variety of parallel hardware platforms such

as shared-memory systems (SMPs), distributed-memory systems (DMSs) or clusters

of desktop computers or laptops. Chapter 10 focuses on parallel high-performance

implementations of feature reduction techniques based on nonnegative matrix fac-

torization (cf. Section 3.3.4).

2.3 Data

This subsection gives a brief overview of the types of data used in data mining

applications. Most datasets can be viewed as a collection of data objects (also called

samples, records, observations, entities, instances, . . . ). These data objects are

described by a number of attributes (also called features, variables, descriptors, . . . )

that capture basic properties and characteristics of the objects. The term “variable“

is often used to refer to raw, original information, whereas the terms “attribute” and

“feature” are often used to refer to a variable that has been preprocessed in a certain

manner.

Generally, four different types of attributes or features can be defined: nominal,

ordinal, interval and ratio. The first two types belong to group of categorical or

qualitative attributes which lack most of the properties of numbers. While values
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of nominal attributes are just different names and provide only enough information

to distinguish one object from another (e. g., ID numbers, gender, color, . . . ), ordinal

attributes provide enough information to order objects (e. g., grades, street numbers,

{bad, average, good}). The remaining two types of attributes, interval and ratio, be-

long to the group of numeric or quantitative attributes, which are represented by

real numbers. For interval attributes, the differences between values are meaningful

(e. g., temperature in Celsius of Fahrenheit, calendar dates, . . . ), but ratios between

attributes are not meaningful (e. g., 30 degrees Celsius is not twice as hot as 15

degrees Celsius). For ratio attributes both differences and ratios between values are

meaningful (e. g., temperature in Kelvin, age, mass, length, . . . ). Attributes can

also be distinguished between discrete attributes (finite or countably infinite set of

values) and continuous attributes (values are real number). Binary attributes can

be considered as a special case of discrete attributes and assume only two values

(yes/no, true/false,. . . ).

2.4 Steps in the Knowledge Discovery

Process

Several knowledge discovery process (KDP) models can be found in the literature

that guide users through a sequence of steps and provide systematic approaches to

successful KDD and DM. The first academic KDP models were established in the

mid-1990s. The main emphasis of these KDP models was to provide a sequence of

activities that helps to execute a KDP in an arbitrary domain. Industrial models

followed a few years later, with more emphasis on commercial aspects. The academic

process model following Fayyad et al. [FPS96] – one of the first, and probably the

most popular and most cited model – is an interactive and iterative model that con-

sists of nine steps (with possible loops between any two steps) involving decisions

made by the user, but lacks the specific details of the feedback loops. Contrary

to this sequential model, the business oriented CRISP-DM model (cross-industry

standard process for data mining) emphasizes the cyclical character of data min-

ing, and contains loops between several of its six steps. A detailed description of

this (mainly) industrial model (which has also been incorporated into a commercial

KDD system called clementine1) can be found in [CCK00]. Another representative

industrial model based on five steps can be found in [CHS97], while [AB98] provide

an eight-step academic model. Moreover, Cios et al. [CPS07] published a hybrid

academic/industrial six-step model which is mainly based on the CRIPS model, but

provides a more general, research-orientated description of the steps and introduces

1http:/www.spss.com/clementine
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Figure 2.2: Steps in the KDD process.

some new explicit feedback mechanisms. [CPS07] also provide a detailed comparison

of all five process models mentioned above.

In this thesis we introduce a knowledge discovery process model that is strongly

correlated with the ones introduced by [FPS96] and [CPS07], but puts more emphasis

on technical aspects and the technical descriptions of each step than on the problem

definition steps. Contrary to the model by Cios et al. [CPS07], we assume that

the objectives and requirements from a business or from an academic perspective

are already known and that the data mining goals have already been determined,

i. e., the problem definition step is already finished. Unlike most other models, we

split up the data preparation step into three autonomous steps (steps 1-3), each

with emphasis on a certain aspect. The first step – the data extraction step –

deals with collecting and computing data as well as exploring the data objects and

selecting subsets of them. The next step comprises simple pre-processing tasks such

as data cleansing, handling missing data, normalization, discretization or feature

aggregation. It is important to notice that more sophisticated methods for feature

reduction are outsourced into a separate step, the feature reduction step. In other

KDP models, simple pre-processing tasks and sophisticated methods for reducing the

feature space are usually pooled together in one step. In our model, this third step

comprises several techniques for ranking or selecting subsets of original features, or

for reducing the dimensionality of the feature space due to dimensionality reduction

or feature transformation methods. The subsequent data mining and evaluation

steps are mainly similar to the KDP model introduced by Cios et al. [CPS07]. Our

KDP model is depicted in Figure 2.2 and shows the five main steps mentioned before.

Feedback loops. As can be seen from the model, there are loops between any two

steps, as well as three explicit feedback loops from the data mining step and the

evaluation and interpretation step backwards to the data extraction step as well as

from the evaluation step backwards to the problem definition. The most common
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reasons for the feedback loop from evaluation and interpretation to problem defini-

tion is poor understanding of the data, requiring modification of the project’s goal.

Incorrect understanding and interpretation of the domain and incorrect design or

understanding of the problem restrictions and requirements may require a repetition

of the compete KDP. The feedback loops from both data mining and evaluation and

interpretation back to data extraction are ambiguous. On the one hand, if the results

are unsatisfactory there might be a need for better understanding or better selection

of the data to avoid subsequent failures in the KDP process. On the other hand,

if the results are satisfactory, the feedback loops may be used to provide important

information for this step for subsequent runs of the KDP (e. g., only a specific sub-

set of objects or features might be required, thus saving memory requirements and

runtime).

The tasks and techniques associated with each of the five steps following the

problem definition are described on the next pages. Moreover, for each step, possible

feedback loops back to preceding steps are discussed. For better readability, the

detailed descriptions of the techniques involved in steps 3 and 4 – feature reduction

and data mining – are both summarized in separate chapters (Chapters 3 and 4).

2.4.1 Step 1 – Data Extraction

The first task in the data extraction phase is to create the target dataset. This

extraction can be performed in several ways. In the easiest setting, the data has al-

ready been extracted and is stored in files, or can easily be collected from a database

(e. g., using SQL-queries) or from a data warehouse (e. g., using OLAP tools, cf. Sec-

tion 2.1). In other scenarios, there might not be any extracted information about

the data, but instead samples are stored in their original format and the features

and properties of the data have to be computed explicitly. For example, consider a

set of email messages saved in some email format (e. g., mbox-format) that should be

used to create a learning model that is able to classify newly arriving email messages

to one of the groups spam/not-spam. In this case, features describing these email

messages have to be computed in order to use this sample for building a learning

model and classifying unlabeled email messages. If the data are not already avail-

able, the data extraction phase might take a large part of the time and effort of the

entire knowledge discovery process.

At this point it is also very important to get to know the data. Data exploration

is the preliminary investigation of the data in order to better understand its specific

characteristics. Summary statistics (mean, standard deviation, . . . ), visualization

techniques (histograms, scatter plots, . . . ) and OLAP techniques are useful tools to

explore the dataset at an early stage and to prevent (costly) failures at later steps.
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Instance sampling is the process of selecting a representative subset of data ob-

jects (not features!) in order to reduce the number of objects within a dataset –

ideally without loss in the mining quality. The selected subsets can be chosen ran-

domly (either with or without replacement) or via sampling strategies that sample

objects from pre-defined groups or clusters (stratified sampling). In other settings,

the focus might be on the analysis of a specific group of samples, where a sys-

tematic selection of samples having similar properties in some sense is performed.

Usually, the selection of subsets of features (see step 3, feature reduction) is a more

complicated and complex task than the selection of samples of objects and has to

be performed carefully, since a lot of information about the data might be lost if

the wrong features are removed. The feedback loop from this step to problem def-

inition is based on the need for additional domain knowledge in order for better

understanding the data.

2.4.2 Step 2 – Data Pre-processing

It is unrealistic to expect that data will be perfect after they have been extracted.

Since good models usually need good data, a thorough cleansing of the data is

an important step to improve the quality of data mining methods. Not only the

correctness, also the consistency of values is important. Missing data can also be a

particularly pernicious problem. Especially when the dataset is small or the number

of missing fields is large, not all records with a missing field can be deleted from the

sample. Moreover, the fact that a value is missing may be significant itself. A widely

applied approach is to calculate a substitute value for missing fields, for example,

the median or mean of a variable. Furthermore, several data mining approaches

(especially many clustering approaches, but also some learning methods) can be

modified to ignore missing values.

Data preparation consists of techniques such as standardizing or z-scoring (shift-

ing the mean of a variable to 0 and the standard deviation to 1) or normalizing

the data (scaling the range of an attribute to some pre-defined interval, for example

[0,1]). It is also sometimes necessary to transform a continuous attribute into a cat-

egorical attribute (discretization), or both continuous and discrete attributes may

need to be transformed into one or more binary attributes (binarization).

Feature aggregation aims at combining two or more variables into a single fea-

ture. Depending on the type of the attributes (qualitative, quantitative, etc.; cf.

Section 2.3) the aggregate transaction is created differently. Since feature aggre-

gation is usually not an automated feature reduction process but requires good

knowledge of the data, we assign it to the data pre-processing step and not to the

feature reduction step.
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The feedback loop to data extraction is especially important if the quality of the

data is unsatisfactory, for example due to noisy data, too many missing values, or

missing heterogeneity among features. In the data pre-processing step, the quality

of the data is analyzed using simple statistical methods such as mean, variance, or

correlation between features. In some cases, there might also be a need for additional

information or more specific information about the data.

2.4.3 Step 3 – Feature Reduction

In many application areas, datasets can have a very large number of features. As

the dimensionality of the feature space increases, many types of data analysis and

classification become significantly harder, and, additionally, the data becomes in-

creasingly sparse in the space it occupies which can lead to big difficulties for both

supervised and unsupervised learning. In the literature, this phenomenon is referred

to as the curse of dimensionality and was first mentioned 1961 by Bellman [Bel61].

On the one hand, in the case of supervised learning or classification, there might

be too few data objects to allow the creation of a reliable model that assigns a

class to all possible objects. On the other hand, for unsupervised learning methods

or clustering algorithms, various vitally important definitions (e. g., density or dis-

tance between points) may become less meaningful (cf. [Pow07]). For example, the

proximity of points tends to become more uniform in high-dimensional data, and,

moreover, Tan et al. [TSK05] state that the traditional Euclidean notion of density,

which is the number of points per unit volume, becomes meaningless. As a result,

a high number of features can lead to lower classification accuracy and clusters of

poor quality.

Besides this key factor, Tan et al. [TSK05] mention various other benefits from

reducing the number of features. Such a reduction can (i) lead to a better under-

standable model, (ii) simplify the usage of different visualization techniques (e. g.,

looking at pairs or triplets of attributes, self-organizing maps [Koh00] (cf. 2.4.4),

etc.), and, last but not least, (iii) significantly reduce the computational cost and

memory requirements of the classification algorithm applied on the data.

Overfitting. With increasing number of attributes, a classification algorithm will

usually be able to fit the training data better. A classification algorithm is said

to overfit relative to a simpler algorithm (the same method, but with a smaller

number of attributes) if it is more accurate in fitting training data but less accurate

in classifying (predicting) new data (cf., for example, [TSK05]). This approach is

in accordance with Occam’s razor: simpler models are preferred over more complex

ones (cf., for example, [Hir97]). Especially in the case where training examples are
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rare (compared to the number of features), the learning algorithm may adjust to

very specific random features of the training data that do not have a causal relation

to the target function (i. e., they are not good at predicting unlabeled objects).

Classification models that are based on a small number of training samples are also

susceptible to overfitting, even when the number of attributes is small.

Generally, feature reduction strategies can be grouped into two main groups – feature

selection (FS) and dimensionality reduction (DR). The terminology used in this

thesis follows the work of Tan et al. [TSK05], but other (differing and thus often

confusing) terminology is widely used throughout the literature. The main idea of

feature selection strategies is to remove redundant or irrelevant features from the

dataset as they can lead to a reduction of the classification accuracy or clustering

quality and to an unnecessary increase of computational cost (cf. [KS96, BL97]). The

advantage of feature selection (over DR) is that no information about the importance

of single features is lost. On the other hand, if a small set of features is required

and the original features are very diverse, information may be lost as some of the

features must be omitted.

With dimensionality reduction techniques the size of the attribute space can often

be decreased strikingly without loosing a lot of information of the original attribute

space. An important disadvantage of dimensionality reduction is the fact that the

linear combinations of the original features are usually not easily interpretable and

the information about how much an original attribute contributes is often lost.

The feedback loop from this step to data pre-processing is needed if the properties

of the data (e. g., discretized, normalized data) are not consistent with the applied

feature reduction or data mining techniques, i. e., a feature reduction method that

is based on discrete data might be unable to work with continuous data. In this

case, the data has to be discretized in step 2 prior to the application of the feature

reduction method.

Both feature selection and dimensionality reduction techniques are an important

part of this thesis and are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

2.4.4 Step 4 – Data Mining

At the core of the knowledge discovery process is the application of specific data

mining methods. Typically, data mining methods have two high-level goals: predic-

tion and/or description. The goal of predictive data mining tasks (in the literature

also referred to as supervised learning) is to build a model that predicts unknown

(or future) values of a particular attribute of interest based on known values of some

other attributes. The attribute to be predicted is commonly known as target, class
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or dependent variable. Attributes used for making the prediction are known as the

explanatory or independent variables (cf. [TSK05]).

The task of building a model for the target variable as function of the explanatory

variables is called predictive modeling. Classification (prediction of discrete target

variables) and regression (prediction of continuous target variables) are the two

main types of predictive modeling. The goal of classification and regression is to

build a model that minimizes the error between the predicted and true values of

the target variable. In almost any data mining application, the choice of which

specific learning algorithm should be used is a critical step, since there is no generally

“best” learning algorithm (a statement, which can be found in almost all reviews

and books about data mining). One algorithm may be more accurate in the sense of

classifying unlabeled objects, but very slow in performance. Other algorithms may

be very fast but not as accurate as others. In Chapter 4, several supervised learning

algorithms are reviewed and compared in terms of expected classification accuracy,

comprehensibility, complexity and speed.

The process of building predictive models requires a well-defined training and test

set in order to insure that the data is trained on one dataset and tested on another

dataset with different objects in order to measure the expected generalized error.

This results in an estimate of how the model will perform on future data that are

similar to the training and test data. Sometimes a third set, called validation dataset,

is used to act as a further independent measure of the model’s accuracy. There are

several methods that are commonly used to split the data samples into training and

test set. In the holdout method, the data with labeled examples is partitioned into

two disjoint sets (training and test set). The classification model is then built on

the training set and its performance is evaluated on the test set. The proportion

of the size of the training and test set depends on the sample size, the learning

algorithm and the application area. In the random sub-sampling approach, the

holdout method is repeated several times with randomly selected training and test

sets (sampling without replacement). Cross-validation is a popular and commonly

used approach, where each object is used the same number of times for training and

exactly once for testing. For an n-fold cross-validation each sample is split randomly

into n parts of roughly equal size and alternately n-1 of these parts are used for

training and one of them for testing. The leave-one-out approach is a special case of

cross-validation where the test set contains only one object. The advantage of cross-

validation is that all data is used for training, but due to its nature this approach

may be computationally expensive. Contrary to the approaches mentioned so far,

the bootstrap approach samples objects with replacement, i. e., an object already

chosen for the training set is put back and might be redrawn such that it appears
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twice or even more often in the training set. The objects not chosen for the training

set are used as test set.

Contrary to predictive tasks, descriptive data mining tasks (also referred to as

unsupervised learning) start with a number of objects and try to define similarity

among them with respect to a number of attributes. Here, the goal is to derive

patterns (clusters, anomalies, correlations, . . . ) that summarize the underlying re-

lationships in the data in human-understandable terms. As the name implies, unsu-

pervised classification methods work without the class information of a sample, i. e.,

there is no a priori known output at the time of classification. All attributes are

treated in the same way – there is no distinction between explanatory and dependent

variables.

Clustering or cluster analysis is one of the core descriptive data mining tasks.

Here, closely related observations are assigned into subsets (called clusters) so that

observations in the same cluster are similar in some sense. Clustering algorithms

can typically be divided into hierarchical and partitional clustering. While hierar-

chical algorithms find successive clusters using previously established clusters (using

a bottom-up or a top-down strategy), partitional algorithms determine all clusters

at once. The most famous clustering method is the (partitional) k-means algo-

rithm [JD88], which assigns each point to one of the k clusters whose center is

nearest. The center is the average (typically the arithmetic mean) of all points

in the cluster. Famous application areas for clustering algorithms are document

clustering, anomaly detection, product positioning, or gene sequence analysis. An-

other classical example of unsupervised learning methods are self-organizing maps

(SOMs, cf. Section 4.9), which are special types of neural networks that generate

a topology-preserving non-linear mapping of a high-dimensional input space to a

low-dimensional space.

The algorithms used in Part II of this thesis are purely predictive algorithms

(i. e., supervised learning). As already mentioned, several classification algorithms

(including all algorithms used in Part II of this thesis) are described in more detail

in Chapter 4.

The feedback loop from this step (data mining) to feature reduction is one of the

most often executed feedback steps, as these two steps (feature reduction and data

mining) are tightly coupled. This is due to the fact that almost all feature selection

and dimensionality reduction techniques need data mining methods to evaluate the

quality of a specific feature set. Some of these methods (wrapper methods, see

Section 3.2.2, as well as embedded methods, see Section 3.2.3) in fact use a learning

algorithm as an integral part of the feature selection process.
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Table 2.1: Confusion matrix for a two class problem.

Predicted class

yes no

Actual class
yes true positive (TP) false negative (FN)

no false positive (FP) true negative (TN)

2.4.5 Step 5 – Post-processing and Interpretation

Once a classification model has been constructed, it can be used to predict the class

of previously unseen objects. In a simple binary case with classes “yes” (positives)

and “no” (negatives), a single prediction has four different possible outcomes (shown

in a confusion matrix in Table 2.1). The true positives (TP) and true negatives (TN)

are correct classifications, i. e., an object of class “yes” is correctly predicted as “yes”

(analogously for class “no”). When the outcome of an object of class “no” is incor-

rectly predicted as “yes” (positive), this is called a false positive (FP) (incorrectly

predicted as positive), and a false negative (FN) occurs when an object is incorrectly

predicted as negative (“no”) when it actually belongs to class “yes”. In statistics a

FP is often referred to as type I error and a FN as type II error. In many cases the

two kinds of error (FP and FN) will have different costs. For example, the cost of

classifying a legitimate email message as spam (loss of possibly important informa-

tion) may be much higher than the cost of classifying a spam message as not-spam

(cf. Section 5.1.2). Based on these four possible predictions, various performance

metrics can be computed to compare the quality of the classification results of a

two class problem. The most important performance metrics are summarized in the

following.

• The overall accuracy or aggregated accuracy or overall success rate is the to-

tal number of correct classifications (which is TP + TN) divided by the total

number of classifications (which is TP + TN + FP + FN). Throughout the lit-

erature, varying terminologies such as predictive power or generalization error

are used to refer to the general or overall accuracy of learning algorithms.

• The true positive rate is TP divided by the total number of positives (which

is TP + FN), and the false positive rate is FP divided by the total number of

negatives (which is FP + TN).

• Similarly, the true negative rate is TN divided by the total number of negatives
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Table 2.2: Confusion matrix for a three class problem.

Predicted class

a b c

a (a pred. as a) (a pred. as b) (a pred. as c)

Actual class b (b pred. as a) (b pred. as b) (b pred. as c)

c (c pred. as a) (c pred. as b) (c pred. as c)

(which is the same as 1 - FP rate), and the false negative rate is FN divided

by the total number of positives (which is the same as 1 - TP rate).

• In some application areas, the true positive rate is also referred to as sensitivity,

and the true negative rate is referred to as specificity. Moreover, recall and

precision are also two widely used performance metrics.

• Recall measures the fraction of positive compounds correctly predicted by the

classifier and is thus identically to sensitivity. Precision (also called hit rate)

determines the fraction of TP in the group which the classifier has declared as

a positive class (which is TP + FP).

In multi-class prediction (i. e., more than two classes), the confusion matrix can

be extended to a matrix with rows and columns for each class. Each matrix element

shows the number of test examples for which the actual class is the row and the

predicted class is the column. Table 2.2 shows an example of a confusion matrix for

a three class problem. All correct classifications are highlighted in italic format.

Since different classifiers usually show a different classification performance on

different datasets, it is often useful to compare the performance of different classifiers

to determine which classifier works better on a given dataset. Besides a comparison

of the overall accuracy, TP rate, FP rate, sensitivity, specificity and precision, a

statistical t-test can be used to check the null hypothesis that the mean difference

between two classifiers is zero. In the case of unsupervised learning (clustering algo-

rithms, SOMs, . . . ), the evaluation of the learning algorithm is often a difficult task,

since no information about the class labels are available (i. e., it might be impossi-

ble to validate the outcome of the learning algorithm with the metrics mentioned

above). Instead, measures such as intra-cluster similarity (validation if instances

within a cluster are similar) and inter-cluster similarity (validation if instances from

different clusters are dissimilar) can be applied.
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Visualizing the outcome helps to summarize results in a compact way that is often

easier to interpret than numbers and tables. Besides plotting curves for TP, TN,

FP, FN, recall, precision and the overall classification accuracy, receiver operating

characteristic curves (ROC), a graphical plot of the sensitivity vs. (1 - specificity)

for a binary classification, are commonly used visualization techniques for supervised

classification models.

At the end of the KDP is the utilization and deployment of the learning model.

Once a classification model is built correctly and validated, it can either be used

directly by viewing the model and its results or it can be applied to different data.

In the latter case, the model often needs to be incorporated into a program using

an API or code generated by some specific data mining tool.

2.5 Relevant Literature

Since the number of references for this introductory chapter is rather large, all

references are summarized in this section. In the subsequent chapters, relevant

literature will be included directly in the main text.

A vast amount of books and survey papers exist which present a detailed overview

of various data mining and knowledge discovery techniques and methods. Beside

numerous introductory textbooks [Dun02, TSK05, HK06, CPS07, Lar07, ML07],

there are books which focus more on technical aspects of machine learning algo-

rithms [WF05], or put more emphasis on statistical learning theory [Vap99, HTF02].

A discussion of the overfitting problem can be found, for example, in [BFS84]

and [Sch93].

Some data mining and machine learning books focus on a specific application

area, for example, web data mining [Liu07], text mining [FS06], or pattern recog-

nition [DHS01, Bis07]. Other books focus on the application of machine learning

and knowledge discovery methods in bio- and pharmacoinformatics [WZT04, HP07,

ZZL08], QSAR and molecular modeling [Lea01, HSR08, Gup09], or put their em-

phasis more on the business application of data mining methods [BL04].

The work by Kargupta et al. [KC00, KJS04, KHY08] focuses especially on dis-

tributed aspects of data mining and knowledge discovery applications, while [ZH00]

and [GKK03] discuss the parallelization potential of data mining algorithms. More

related work for distributed and parallel data mining as well as high-performance

computing aspects of data mining applications can be found in Chapter 10.

Several differing knowledge discovery process (KDP) models are described in

the literature, for example in [FPS96, CHS97, AB98, CCK00, CPS07], and a com-

parison of these models can be found in [CPS07]. Descriptions of data extraction
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and data pre-processing can be found in almost all introductory data mining text-

books. Relevant literature for feature reduction methods is discussed in Chapter 3,

and literature dealing with specific supervised learning algorithms can be found in

Chapter 4. An empirical study to compare the performance metrics obtained us-

ing different estimation methods such as random sub-sampling, bootstrapping and

cross-validation can be found in [Koh95].

A classical introduction to clustering techniques for statistics can be found, for

example, in [KR05], and several clustering techniques containing both hierarchical

and partitional relocation clustering are surveyed in [Ber02]. Detailed information

about approximate statistical tests for comparing classification algorithms can be

found in [Die98], and information for estimating confidence intervals for accuracy

measures can be found in [TSK05]. Some comments on the definition of the general-

ization error can be found in [Sch03], and several evaluation possibilities for cluster-

ing techniques are summarized in [DGG07]. Visualization techniques in knowledge

discovery and data mining are discussed in [Spe00] and [FGW01].



Chapter 3

Feature Reduction

The curse of dimensionality, introduced in Section 2.4.3, is based on the fact that

high dimensional data is often difficult to work with. A large number of features can

increase the noise of the data and thus the error of a learning algorithm, especially

if there are not enough observations to get good estimates. Moreover, the effort and

computational cost of data mining applications grow with increasing dimension. As

already mentioned in Section 2.4.3, there are several methods that aim at solving

these problems by reducing the number of features and thus the dimensionality of

the data. In this section, these methods are categorized into two main groups and

several of them are discussed and compared to each other.

The general objectives for reducing the number of features are to avoid overfitting

(cf. Section 2.4.4) and thus to improve the prediction performance of classification

algorithms, reduce the computational cost of the training and prediction phase, and

also to provide a better understanding of the achieved results and gain a deeper

insight into the underlying processes that generated the data. Since the terminology

used in the area of feature reduction methods varies throughout the literature, this

work follows the notation of Tan et al. [TSK05] for the distinction between feature

selection (reduction of the dimensionality by selecting attributes that are a subset

of the old, original variables) and dimensionality reduction (reduction of the dimen-

sionality by using low-rank approximation techniques to create new attributes that

are a combination of the old, original variables). In other literature, dimensionality

reduction is sometimes also referred to as feature transformation, feature extraction

or feature construction. In this thesis, the term feature reduction is used as a general

term comprising both, feature selection and dimensionality reduction methods.

33
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3.1 Relevant Literature

Contrary to Chapter 2, in this chapter relevant literature for feature selection and

dimensionality reduction and methods is included directly in the main text.

3.2 Feature Selection

Feature selection (FS) refers to selecting attributes that are a subset of the original

attributes. According to class information availability in the data, there are super-

vised and unsupervised (cf. [Dy07]) feature selection methods. The focus of this

thesis is on supervised feature selection methods. In this case, feature selection can

be defined as follows:

Definition 1 (Supervised feature selection). Given a set of features F = {f1, . . . , fi,

. . . , fn}, find a subset F ′ ⊆ F that maximizes the ability of the learning algorithm

to classify patterns. Formally, F ′ should maximize some scoring function Θ, such

that F ′ = argmaxG∈Γ{Θ(G)}, where Γ is the space of all possible feature subsets

of F .

Feature selection techniques do not alter the original representations of features,

but select a subset of them. Hence, these techniques preserve the original semantics

of the features, offering the advantage of interpretability by a domain expert. In

theory, the goal is to find the optimal feature subset that maximizes the scoring

function above. The selection of features (or subsets of features) should be performed

on the training set only, the test set is then used to validate the quality of the selected

features (subsets).

Throughout the literature (cf., for example, [KJ97, GE03, YL03, LY05b, SIL07]),

feature subset selection approaches are categorized into three main groups: filter

methods, wrapper methods and embedded approaches. Filter methods rely on gen-

eral characteristics of the training data to evaluate and select subsets of features

without involving a learning algorithm. Contrary to that, wrapper approaches use

a classification algorithm as a black box to assess the prediction accuracy of various

subsets. The last group, embedded approaches, performs the feature selection pro-

cess as an integral part of the machine learning algorithm. In the following, these

three techniques are described in detail. A visual overview of these three approaches

is given in Figure 3.1 (A = filter methods, B = wrapper methods, C = embedded

approaches).
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Figure 3.1: A simple scheme of feature selection techniques.

3.2.1 Filter Methods

Filter methods are classifier agnostic, no-feedback, pre-selection methods that are

independent of the machine learning algorithm to be applied. Following the classifi-

cation of [SIL07] (which slightly differs from the classification in [KJ97] and [GE03]),

filter methods can further be divided into univariate and multivariate techniques.

Univariate filter models consider one feature at a time, while multivariate methods

consider subsets of features together, aiming at incorporating feature dependencies.

In the survey by Guyon and Elisseeff [GE03], univariate filter methods are referred

to as single variable classifiers, and multivariate filter methods are grouped together

with wrapper methods and embedded methods and referred to as variable subset

selection methods.

Univariate filter methods. These methods consider features separately and usu-

ally make use of some scoring function to assign weights to features individually and

rank them based on their relevance to the target concept (cf., for example, [YL03]).

In the literature, this procedure is commonly known as feature ranking or feature

weighting. A feature will be selected if its weight or relevance is greater than some

threshold value.

Definition 2 (Feature ranking). Given a set of features F = {f1, . . . , fi, . . . , fn},
order the features by the value of some individual scoring function S(f). If S(fi) is

greater than a threshold value t, feature fi is added to the new feature subset F ′.
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It may happen that features in this subset contain redundant information or

do not provide information by themselves (without being combined with other fea-

tures). For example, perfectly correlated features are truly redundant in the sense

that no additional information is gained/lost by adding/removing them to/from the

subset. These features are often a problem for univariate filter methods. Univariate

filter methods may select several redundant features containing the same informa-

tion, because only the individual feature weights are considered. On the other side,

a feature that is useless by itself can provide useful information when taken in com-

bination with others. These features might be excluded from the feature subset

because their individual predictive power is low.

Various univariate filter methods exist, such as the family of instance-based RelieF

algorithms, or statistical approaches such as Pearson’s correlation, linear regression

or χ2 statistics.

RelieF (recursive elimination of features) algorithms (cf. [KR92]) are able to

detect conditional dependencies of features between instances. They evaluate the

worth of an attribute by repeatedly sampling an instance and considering the value

of the given attribute for the nearest instance of the same and different class. Most

RelieF algorithms can operate on both discrete and continuous class data. A theo-

retical and empirical analysis of several ReliefF algorithms can be found in [RK03].

The Pearson’s product moment correlation (Pearson’s correlation for short, cf.

[Guy08]) reflects the degree of linear relationship between two variables, and is

defined as R(i) = cov(xi,y)√
var(xi)var(y)

. In linear regression models (cf., for example,

[HL95]), R(i)2 is used as a variable ranking criterion and enforces a ranking according

to goodness of linear fit of individual variables (cf. [GE03]). The χ2-statistics method

(cf. [LS96]) measures the independence between explanatory and target variables and

evaluates the worth of an attribute by computing the value of the χ2-statistic with

respect to the class.

Besides instance-based and statistical approaches, there are several univariate

filter methods that use information theoretic criteria for variable selection, such

as information gain (also called Kullback-Leibler divergence) and gain ratio, both

described in [Qui93, WF05, Bra07] and summarized briefly in the following.

Information gain. One option for ranking features of a given dataset according

to how well they differentiate the classes of objects is to use their information gain

(IG), which is also used to compute splitting criteria for some decision tree algorithms

(for example, the C4.5 algorithm discussed in Section 4.3). Information gain is based

on entropy, an information-theoretic measure of the “uncertainty” contained in a

training set, due to more than one possible classifications (cf. [Bra07]). Given a
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discrete explanatory attribute x with respect to the (also discrete) class (or target)

attribute y, the uncertainty about the value of y is defined as the overall entropy

H(y) := −
k∑
i=1

P (y = yi) log2 (P (y = yi)). (3.1)

The conditional entropy of y given x is then defined as

H(y |x) := −
l∑

j=1

P (x = xi)H (y |x = xi). (3.2)

The reduction in entropy (“uncertainty”) or the “gain in information” of each

attribute x is then computed as

IG(y; x) := H(y)−H(y |x). (3.3)

Example: Given a training set of 14 instances, a binary classification problem (with

classes “yes” and “no”), and a variable “temperature” with three discrete values

{hot, mild, cool}. For five instances of the training sample, the value of the variable

temperature is hot. Out of those five instances, the class variable of two instances

is “yes”, and the class variable of the three other instances is “no”. The variable

temperature is mild for four instances of the training set, all of them have the class

variable “yes”. Finally, the value of the variable temperature of the remaining five

instances is cold, three of them belong to class “yes”, two of them to class “no”.

Overall, nine out of 14 instances belong to the class “yes”, and five instances belong

to the class “no”.

Thus, the overall gain in information (“information gain”) for the attribute tem-

perature can be computed as IG(temperature) := H([9, 5]) − H([2, 3], [4, 0], [3, 2]),

where H([9, 5]) can be computed as −9/14 × log2 9/14 − 5/14 × log2 5/14 = 0.940.

Moreover, H([2, 3]) ≡ H([3, 2]) = 0.971, and H(4, 0) = 0. Thus, H([2, 3], [4, 0], [3, 2])

= (5/14)×0.971+(4/14)×0+(5/14)×0.971 = 0.693. The information gain for the

variable temperature then becomes IG(temperature) = 0.940 − 0.693 = 0.247. A

high information gain indicates that the variable is able to differentiate well between

different classes of objects.

Gain ratio. Information gain favors features which assume many different val-

ues. Since this property of a feature is not necessarily connected with the splitting

information of a feature, features can also be ranked based on their information gain

ratio (GR), which normalizes the information gain and is defined as

GR(y; x) := IG(y; x)/splitinfo(x), (3.4)
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where

splitinfo(x) := −
l∑

i=1

P (x = xi) log2 P (x = xi). (3.5)

Although feature ranking may not be optimal, it may be preferable to other feature

reduction methods because of its computational and statistical scalability. Feature

ranking is computationally efficient, because it requires only the computation of

n scores and sorting the scores, and statistically robust, because it is known to

avoid overfitting due to its low variance compared to multivariate feature selection

methods (cf. [HTF02]). Nevertheless, since only the individual predictive power of

features is taken into account and feature dependencies are ignored, many redundant

features containing similar information may be chosen.

Multivariate filter methods. Members of this second group of filter methods

(also referred to as subset search evaluation) search through candidate feature sub-

sets guided by a certain evaluation measure which captures the quality of each subset

(not only the individual predictive power of single features). Contrary to wrapper

methods, multivariate filter methods do not rely on a specific learning algorithm.

Instead, consistency measures or correlation measures are often used to find a min-

imum number of features that are able to separate classes as good as the full set

of features can. An overview over several subset search evaluation methods can be

found in [LM98, DLM00, DL03]. Subset search evaluation can be defined as follows:

Definition 3 (Subset search evaluation). Given a set of features F = {f1, . . . , fi, . . . ,

fn}, find a feature subset F ′ such that the classification accuracy based on the feature

subset F ′ is maximized.

The “best” subset search evaluation approach to find the optimal subset would be

to try all possible feature subsets as input for the classification algorithm and choose

that subset which leads to the best results (in terms of classification accuracy).

Since the number of possible attribute subsets grows exponentially with the number

of attributes this exhaustive search method is impractical for all but simple toy

problems. To illustrate this, Figure 3.2 shows all 16 (24) possible feature subsets

for a very simple four-feature problem. Generally, the size of the search space for n

features is O(2n). Hence, most multivariate filter methods as well as most wrapper

methods use heuristic search methods to balance the quality of the subset and the

cost of finding it.

Famous examples of multivariate filter methods are correlation-based feature se-

lection (CBFS, cf. [Hal00]) and its extension, fast CBFS (cf. [YL04]). Generally
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0,0,0,0

0,0,0,10,0,1,00,1,0,01,0,0,0

0,1,1,01,0,0,11,0,1,01,1,0,0

0,1,1,11,0,1,11,1,0,11,1,1,0

1,1,1,1

0,1,0,1 0,0,1,1

Figure 3.2: All 2n possible feature subsets for a simple four-feature problem [KJ97], “1”
and “0” denotes the appearance/absence of a feature in a subset, respectively.
Each node is connected to nodes that have one feature deleted or added.

speaking, the idea behind CBFS is that a feature is important if it is relevant to

the class concept but is not redundant to any of the other relevant features. Ap-

plied with correlation, the goodness of a feature is measured, i. e., it is measured

whether a feature is highly correlated with the class but not highly correlated with

any of the other features. In Fleuret’s approach [Fle04], conditional mutual infor-

mation is used to catch dependencies among features. The author states that by

picking features which maximize their mutual information with the class to predict

conditional to any feature already picked, the method ensures the selection of fea-

tures which are both individually informative and two-by-two weakly dependent.

Experimental results show the strength of this approach, even when combined with

a very simple näıve Bayesian classifier (cf. Section 4.9). Moreover, self-organizing

or Kohonen maps (SOMs, cf. Section 4.9), which are usually used as unsupervised

classification methods (cf. Section 2.4.4), can also be applied independently of the

classification to the task of subset search evaluation. Usually, SOMs generate a

topology-preserving non-linear mapping of a high-dimensional input space (the de-

scriptor space) to a low-dimensional space, but they can also be applied as feature

selection methods by identifying correlations between features (cf., for example, the

recent study in [KOS09]).

Compared to feature ranking methods, multivariate filter algorithms are able to

identify and remove redundancies between features. Concerning the computational

cost, since multivariate filter algorithms need to measure the quality of a possibly

large number of candidate feature subsets instead of the quality of single features,

they are less scalable and slower than univariate techniques (cf. [GE03, SIL07]).

However, they still have a better computational complexity than wrapper methods.
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3.2.2 Wrapper Methods

Wrapper methods (cf. [KJ97, Das01]) are feedback methods which incorporate the

machine learning algorithm in the feature selection process, i. e., they rely on the

performance of a specific classifier to evaluate the quality of a set of features. Here,

the classification algorithm is used as a black box (cf. [KJ97]). Wrapper methods

search through the space of feature subsets using a learning algorithm to guide

the search. To search the space of different feature subsets, a search algorithm is

“wrapped” around the classification model. A search procedure in the space of

possible feature subsets is defined, various subsets of features are generated, and the

estimated classification accuracy of the learning algorithm for each feature subset is

evaluated.

Generally, wrapper methods can be divided into two groups, deterministic and

randomized methods.

Deterministic wrapper methods. These methods search through the space of

available feature either forwards or backwards. In the forward selection process,

single attributes are added to an initially empty set of attributes. At each step,

variables that are not already in the model are tested for inclusion in the model

and the most significant variables (e. g., the variable that increases the classification

accuracy based on the feature subset the most) are added to the set of attributes.

In the forward stage-wise selection technique only one variable can be added to the

set at one step. For example, in the best first search method the space of possible

attribute subsets is searched by a greedy hillclimbing algorithm augmented with a

backtracking facility. In the backward elimination process one starts with the full

set of features and deletes attributes one at a time (cf. [AB95, WF05]). In a study by

Guyon and Elisseeff (cf. [GE03]), a recursive implementation of this technique called

recursive feature elimination (RFE) has successfully been applied to the task of gene

selection by utilizing support vector machines (cf. Section 4.5) as feature ranking

method. A paired t-test is often used to compute the probability if other subsets may

perform substantially better. If this probability is lower than a pre-defined threshold

the search is stopped. The result is a (heuristically) optimal feature subset for the

applied learning algorithm.

Li and Yang [LY05a] have compared multiple classifiers with FS in recursive

and non-recursive settings and showed that the ability of a classifier for penalizing

redundant features and promoting independent features in the recursive process has

a strong influence on its success.

Randomized (non-deterministic) wrapper methods. Compared to determin-

istic wrapper methods, randomized wrapper algorithms search the next feature sub-
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set partly at random (i. e., the current subset does not directly grow or shrink from

any previous set following a deterministic rule). Single features or several features

at once can be added, removed, or replaced from the previous feature set. Famous

representatives of randomized wrapper methods are genetic algorithms (cf. [Gol89]

or [Vos99]), stochastic search methods which are inspired by evolutionary biology and

use techniques encouraged from evolutionary processes such as mutation, crossover,

selection and inheritance to select a feature subset. The application of genetic

algorithms as non-deterministic wrapper methods has been studied, for example,

in [JC99] or [HSL02]. Simulated annealing (cf. [KGV83]) – another stochastic search

method – is a generic probabilistic global search meta-algorithm for the global op-

timization problem, which has also been successfully applied as wrapper method

(cf. [BZF06]).

The interaction of wrapper methods with the classification algorithm often results

in better classification accuracy of the selected subsets than the accuracy achieved

with filter methods (cf. [KJ97, GE03, SIL07]). Nevertheless, the selected subsets are

classifier dependent and have a high risk of overfitting (cf. [SIL07]). Like multivariate

filter models, wrapper methods model feature dependencies, but are computationally

more expensive. Furthermore, deterministic models are prone to getting stuck in

a local optimum (greedy search). Compared to deterministic wrapper methods,

randomized methods are less prone to getting stuck in a local optimum, but have

a higher risk of overfitting (cf. [SIL07]). While some studies (cf. [Str07]) report

that non-deterministic wrapper approaches are usually faster than deterministic

approaches, the survey in [SIL07] states that randomized algorithms are sometimes

slower than deterministic algorithms.

3.2.3 Embedded Approaches

Embedded approaches (cf. [BL97]), sometimes also referred to as nested subset meth-

ods (cf. [GE03]), act as an integral part of the machine learning algorithm itself.

During the operation of the classification process, the algorithm itself decides which

attributes to use and which to ignore. Just like wrapper methods, embedded ap-

proaches thus depend on a specific learning algorithm, but may be more efficient in

several aspects. Since they avoid retraining of the classifier from scratch for every

feature subset investigated, they are usually faster than wrapper methods. More-

over, they make better use of the available data by not needing to split the training

data into a training and test/validation set.

Decision trees (cf. Section 4.3) are famous examples that use embedded feature

selection by selecting the attribute that achieves the “best” split in terms of class
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distribution at each leave. This procedure is repeated recursively on the feature

subsets until some stopping criterion is satisfied. The output is a model that uses

only a subset of features – those that appear in the nodes of the decision tree

(cf. [Mla06]). For this reason, decision trees are usually not sensitive to the presence

of irrelevant features.

Another example of embedded feature selection, which is based on training a

non-linear support vector machine (SVM, cf. Section 4.5), was proposed in [Rak03].

In this study, different criteria for variable selection are derived from SVM theory.

These criteria are based on (i) the weight vector norm and (ii) generalization er-

ror bounds sensitivity with respect to a variable (see Section 4.5 for details about

SVMs). The results show that the criterion based on the weight vector derivative

achieves good results. Guyon et al. [GWB02] introduced embedded feature selection

using the weight vectors of a support vector machine in combination with recursive

feature elimination. Their work was applied to the task of gene selection, and results

show that their method eliminates gene redundancy automatically and yields subsets

that achieve better classification than the full set of features. An approach called

grafting, which uses fast gradient-based heuristics to find the best feature subset,

was introduced in [PLT03]. Iteratively, a gradient-based heuristic is used to quickly

assess which feature is most likely to improve the existing model, that feature is

then added to the model, and the model is incrementally optimized using gradient

descent. Moreover, random forests (see Section 4.6) are also often considered and

applied (cf. [DA06]) as embedded feature selection methods, because of their built

in possibility to measure descriptor importance as well as the similarity between

features.

3.2.4 Comparison of Filter, Wrapper and Embedded Approaches

Wrapper methods usually have the highest computational complexity, followed by

embedded approaches. Multivariate filter methods are usually faster than embedded

approaches and wrapper methods, but slower than univariate filter methods (feature

ranking), which are often a good choice for datasets with a very large numbers of

instances. Since wrapper and embedded approaches select the feature subsets based

on a specific learning algorithm, they are more prone to overfitting than filter meth-

ods which are independent of the later applied classifier. Moreover, deterministic

wrapper algorithms are also prone to getting stuck in local optima. On the other

hand, wrapper and embedded methods have often proven to achieve very good clas-

sification accuracies for specific problems. Due to the wide variety of variables, data

distributions, classifiers and objectives, there is no feature selection method that

is universally better than others (cf., for example, [GGN06]). A general compari-
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son of filter and wrapper methods as well as embedded approaches is, for example,

given in [JC99, LY05b, GGN06, SIL07], where methods are compared in terms of

classification performance, general and computational complexity, scalability, model

independence, and behavior (are methods prone to getting stuck in local optima or

have high risk of overfitting).

3.3 Dimensionality Reduction

In some applications, reducing the dimension of the data is only useful if the original

features can be retained (for example, because the interpretability of the original

features should not be affected). If these considerations are not of concern, other

techniques which reduce the dimension of a dataset can be considered.

Dimensionality reduction (DR) refers to algorithms and techniques which create

new attributes as (often linear) combinations of the original attributes in order to

reduce the dimensionality of a dataset (cf. [LM98]). Rather than selecting a subset

of the features, these techniques involve some type of feature transformation and aim

at reducing the dimension such that the representation is as faithful as possible to

the original dataset, but with a lower dimension and removed redundancy. Because

the new attributes are combinations of the original ones, the transformation process

is also referred to as feature construction or feature transformation. This process

of constructing new features can be followed by or combined with a feature subset

selection process – the original feature set is first extended by the newly constructed

features and then a subset of features is selected (cf. [Mla06]). The study in [Pop01]

shows that adding newly computed features to the original attributes can increase

the classification results achieved with these feature sets more than replacing the

original attributes with the newly computed features.

In contrast to many feature selection methods, dimensionality reduction tech-

niques usually map the data to lower dimension in an unsupervised manner, i. e.,

the class labels are not considered, just the explanatory variables are used.

3.3.1 Low-rank Approximations

Low-rank approximations replace a large and often sparse data matrix with a re-

lated matrix of much lower rank. The objectives of these techniques are to reduce

the required storage space and/or to achieve a more efficient representation of the

relationship between data elements. Low-rank approximations are used within sev-

eral dimensionality reduction methods, such as principal component analysis (PCA,

cf. Section 3.3.2) or singular value decomposition (SVD, cf. Section 3.3.3). De-

pending on the applied approximation, great care must be taken in terms of storage
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requirements. If the original data matrix is very sparse (for example, as it is the

case for many text mining problems), the storage requirements for the low-rank ap-

proximations might be higher than for the original data matrix with much higher

dimensions, since the approximation matrices are often almost completely dense.

For the factors of the low-rank approximation technique, the sparseness may still be

preserved (for example, the SVD factors U,Σ, V , or the NMF factors W and H), but

the approximation of the original data matrix is usually almost dense (for example,

the product UΣV > within SVD, or the product WH within NMF, see later).

Different matrix factorization or matrix decomposition techniques can be applied

for computing low-rank approximations. The most well known techniques are the

eigenvalue decomposition and singular value decomposition, but there are several

other techniques – some of them are listed at the end of this section. In recent

years, an approximation technique for nonnegative data – called nonnegative matrix

factorization (NMF, cf. Section 3.3.4) – has been used successfully in various fields.

In the following, the main characteristics of principal component analysis, singular

value decomposition and nonnegative matrix factorization are discussed.

3.3.2 Principal Component Analysis

One of the most widely used DR techniques is the principal component analysis

(PCA, cf. [Kra98, Par98, Jol02, Sha03]), which produces new attributes as linear

combinations of the original variables. These new attributes – called principle com-

ponents (PCs) – have to meet the following criteria: The PCs are (i) linear combi-

nations of the original attributes, (ii) orthogonal to each other, and (iii) capture the

maximum amount of variation in the data (see paragraph on principal components).

Often the variability of the data can be captured by a relatively small number of

PCs, and, as a result, PCA can achieve high reduction in dimensionality with usu-

ally lower noise than the original patterns. A drawback of PCA is that the PCs are

not always easy to interpret, and, in addition to that, PCA depends on the scaling

of the data (i. e., removing the mean of each variable). Depending on the field of

application, PCA is sometimes also referred to as Karhunen-Loève transform (KLT,

cf. [Fuk90]). In the following, the mathematical background of PCA is explained

briefly.

Eigenvalues and eigenvectors. For an n × n matrix C and a nonzero vector q,

the values of λ satisfying the equation

Cq = λq (3.6)

are called the eigenvalues of C, the vectors q satisfying Equation (3.6) are called
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eigenvectors. The number of non-zero eigenvalues of C is at most rank(C), which

is the maximal number of linearly independent columns or rows of C, respectively.

Equation (3.6) can also be written as (C − λIn)q = 0.

If C (and hence (C − λIn)) is an n× n square and full-rank matrix (i. e., C has

at most n linearly independent eigenvectors), the eigenvalues of C can be found,

for example, by solving the characteristic equation (also called the characteristic

polynomial) det(C−λIM ) = 0, where det(S) denotes the determinant of the square

matrix S. This method for solving the characteristic equation should be considered

as a mathematical proof rather than as a state-of-the-art method. Computational

methods are not based on this representation (as it is the case for the algorithms

mentioned in the paragraph about computational complexity (see below)).

If C has n linearly independent eigenvectors q1,...,qn, then C can be expressed

by a product of three matrices

C = QΛQ−1, (3.7)

where Λ is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the eigenvalues of C in

decreasing order (λ1, ..., λn), and Q = [q1, ...,qn] is the matrix of eigenvectors of

C (the ith eigenvector corresponds to the ith largest eigenvalue). Equation (3.7) is

called eigenvalue decomposition (or eigendecomposition) of C. Mathematical details

behind the eigendecomposition can be found in the literature, for example, in [GV96]

or [Dem97].

Covariance and correlation. The covariance of two attributes is a measure of

how strongly these attributes vary together. The covariance of a sample of two

random variables x and y (with mean x and y) with sample size n can be calculated

as

Cov(x,y) =
1

n− 1

n∑
i=1

(xi − x)(yi − y). (3.8)

If x = y, then the covariance is equal to the variance. When x and y are normalized

by their standard deviations σx and σy, then the covariance of x and y is equal to the

correlation coefficient of x and y, which indicates the strength and the direction of

a linear relationship between x and y. The correlation coefficient can be calculated

as

Corr(x,y) =
Cov(x,y)

σxσy
. (3.9)

Given an m × n matrix A, whose m rows are data objects and whose n columns

are attributes, the covariance matrix Cov(A), which is a square matrix constructed

of the single covariances, can be calculated. If the values of each attribute of A are
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shifted such that the mean of each attribute is 0, then Cov(A)= A>A.

Principal components. If the eigenvalue decomposition is performed on the

square matrix Cov(A), then the original data matrix A can be transformed to an-

other matrix A′ := AQ, with Q = [q1, ...,qn] (see also Equation (3.7)). Each column

of A′ is a linear combination of the original attributes, the columns of A′ are the

principal components, the variance of the ith new attribute is λi, and the sum of the

variances of all new attributes is equal to the sum of the variances of the original

attributes.

The eigenvalue decomposition can also be performed on Corr(A). Chapter 6

provides some detailed discussions and comparisons about the application of the

eigenvalue decomposition using the covariance matrix or the correlation coefficient

matrix. In both cases (i. e., using Cov(A) or Corr(A)), A′ satisfies the following

properties (cf. [TSK05]):

i Each pair of the new attributes has covariance 0,

ii The new attributes are ordered descendingly with respect to their variance,

iii The first new attribute (i. e., the first principal component) captures as much

of the variance of the data as possible by a single attribute, and,

iv Each successive attribute captures as much of the remaining data as possible.

The eigenvectors of Cov(A) (or Corr(A), respectively) define a new set of orthog-

onal axes, and the eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue indicates the

direction in which the data has the most variance. PCA can be viewed as a rotation

of the original axes, where the total variability of the data is still preserved, but the

new attributes are now uncorrelated.
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Figure 3.3: Data before the PCA
transformation.
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Figure 3.4: Data after the PCA
transformation.
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Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the alignment of the new axes in the directions of the

maximum variability of the data. The figures show a plot of two dimensional data

points, before and after a PCA transformation. The total variance of the original

data points (shown in Figure 3.3) is equal to the total variance of the new attributes,

but the first new attribute captures as much of the variance of the data as possible.

In Figure 3.3, the variance on the x-axis is 3.84, the variance on the y-axis is 7.99,

and the total variance is thus 11.83. After the transformation (Figure 3.4), the total

variance remains unchanged, but the variance on the x-axis is increased to 10.36 and

the variance on the y-axis is reduced to 1.47.

Advantages and drawbacks. PCA is a relatively simple, non-parametric, generic

method that is useful for finding new, more informative, uncorrelated features and

it can be used to reduce dimensionality by rejecting low variance features. Since

the principal components are orthogonal to each other, every principal component

is uncorrelated to every other principal component (i. e., they do not contain any

redundant information). The principal components are designed to account for the

highest percentage of the variation among the variables with as few PCs as possible.

Thus, often the first few PCs account for some large percentage of the total variance,

allowing for a compact representation of the data with only low dimensions.

However, PCA is limited to re-expressing the data as combinations of its basis

vectors. A main drawback of PCA is that each PC is a linear combination of all

original variables, thus leading to a potentially difficult interpretation of the PCs.

On the contrary, in a system with many variables PCA may be used to project

the dimension down to a reasonable number of plots, and the principal components

could be rotated towards a more meaningful representation. Moreover, PCA is

sensitive with respect to the units of measurement. If the units and the variances

of attributes vary a lot, then variables with high variance tend to dominate the first

few principal components. In this case, the data need to be normalized prior to the

PCA transformation.

Computational complexity. From a computational point of view, the eigenvalue

decomposition for solving the PCA transformation is rather expensive in terms of

runtime, especially for a large number of attributes. There are several algorithms

for solving symmetric eigenproblems, but all of them are of order O(n3). Dem-

mel [Dem97] discusses several algorithms for computing the eigenvalue decompo-

sition, such as tridiagonal QR iteration (see also [GV96]), bisection and inverse

iteration, the divide-and-conquer algorithm (see also [Cup81]), Rayleigh quotient

iteration (see also [Par98]), as well as the cyclic Jacobi method (see also [GV96]).

The first three algorithms are reported to be the fastest (cf. [Dem97]) – however,
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they are still of order O(n3). A recent comparison of the performance of LAPACK 1

implementations (a software package that offers fast linear algebra routines) of these

three algorithms can be found in [DMP08].

3.3.3 Singular Value Decomposition

Equation (3.7) decomposes a square matrix into a product of three matrices. An

arbitrary matrix can be decomposed in a similar way (although eigenvectors do not

exist for non-square matrices). The singular value decomposition (SVD, cf. [Dem97,

BDJ99]), is a more general method that factors any m× n matrix A of rank r into

a product of three matrices, such that

A = UΣV >, (3.10)

where U is m × m (the left singular vectors), Σ is m × n, and is V is n × n (the

right singular vectors). U and V are both orthonormal matrices (i. e., UU> = Im

and V V > = In), and Σ is an m × n matrix where the nonnegative and descend-

ingly ordered elements along the diagonal of the left/top quadratic subblock are the

singular values σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ σ3 ≥ · · · ≥ σr ≥ 0 of A. All other elements of Σ are 0.

If r < min(m,n), i. e., the matrix A is not full-rank, then only r singular values

are greater than 0. A full-rank decomposition of A is usually denoted like this:

Ar = UrΣrV
>
r . The singular values are always real numbers. If the matrix A is real,

then U and V are also real. The relative sizes of the matrices U , Σ and V are shown

in Figure 3.5. All entries not explicitly indicated in Σ are zero.

Figure 3.5: Illustration of the SVD (following [BDJ99]). For m > n (upper part of the
figure), and m < n (lower part).

The truncated SVD (or reduced rank SVD) to A can be found by setting all but

1http://www.netlib.org/lapack
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the first k largest singular values equal to zero and using only the first k columns of

U and V . This is usually denoted like

Ak = UkΣkV
>
k , (3.11)

or, more explicitly

Ak ' (u1, . . . ,uk)


σ1

. . .

σk




v>1
...

v>k

 , (3.12)

where (u1, . . . ,uk) are the column vectors of U , and (v>1 , . . . ,v
>
k ) are row vectors of

V >.

A theorem by Eckart and Young from 1936 [EY36] states that amongst all possible

rank k approximations, Ak is the best approximation in the sense that ||A−Ak||F is

as small as possible (cf. [BDJ99]), in other words, the singular value decomposition

gives the closest rank k approximation of a matrix, such that

||A−Ak||F ≤ ||A−Bk||F , (3.13)

where Bk is any matrix of rank k, and ||.||F is the Frobenius norm, which is defined

as (
∑
|aij |2)1/2 = ||A||F ) (cf. [Dem97]). Since both, premultiplying an m×n matrix

X with an m×m orthogonal matrix, and postmultiplying X with an n×n orthogonal

matrix leaves the Frobenius norm unchanged, it can be shown that the Frobenius

norm of A is equal to the Euclidean norm of the vector containing all singular values

||A||F = ||UΣV >||F = ||ΣV >||F = ||Σ||F =

√√√√ rA∑
j=1

σ2
j . (3.14)

Computational complexity. In general, the computational complexity of the

original Golub-Reinsch SVD algorithm for computing all three matrices U , Σ and V

is O(4m2n+ 8mn2 + 9n3), for computing only the matrices Σ and V it is O(4mn2 +

8n3) (cf. [GV96]), making the decomposition unfeasible for large datasets. The R-

SVD algorithm introduced by Chan [Cha92] has a complexity of O(4m2n+22n3) for

computing all three matrices, and a complexity of O(2mn2 + 11n3) for computing

only Σ and V . The Lanczos method (cf. [GV96, Par98]) is able to compute a thin

SVD (i. e., r – the number of required singular values – must be known in advance)

in O(mnr2), but is known to be inaccurate for smaller singular values (cf. [Ber92]).

[Bra02] proposed an SVD update algorithm for dense matrices, which shows a linear
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time complexity in the size and the rank of the data, O(mnr).

Relation to PCA. Calculating the SVD is equivalent of finding the eigenvalues

and eigenvectors of AA> and A>A. The eigenvectors of AA> make up the columns

of U , the eigenvectors of A>A make up the columns of V . Moreover, the singular

values in Σ are the square roots of eigenvalues from AA> and A>A. The SVD-PCA

connection stems from the straightforward linear algebra calculations

AA> = (UΣV >) (V Σ>U>) = UΣ2U>, and (3.15)

A>A = (V Σ>U>) (UΣV >) = V Σ2V >. (3.16)

A comparison with Equation (3.7) shows the following: As already mentioned before,

if the values of each attribute of A are shifted such that the mean of each attribute is

0, then Cov(A)=A>A. If we re-write Equation (3.7) in the form A>A = QΛQ−1, and

replace the left part of Equation (3.16) with the right part of Equation (3.7), we get

QΛQ−1 = V Σ2V >. Since Q and V are orthonormal, Q−1 = Q>, and V −1 = V >.

If the columns of Λ and Q are now arranged such that the eigenvalues in Λ are

descendingly ordered, then it can be seen that Λ is identical to the square of Σ, and

Q is identical to V .

An often mentioned difference between these two approaches is that PCA re-

moves the mean of each variable whereas SVD uses the original data (however, the

mean could also be removed before computing the SVD). Especially for sparse data

it is not always preferable to remove the mean of the data (cf. [TSK05]). The similar-

ities and dissimilarities of PCA and SVD have been examined in various studies, for

example Cherry [Che97] provides an excellent comparison of these two techniques.

Software. There are several software libraries for numerical linear algebra imple-

mentations (LAPACK 2, ScaLAPACK 3, SVDPACK 4, . . . ) that contain various algorithmic

variants for computing the SVD (and also the eigenvalue decomposition for PCA).

3.3.4 Nonnegative Matrix Factorization

The nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF, cf. [PT94, LS99]) consists of reduced

rank nonnegative factors W ∈ Rm×k and H ∈ Rk×n with (problem dependent) k �
min{m,n} that approximate a given nonnegative data matrix A∈ Rm×n: A ≈WH.

The non-negativity constraints require that all entries in A, W and H are zero or

positive. Despite the fact that the product WH is only an approximate factorization

2http://www.netlib.org/lapack
3http://www.netlib.org/scalapack
4http://www.netlib.org/svdpack
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of A of rank at most k, WH is called a nonnegative matrix factorization of A. The

non-linear optimization problem underlying NMF can generally be stated as

min
W,H

f(W,H) =
1

2
||A−WH||2F , (3.17)

where ||.||F is the Frobenius norm (see Section 3.3.3). Although the Frobenius norm

is commonly used to measure the error between the original data A and WH, other

measures are also possible, for example, an extension of the Kullback-Leiber di-

vergence to positive matrices (cf. [DS05]), a convergence criterion based on the the

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition (cf. [KP08]), or an angular measure based on

the angle θi between successive basis vectors, i. e. W
(j+1)
i and W

(j)
i (cf. [LMA06]).

Unlike the SVD, the NMF is not unique, and convergence is not guaranteed for all

NMF algorithms. If they converge, then they usually converge to local minima only

(potentially different ones for different algorithms). Fortunately, the data compres-

sion achieved with only local minima has been shown to be of desirable quality for

many data mining applications (cf. [LMA06]).

Due to its nonnegativity constraints, NMF produces so-called “additive parts-

based” (or “sum-of-parts”) representations of the data (in contrast to many other

linear representations such as SVD, PCA or ICA). This is an impressive benefit of

NMF, since it makes the interpretation of the NMF factors much easier than for

factors containing positive and negative entries, and enables NMF a non-subtractive

combination of parts to form a whole [LS99]. For example, the features in W (called

“basis vectors”) may be topics of clusters in textual data, or parts of faces in image

data. Another favorable consequence of the nonnegativity constraints is that both

factors W and H are often naturally sparse (see, for example, the update steps of

Algorithm 3, where negative elements are set to zero).

3.3.5 Algorithms for Computing NMF

NMF algorithms can be divided into three general classes: multiplicative update

(MU), alternating least squares (ALS) and gradient descent (GD) algorithms. A

review of these three classes can be found, for example, in [BBL07]. Pseudo code

for the general structure of all NMF algorithms is given in Algorithm 1.

In the basic form of most NMF algorithms, the factors W and H are initialized

randomly. Since the approximation quality and convergence of NMF algorithms

strongly depends on the initialization of the factors, NMF algorithms are usually re-

peated several times, each time with newly initialized factors. The variable maxrep-

etition in line 2 specifies the number of repetitions of the complete algorithm. Most

algorithms need pre-initialized factors W and H, but some algorithms (for example,
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Algorithm 1 – General structure of NMF algorithms.

1: given matrix A ∈ Rm×n and k � min{m,n}:
2: for rep = 1 to maxrepetition do

3: W = rand(m, k);

4: (H = rand(k, n);)

5: for i = 1 to maxiter do

6: perform algorithm specific NMF update steps

7: check termination criterion

8: end for

9: end for

the ALS algorithm) only need one pre-initialized factor (as indicated with brackets

in line 4 of Algorithm 1). In each repetition, NMF update steps are processed iter-

atively until a maximum number of iterations is reached (maxiter, line 5). Different

update steps for the three basic NMF algorithms are briefly described in the follow-

ing paragraph. If the approximation error of the algorithm drops below a pre-defined

threshold, or the shift between two iterations is very small, the algorithm might stop

before all iterations are processed (for details, see paragraph termination criteria).

Multiplicative update algorithm. The update steps for the multiplicative up-

date algorithm given in [LS01] are based on the mean squared error objective func-

tion. Adding ε in each iteration avoids division by zero. A typical value used in

practice is ε = 10−9.

Algorithm 2 – Update steps for the multiplicative update algorithm.

1: H = H . ∗ (W>A) ./(W>WH + ε);

2: W = W . ∗ (AH>) ./(WHH> + ε);

The operator ./ divides each entry of the matrix on the left hand-side of the

operator by the corresponding entry of the matrix on the right hand-side of the

operator. Similarly, the operator .∗ indicates an element-by-element multiplication.

Alternating least squares algorithm. Alternating least squares algorithms were

first mentioned in [PT94]. In an alternating manner, a least squares step is followed

by another least squares step. As can be seen in Algorithm 3, all negative elements

resulting from the least squares computation are set to 0 to ensure nonnegativity.

The standard ALS algorithm only needs to initialize the factor W , the factor H

is computed in the first iteration. This algorithm also works with a pre-initialized

factor H (lines 3 and 4 in Algorithm 3 have to be executed prior to lines 1 and 2).

Gradient descent algorithm. This third algorithm always takes a step in the
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Algorithm 3 – Update steps for the alternating least squares algorithm.

1: solve for H : W>WH = W>A;

2: set all negative elements in H to 0;

3: solve for W : HH>W> = HA>;

4: set all negative elements in W to 0;

direction of the negative gradient, the direction of steepest descent (which can be

computed using the partial derivatives for H and W , respectively). Here, εH

Algorithm 4 – Update steps for the gradient descent algorithm.

1: H = H − εH∇Hf(W,H)

2: W = W − εW∇W f(W,H)

and εW are step-size parameters which have to be chosen carefully in order to get

a good approximation (cf. the discussion in [Lin07]). The partial derivatives are

∇Hf(W,H) = W>(WH − V ) and ∇W f(W,H) = (WH − V )H>, respectively.

An interesting study investigating proposing and discussing an adaption of gra-

dient descent algorithm was published by Lin [Lin07]. In this paper, the author

proposed the use of a projected gradient bound-constrained optimization method

for computing the NMF. Results show that this method is is computationally very

competitive and appears to have better convergence properties than the standard

MU approach in some cases.

All three algorithms are iterative and their convergence depends on the initialization

of W (and H). Since the iterates generally converge to a local minimum, often

several instances of the algorithm are run using different random initializations, and

the best of the solutions is chosen. A proper non-random initialization of W and/or

H (depending on the algorithm) can avoid the need to repeat several factorizations.

Moreover, it may speed up convergence of a single factorization and reduce the error

as defined in Equation (3.17). In Chapter 8 we introduce, discuss and compare new

initialization methods for NMF.

Termination criteria. The simplest possible convergence criterion, which is used

in almost all NMF algorithms, is to run for a fixed number of iterations (denoted

maxiter in Algorithm 1). Since the most appropriate value for maxiter is problem-

dependent, this is not a mathematically appealing way to control the number of

iterations, but applies when the required approximation accuracy does not drop

below a pre-defined threshold ε, even after several iterations. The quality of the

approximation accuracy is another convergence criterion. Obviously, the choice of ε

depends on the size and structure of the data. As already mentioned in Section 3.3.4,
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different convergence measures can be applied, such as the Frobenius norm (see

Equation (3.17)), Kullback-Leiber divergence, KKT, or angular measures. An third

convergence criterion is based on the relative change of the factors W and H from

one iteration to another. If this change is below a pre-defined threshold δ, then the

algorithm also terminates.

Computational complexity of NMF algorithms A single update step of the

MU algorithm has the complexity O(kmn) (since A is m× n, W is m× k and H is

k × n), see, for example, [LCL07, RM09]. Considering the number of iterations i of

the NMF yields an overall complexity of O(ikmn). The computational complexity

of basic GD methods depends on computing the partial derivatives in Algorithm 4,

which yields also a complexity of O(ikmn), and is also based on the effort needed

for retrieving the optimal size of the step-sizes parameters (cf. [Lin07]). For the ALS

algorithm, the complexity for solving the equations in lines 1 and 3 of Algorithm 3

need to be considered additionally. In its most general form, these equations are

solved using an orthogonal-triangular factorization.

3.3.6 Other Dimensionality Reduction Techniques

The goal of a factor analysis (FA, cf. [Gor83, JW07]) is to express the original

attributes as linear combinations of a small number of hidden or latent attributes.

The factor analysis searches for underlying (i. e., hidden or latent) features that

summarize a group of highly correlated attributes. The following equation shows

the relationship between the old and new data objects for a standard factor analysis

model (assuming that the mean of each attribute is zero):

a>i∗ = Λf>i∗ + ε, (3.18)

where ai∗ is the ith row vector of the original m× n data matrix A (each row of A

corresponds to an instance), and f i∗ is the corresponding row vector of the new m×p
data matrix F . Λ is an m × p matrix of factor loadings, that indicate how much

each single original attribute depends on the new attributes (also called latent or

common factors). ε is an error term that accounts for the portion of the attributes

not accounted by F . Several mathematical and statistical methods are needed to

extract the factors, including principal component analysis, maximum-likelihood,

and least-squares (cf., for example, [Att99]).

Independent components analysis (ICA, cf. [HKO01]) – a member of the

class of blind source separation (BSS) methods – is a method for finding underlying

factors or components from multivariate (multidimensional) statistical data. More

precisely, ICA separates multivariate signals into additive subsets, that are both
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statistically independent and non-gaussian.

Multidimensional scaling (MDS, cf. [CC01]) finds projections of the data to

a lower dimensional space, while preserving pairwise distances (based on an objec-

tive function). Usually, MDS explores similarities and dissimilarities in the data.

FastMap [FL95], a fast incremental technique, and ISOMAP [TSL00], a method

used to handle data with non-linear relationship to one another, are two famous

examples within the set of MDS techniques.

Locally linear embedding (LLE, cf. [RS00]) is an unsupervised, non-linear and

non-parametric dimensionality reduction technique that computes low-dimensional,

neighborhood-preserving embeddings of high-dimensional input. LLE maps data

into a single global coordinate system of usually much lower dimensionality, without

being prone to getting stuck in local minima.

A classical method for the lossy compression of datasets (instances, not at-

tributes) is vector quantization (cf. [LBG80]). This method models the prob-

ability density functions by the distribution of prototype vectors (also called code

vectors). A vector quantizer divides a large set of k-dimensional vectors into a finite

set of prototype vectors Y = yi : i = 1, 2, ..., N , where each yi acts as a centroid point

(comparable to centroids in clustering algorithms), and all yi have approximately

the same number of points closest to them. Vector quantization has been used for

image and signal compression (cf. [GG91]), voice recognition (cf. [KL93]), and for

general statistical pattern recognition (cf. [SDM06]).

3.3.7 Comparison of Techniques

When comparing dimensionality reduction techniques, various key issues of the

methods have to be taken into account. Important aspects are quality and type

of representation, theoretical provability, determinism, computational complexity,

availability of algorithms, etc. An important property of DR methods is the as-

pect if the representation captures the characteristics of the data that are important

while eliminating aspects that are irrelevant or even detrimental (e. g., noise). The

answer to this question depends to a large extend on the characteristic of the data.

Some DR methods capture linear relationships between the old and the new sets of

attributes (PCA, SVD, FA), while other methods such as ISOMAP and LLE are

also able to capture with nonlinear relationships. Due to the non-negativity con-

straints of NMF, this technique is able to produce “sum-of-parts” representations

of the original data (cf. Section 3.3.4), which makes the interpretation of the NMF

factors much easier than for other methods.

From a theoretical point of view, PCA and SVD have the best theoretically prov-

able properties, and give the best approximation in terms of approximation error of
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all methods (cf. Equation (3.13) in Section 3.3.3). Moreover, both techniques are

purely deterministic and always produce reproducible results (for identical input).

NMF algorithms based on non-randomly initialized factors are also deterministic,

while randomly initialized factors produce different answers on different runs. Fac-

tor analysis and MDS techniques are also non-deterministic. The computational

complexity of most methods is over O(m2) (cf. [TSK05]), where m is the number

of objects. Only FastMap has a linear time and space complexity.

The availability of fast and efficient algorithms is also an essential aspect of di-

mensionality reduction methods. The software libraries mentioned in Section 3.3.3

provide several algorithmic variants for efficiently computing singular value decom-

position and eigenvalue decomposition. Moreover, SVD and eigenvalue decomposi-

tion algorithms are integrated into Matlab5, and methods for computing NMF and

factor analysis are included into the Matlab Statistics Toolbox.

In Part II of this thesis, we focus on three of these methods (PCA, SVD, NMF) for

investigating the relationship between dimensionality reduction methods and the

resulting classification accuracy in the context of email filtering and drug discovery

applications. Summarizing, SVD, PCA and NMF contain several crucial properties

that make them preferable over other methods in the context of this thesis. PCA

and SVD benefit from their theoretical provability and the fact, that they are able to

produce the best approximation of the original data compared to any other method.

Contrary to that, NMF seems to be a very promising method since the “sum-of-

parts” representation obtained from the non-negativity constraints of NMF provides

the possibility to interpret the factors (“basis vectors” or “basis features”).

5http://www.mathworks.com/



Chapter 4

Supervised Learning

In Chapter 2 of this thesis, machine learning algorithms were classified into two

distinct groups – supervised (predictive) and unsupervised (descriptive) learning

methods. Algorithms for supervised learning use a set of labeled training examples,

each with a feature vector and a class label. Given some training data, most algo-

rithms produce a classifier model that maps an object to a class label. Contrary to

that, unsupervised learning algorithms aim at finding similarities among unlabeled

objects and work without the class information of a sample (cf. Section 2.4.4). In

this thesis, the focus is on the application of supervised learning algorithms to the

task of classification in order to compare and evaluate the classification performance

of these algorithms based on several subsets of features extracted by feature selection

and dimensionality reduction techniques discussed in Chapter 3.

In this chapter, all classification models used in Part II of this thesis are explained

and discussed separately. Moreover, the algorithms are compared to each other

in terms of classification accuracy, comprehensibility, complexity and speed. The

discussed methods comprise k-nearest neighbor classifiers, decision trees, rule-based

learners, support vector machines and several ensemble methods (including bagging

and random forest). Moreover, two techniques originating from web search and

text mining – the vector space model and its extension, latent semantic indexing

– are discussed. At the end of this chapter, some classification methods which are

not used in Part II of this thesis, but which have been used in the contexts of the

application areas discussed in Chapter 5 are summarized briefly. Relevant literature

for each learning algorithm is given directly in the appropriate sections discussing

these algorithms.
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4.1 Relevant Literature

Similarly to Chapter 6, relevant literature for supervised learning algorithms is again

included directly in the main text.

4.2 The k-Nearest Neighbor Algorithm

The k-nearest neighbor (kNN) algorithm (cf. [CH67, Aha92, CH95]) is a simple and

one of the most intuitive machine learning algorithms that belongs to the category

of instance-based learners. Instance-based learners are also called lazy learner be-

cause the actual generalization process is delayed until classification is performed,

i. e., there is no model building process. Unlike most other classification algorithms,

instance-based learners do not abstract any information from the training data dur-

ing the learning (or training) phase. Learning (training) is merely a question of

encapsulating the training data, the process of generalization beyond the training

data is postponed until the classification process.

kNN is based on the principle that instances within a dataset will generally exist

in close proximity to other instances that have similar properties (cf. [CH67]). If

the objects are tagged with a classification label, objects are classified by a major-

ity vote of their neighbors and are assigned to the class most common amongst its

k-nearest neighbors. k is a usually rather small odd (to avoid tied votes) positive

number and the correct classification of the neighbors is known a priori. The ob-

jects can be considered n-dimensional points within an n-dimensional instance space

where each point corresponds to one of the n features describing the objects. The

distance or “closeness” to the neighbors of an unclassified object is determined by

using a distance metric (also called similarity function), for example the Euclidean

distance or the Manhattan distance. A survey of different distance metrics for kNN

classification can be found, for example, in [WBS06].

The high degree of local sensitivity makes kNN highly susceptible to noise in the

training data – thus, the value of k strongly influences the performance of the kNN

algorithm. The optimal choice of k is a problem dependent issue, but techniques

like cross-validation (cf. Section 2.4.4) can be used to reveal the optimal value of k

for objects within the training set. Figure 4.1 is an example of how the choice of

k affects the outcome of the kNN algorithm. In Figure 4.1 (a), if k is set to 7 or

smaller, a majority count of the k-nearest neighbors of the object under investigation

(qi) returns the (obviously correct) class crosses. Increasing k to 9 (all objects inside

the big circle) would result in predicting qi to class circles. On the contrary, setting

k to 1 or 9 in Figure 4.1 (b) returns class circles, if k is set to 3, 5, or 7, the kNN
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qi qi

Figure 4.1: kNN classifier.

algorithm returns class crosses.

Since the procedure of finding the closest object(s) of a training set is linear in the

number of training instances for every unlabeled object, the time to make a single

prediction is proportional to the number of training instances. Moreover, every

additional feature further increases the classification time. As kNN has absolutely

no built-in process of selecting important features, feature reduction is particularly

important for this algorithm to scale down the required runtime. Especially feature

ranking (cf. Section 3.2) is often used to discard features with weights below a

certain threshold value and to improve classification accuracy of the classifier (cf.,

for example, [Aha92]).

General evaluation. Considering the simplicity of the kNN algorithm, the classi-

fication results of kNN are generally quite good and comparable to the performance

achieved with decision trees and rule-based learners (cf. [Kot07]). However, the clas-

sification accuracy of kNN models does in general not reach the accuracy achieved

with support vector machines or ensemble learners. kNN is considered to be intol-

erant to noise, since its similarity measures can easily be distorted by errors in the

attribute values, and is also very sensitive to irrelevant features. On the contrary,

kNN models are usually not prone to overfitting and can be applied to incremental

learning strategies – since kNN does not build a classification model, newly classified

instances can be added to the training set easily.

Relevant literature. There are several studies that survey the application of kNN

for classification tasks. Besides almost all introductory data mining books and sur-

veys mentioned in Section 2.5, there are, for example, the book by Mitchell [Mit98]

or a recent survey article by Jiang et al. [JCW07], that summarizes several im-

provements of kNN algorithms for classification. An interesting publication on

weighted kNN classification based on symbolic features was published by Cost and
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Salzberg [CS93]. Distance tables are calculated to produce real-valued distances from

features coming from symbolic domains. The authors state that their technique is

comparable or superior to standard kNN in three different application domains and

has advantages in training speed and simplicity. A different study, published by

Han et al. [HKK01], focuses on a weight-adjusted kNN implementation which finds

the optimal weight vector using an optimization function based on the leave-out-out

cross-validation and a greedy hill climbing technique. Moreover, two performance

optimizations based on intelligent selection of words followed by a document clus-

tering process, are introduced. The results show that the classification accuracy re-

mains generally unchanged while the computational performance could be improved

by a few orders of magnitude. Gracia et al. [GDB08] investigated high-performance

aspects of kNN classification based on utilizing GPU performance and show that

kNN can be accelerated up to a factor of 120 when using specific GPU settings.

4.3 Decision Trees

Decision trees (cf. [Kas80, BFS84, Qui93, SL98], sometimes also called classification

trees or regression trees) apply a “divide-and-conquer” approach to the problem

of learning from a set of independent instances. All decision trees are structured

such that the root node and the internal nodes contain attribute test conditions to

separate (classify) records that have different characteristics. The branches between

nodes represent conjunctions of features that lead to those classifications, and leaf

nodes represent the class labels.

Since the problem of constructing optimal (binary) decision trees is an NP-

complete problem (cf., for example, [Qui93]), heuristics are used for constructing

near-optimal trees. The feature that best divides the training data is used to par-

tition the records into smaller subsets. The crucial step is how to determine which

feature to split on. Different feature evaluation rules are used to search for the best

splitting feature. Some of these rules are derived from information theory, most of

them being based on Shannon’s entropy (cf. [Sha51]). Information gain (cf. Sec-

tion 3.2.1), a technique which can also be applied as feature ranking method, is one

of the most widely used splitting criteria. Another information theory based split-

ting criterion is to maximize the global mutual information by expanding tree nodes

that contribute to the largest gain in average mutual information of the whole tree

(cf., for example, [LWL03]). Rules derived from distance measures between groups

calculate the separability, divergence or discrimination between classes. Popular

distance measures are the Gini index of diversity (cf. [BFS84]), a measure of the

inequality of a distribution, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance (cf. [Sha03]), a mea-
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sure of the underlying similarity of two samples, or the χ2-statistic (cf. [LS96]), a

statistical significance test that uses the χ2-distribution to test the fit between a

theoretical frequency distribution and a frequency distribution of observed data for

which each observation may fall into one of several classes The χ2-distribution is the

sum of the squares of a set of variables or attributes, each of which has a normal

distribution and is expressed in standardized unit.

Basic algorithm. The typical decision tree algorithm proceeds as follows: First,

select an attribute to place at the root node and make one branch for each possible

value (or interval) of this attribute. This splits up the training set into subsets, one

for every value (interval) of the attribute. Then, repeat the process recursively for

each branch. If at any time all instances at a node have the same classification, stop

developing that part of the tree. Algorithm 5 presents a pseudo-code for building

decision trees.

Algorithm 5 – Pseudo-code for building decision trees.

Given a set set of training records D(t) that are associated with node t

and class labels y = {y1, y2, . . . , yc}
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Apply recursively for each child node

if all records in recordset D(t) belong to the same class yt then

t is a leaf node labeled as yt

else

D(t) contains records that belong to more than one class

Select evaluation rule to partition the records into smaller subsets

Create a child node for each outcome of test condition

Distribute the records in D(t) to the children

end if

Three major groups of decision tree algorithms are used in practice. The most

well-known algorithms are C4.5 and its successor C5.0, which are extensions of the

ID3 algorithm, all introduced by Quinlan [Qui93]. ID3, C4.5 and C5.0 trees use

information gain as splitting criterion and can handle both, categorical and numeric

attributes (cf. Section 2.3). Moreover, C4.5 is able to deal with missing values, i. e.,

objects, where one or more attribute values are missing. The commercial successor

C5.0 is faster and more memory efficient than C4.5, and supports boosting (cf.

Section 4.6), weighting the attributes and winnowing the data (i. e., discarding those

attributes that appear to be only marginally relevant). The CART (classification

and regression trees) algorithm developed by Breiman [BFS84] uses the Gini index

(see last paragraph) as evaluation rule and allows only for binary splits (in contrast to
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C4.5). The CHAID (chi-square automatic interaction detectors) algorithm [Kas80]

uses the χ2 test (see last paragraph) as splitting function and a statistical stopping

rule that discontinuous tree growth. Like C4.5, this algorithm allows for multiple

splits.

Since decision trees are often prone to overfitting (cf. [WF05], high generalization

error due to too many attributes, cf. Section 2.4.4), the trees are usually pruned, i. e.,

the number of tests along a certain path is reduced. The tree is either not grown to

its full size, or subtrees of the fully grown tree are replaced with leafs subsequent to

the model building process. Pruned trees are also more easily comprehensible than

full trees, and the classification process can be performed faster since the number of

attributes under investigation is reduced.

General evaluation. The comprehensibility of decision trees is one their most use-

ful characteristics, since domain experts can easily understand the principle of the

tree, and why a certain object is classified to belong to a specific class. Moreover, de-

cision trees are probably the most extensively researched machine learning method,

can deal with any kind of input data (discrete, continuous, binary,... attributes).

They can also cope with missing values (see Section 2.4.2), since the information

that attribute values are missing for specific objects can be processed by most de-

cision tree algorithms. The learning process of decision trees is usually quite fast

compared to other methods like support vector machines or neural networks, and

since most trees are pruned, their classification process is usually also very fast. Sev-

eral studies (cf. [WF05, Kot07, JGD08]) have shown that the classification accuracy

is generally comparable to the quality of kNN and rule-based learners, but cannot

reach the quality of support vector machines or embedded methods, which, on the

contrary, are hardly comprehensible (difficult to understand for domain experts) and

are not good in handling missing data (since missing data has to be replaced with

alternative values such as mean or zero values before classification).

Relevant literature. Besides the introductory work on the three major decision

tree algorithms mentioned before (cf. [Kas80, BFS84, Qui93]), there are several

studies that provide comprehensive surveys on the application of various decision

tree algorithms in the fields of data mining and machine learning, for example,

[Mur98] or [SL98]. Breslow and Aha [BA97] reviewed methods of tree simplifica-

tion to improve the comprehensibility of the trees. Recently, several publications

focused on the parallel and distributed potential of decision tree algorithms. A

study by Yildiz and Dikmen [YD07] analyzed the parallelization potential of C4.5

algorithms, and provided three ways to parallelize them. The algorithms are par-

allelized by distributing either the features, the data or, the nodes among several
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slave processors. Experimental results show that the node based parallelization im-

plementation demonstrates the best speedup among these three approaches. An

article by Bhaduri et al. [BWG08] focused on a distributed algorithm for decision

tree induction in large peer-to-peer environments. The authors state, that with suf-

ficient time, the algorithm converges to the same tree given all the data of all the

peers, and mention that this algorithm is suitable for scenarios in which the data is

distributed across large P2P networks (since the algorithm seamlessly handles data

changes and peer failures). Other recent work on the distribution of decision trees

includes the induction of multi-class and multi-feature split decision trees from dis-

tributed data [OPS09]. This study describes a method that generates compact trees

using multi-feature splits in place of single-feature splits and is based on Fisher’s

linear discriminant function, which aims at finding the projection vector such that

the projection of the original data has the best discriminantability (cf. [DHS01]).

Moreover, a new scheme on a privacy-preserving distributed decision tree algorithm

was introduced in [FYS09]. Their work presents a decision-tree mining algorithm

based on homomorphic encryption technology.

4.4 Rule-Based Learners

The output of decision trees can easily be mapped into a set of rules. Each path

from the root node to the leafs in the trees can be considered as a separate rule

(one rule for each leaf). Rule-based algorithms (cf., for example, the overview of

Fuernkranz [Fue99]) can create rules directly from the training data without creating

a tree. Most rule-based learners classify records using a collection of if . . . then

rules. The rules are represented in a disjunctive normal form (DNF), where a logical

formula is represented as one or more disjunctions of one or more conjunctions of

one or more literals, such as SR = (r1 ∨ r2 ∨ · · · ∨ rk), where SR is the rule set, and

ri are single classification rules (or disjuncts), which are expressed as

ri : (Conditioni)→ yi. (4.1)

The right-hand side of the rules (“rule consequent”) contains the predicted class yi,

and each condition or precondition on the left-hand side (“rule antecedent”) contains

a conjunction of different attribute tests, such as

Conditioni = (A1 ∗ val1) ∧ (A2 ∗ val2) ∧ · · · ∧ (Ai ∗ vali), (4.2)

where Ai is an attribute specifier, vali the value of attribute Ai, and ∗ is one of

the set of logical operators {=, 6=, <,>,≤,≥}. A rule ri covers an object if the
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attributes of the object satisfy the condition of the rule. A very simple example

of such a rule that covers an object with two attributes weather (value: hot) and

temperature (value: 31) may look like

r1 : (weather = sunny) ∧ (temperature > 28◦C)→ icecream. (4.3)

The quality of a classification rule can be evaluated using the measures cover-

age and accuracy. The coverage of a rule is the fraction of records that satisfy the

antecedent of a rule, while the accuracy of a rule is the fraction of records that

satisfy both the antecedent and consequent of a rule (over those that satisfy the

antecedent). Both coverage and accuracy of a rule measure the quality of a single

classification rule instead of the complete set of rules, and are thus not comparable

to performance metrics such as the TP and FP rate, recall or precision (cf. Sec-

tion 2.4.5). Moreover, the length of a rule indicates the number of attributes used

within that rule. Some rules may not be mutually exclusive, i. e., more than one

rule may cover the same instance, and the rules may predict conflicting classes. If

a strict enforcement of mutual exclusiveness is not possible, rules can be ordered in

a decision list in decreasing order of their priority. This priority can be defined in

several ways, for example, based on the coverage or accuracy of rules, or the order

in which rules are generated. A test record is then classified by the highest-ranked

rule that covers the record, other rules that also cover this record are not processed.

If rules are not ordered, it is also possible to allow a record to trigger multiple rules

and consider the consequent of each triggered rule as a (sometimes weighted) vote

for that particular class.

Construction process. As already mentioned, it is possible to generate a initial

set of rules directly from the data or indirectly from other classification methods

such as decision trees. After creating the initial set, the rules are pruned, simplified

and sometimes ordered and further optimized. Then, a rule set SR is created. One

of the most well-known rule-based algorithms is RIPPER [Coh95], a learner that

forms rules through a process of repeated growing and pruning. During the first

phase – the growing phase – rules are made more restrictive in order to match the

training objects as accurately as possible. In the succeeding pruning phase, the rules

are made less restrictive in order to avoid overfitting of the model.

General evaluation. Rule-based learners are nearly as expressive as decision trees,

they are also easy to interpret and to generate, and their performance is often compa-

rable to decision trees (cf., for example, [WF05]). Moreover, the classification speed

of rule-based algorithms and decision trees is comparable, but the learning process

for rule-based learners is often more time consuming. Contrary to decision trees,
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rule-based learners cannot deal directly with continuous data and their tolerance to

noise and irrelevant attributes is lower (cf. [AC99]).

Relevant literature. As for k-nearest neighbor and decision trees, the princi-

ples of rule-based learners are described in almost all introductory data mining

and machine learning books. Moreover, there are several review articles [Gom04,

SW07], and, as already mentioned, the survey in [Fue99]. Besides the RIPPER

method (cf. [Coh95]), there are other well known algorithms such as 1R [Hol93],

IREP [FW94], or CN2 [CB91].

4.5 Support Vector Machines

Support vector machines (SVMs) are some of the most recent and most success-

fully applied classification algorithms and were introduced to the machine learning

community by Cortes and Vapnik [CV95, Vap99]. The goal of an SVM is to min-

imize an upper bound on its expected classification error. SVMs seek the optimal

separating hyperplane between two classes by maximizing the margin between the

classes, hence, they are also referred to as maximum margin classifiers. If an n-

dimensional dataset is linearly separable in the n-dimensional space, it is possible to

find an infinite number of hyperplanes (a point in the 1-dimensional space, a line in

the 2-dimensional space, a plane in the 3-dimensional space) that separate the data

points.

Figure 4.2 shows two possible decision boundaries with different margins between

the classes. Since decision boundaries with small margins (B2 in Figure 4.2) are sus-

ceptible to model overfitting (a slight change to the decision boundary can have a

significant impact on the classification) and tend do generalize poorly on previously

unseen examples (cf. [TSK05]), the goal is to find the decision boundary with the

maximal margin (B1 in Figure 4.2). Such a hyperplane, which maximizes the dis-

tance to the closest points from each class is called maximum margin hyperplane.

The closest points to the hyperplane are called the support vectors. Only these

points influence the position of the hyperplane – all the other vectors (i. e., objects)

are not considered.

Although the concept of a maximum margin hyperplane only applies to the

problem setting of classification, some support vector machine algorithms have been

also developed for regression problems (i. e., numeric prediction, see Section 2.4.4,

cf., [SS04]).

Linear SVM. Each example is denoted as a tuple (xi, yi) (i = 1, 2, . . . , N), where

xi = (xi1, xi2,. . . , xid)
> corresponds to the attribute set for the ith example, and
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1 

Figure 4.2: Maximum margin between groups.

yi ∈ {−1, 1} corresponds to its class label. When the dataset is linearly separable,

the decision boundary can be written as w · x + b = 0, where the normal vector w

and the bias (or offset) b are parameters of the model, and x is the set of attributes

of the model. The decision rule is then given by fw,b(x) = sgn(w>x + b), i. e.,

yi = sgn(w>xi + b). During the training phase of SVM, the parameters w and

b of the decision boundary are estimated from the training data, and must fit the

following conditions:

w · xi + b ≥ 1, if yi = 1,

w · xi + b ≤ 1, if yi = −1.
(4.4)

The optimization problem for a dataset with N training samples can then be written

as:

min
w

||w||2

2
subject to yi(w · xi + b) ≥ 1, i = 1, 2, ...., N. (4.5)

Since this is a convex optimization problem it can be solved using the standard

Lagrange multiplier method. First, the optimization problem (4.5) is re-written in

the following form

LP =
1

2
||w||2 −

N∑
i=1

λi(yi(w · xi + b)− 1), (4.6)

which is known as the primary Lagrangian for the optimization problem. After

minimizing the primary Lagrangian (by setting the derivative of LP with respect to

w ( δLP
δw ) and b ( δLP

δb ) to zero) the optimization problem can then be transformed
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into a dual optimization problem

LD =

N∑
i=1

λi −
1

2

∑
i,j

λiλjyiyjxi · xj , (4.7)

which can be solved using numerical techniques such as quadratic programming. A

detailed mathematical discussion of this optimization problem is beyond the scope

of this thesis and can be found, for example, in [Vap99, CS00, SS01, TSK05, Iva07,

Kot07].

The soft margin method (cf. [CV95]) is an extension of linear SVMs that al-

lows for mislabeled examples of the training data. If no hyperplane can separate the

examples of two classes, this method will choose a hyperplane that splits the objects

as good as possible. The soft margin method introduces positive slack variables ξi,

i = 1, . . . , N in the constraints of Equation (4.5), which then become

min
w

||w||2

2
+ C

N∑
i=1

ξi subject to yi(w · xi + b) ≥ 1− ξi, i = 1, 2, ...., N, (4.8)

where C is a constant that appears only as an additional constraint in the primary

Lagrange multipliers. The dual Lagrangian for the soft margin method remains

unchanged compared to Equation (4.7), except for the restriction that all λi are

greater than or equal to 0, and are smaller than or equal to C (0 ≤ λi ≤ C).

Mathematical details are again explained in [Vap99, CS00, SS01, TSK05, Iva07,

Kot07].

Nonlinear SVM. The maximum margin hyperplane is able to classify data that are

– maybe with some exceptions – linearly separable. Unfortunately, many real-world

problems involve data where no useful separating hyperplane can be found. In such

cases, SVMs transform the data and map objects from their original coordinate space

(“input space”) x into a new larger space (“feature space”) φ(x), where the objects

are then linearly separable. This transformation is usually denoted as: φ : Rd1 →
Rd2 ,x 7→ φ(x), where d1 < d2. Figure 4.3 shows a simple case where the data is not

linearly separable in its original (2-dimensional) input space. After mapping (φ) the

data to the 3-dimensional feature space, the objects can be linearly separated.

Using a transformed feature space of sufficiently high dimensionality, any con-

sistent training set can be made linearly separable, and this linear separation in

the transformed feature space corresponds to a nonlinear separation in the original

input space (cf. [Kot07]). By replacing the original coordinate space in x in the con-

straints of Equation (4.5) with its corresponding feature space φ(x), the optimization
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Input space            Feature space 

Figure 4.3: Mapping to higher dimensional space (following [TN06]).

problem can now be formulated as:

min
w

||w||2

2
subject to yi(w · φ(xi) + b) ≥ 1, i = 1, 2, ...., N. (4.9)

The dual Lagrangian for the constrained optimization problem then becomes

LD =

N∑
i=1

λi −
1

2

∑
i,j

λiλjyiyjφ(xi) · φ(xj), (4.10)

Since φ(x) usually has a much higher dimension than x, maximizing the target func-

tion (4.9) and evaluating the new decision function then requires the computation of

dot products 〈φ(xi) · φ(xj)〉 in a high-dimensional space. Such computation can be

quite expensive and may suffer from the curse of dimensionality (cf. Section 2.4.3).

SVMs overcome this problem by applying a technique known as the kernel trick,

by choosing a kernel K such that: K(xi ·xj) = φ(xi) ·φ(xj). Kernels are special non-

linear functions that have the advantage of operating in the input space, where the

solution of the classification problem is a weighted sum of kernel functions evaluated

at the support vectors. The kernels allow inner products to be calculated directly in

the feature space, without performing the mapping described above [SS01]. Kernel

functions are very powerful and allow SVM models to perform separations even with

very complex boundaries. The theory behind the kernel trick is based on Mercer’s

theorem [CV95], which ensures that the kernel functions can always be expressed as

the dot product of two input vectors in some high-dimensional space.

Some examples of basic kernel functions are the linear kernel K(xi,xj) = xi ·xj ,
the polynomial kernel K(xi,xj) = (xi ·xj+1)p, or the radial basis kernel K(xi,xj) =

e||−xi−xj ||2/2σ2
. Since there is no theoretical tool to predict which kernel will give

the best results for a given dataset, experimenting with different kernels is often the

only way to identify the best function (cf. [Iva07]).
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Multi-class SVM. The standard SVM algorithm is only directly applicable for

binary, two-class tasks, but SVMs can also be applied to problems with three or

more classes.

Besides multi-class ranking SVMs, where the SVM decision function attempts to

classify all classes (by finding a decision boundary that is able to separate between

more than two classes), there are two possibilities to construct multi-class classifiers

from combinations of several binary classifiers. In the one-against-all classification,

one binary SVM for each class is created to separate members of that class from

members of all other classes. In the pairwise classification, there is one binary

SVM for each pair of classes to separate members of one class from members of the

other class. Relevant literature for multi-class SVMs can be found, for example,

in [CS02, Abe03, PBC06].

General evaluation. Various studies have shown that SVMs are usually able

to achieve very good classification results compared to other supervised machine

learning algorithms (cf., for example, [BTH01, GDD01, FC04, Kot07, CKY08]).

The good classification results are mainly based on the fact that SVMs are not

prone to getting stuck in local minima (cf. [SC04]). On the contrary, the possibly

biggest limitations of SVMs lie in the questions related to choice of the kernel and

in their algorithmic complexity (cf. [Bur98]). While SVMs are able to perform the

classification process very fast, their speed of learning is usually much slower than for

decision trees, rule-based learners or other learning algorithms. Like decision trees,

SVMs can deal well with irrelevant attributes, but the resulting model is usually

very hard to comprehend and interpret by domain experts.

Relevant literature. There are several books and survey papers that provide a

good introduction and detailed information about SVMs and their mathematical

background. Besides the introductory works by Cortes and Vapnik [CV95, Vap99],

the survey by Burges [Bur98], two books by Crisianini and Shawe-Taylor [CS00,

SC04] as well as the comprehensive book by Smola and Schölkopf [SS01] provide

extensive tutorials on support vector machines and the principles of learning with

kernels. One of the most cited publications about SVMs (applied to the task of text

categorization) is [Joa98]. Huang et al. [HKK06] focus on kernel-based algorithms

for huge dataset, and Ivanciuc [Iva07] reviews applications of SVMs in Chemistry.

References for mathematical background information about SVMs and multi-class

SVM are already listed in the appropriate paragraphs. Relevant literature and

further references for support vector regression can be found, for example, in the

tutorial by Smola and Schöllkopf [SS04].
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4.6 Ensemble Methods

Ensemble methods or classifier combination methods aggregate the predictions of

multiple classifiers into a single learning model. Several classifier models (called

“weak” or “base” learners) are trained and their results are usually combined through

a voting or averaging process. The idea behind ensemble methods can be compared

to situations in real life. When critical decisions have to be taken, often opinions

of several experts are taken into account rather than relying on a single judgment.

Ensembles have shown to be more accurate in many cases than the individual clas-

sifiers, but it is not always meaningful to combine models. Ideal ensembles consist

of classifiers with high accuracy which differ as much as possible. If each classi-

fier makes different mistakes, the total error will be reduced, if the classifiers are

identical, a combination is useless since the results remain unchanged. Combining

multiple models depends on the level of disagreement between classifiers and only

helps when these models are significantly different from each other.

4.6.1 Bagging

The principal idea of bagging (short for bootstrap aggregating) is to aggregate

predictions of several models of a given weak learner fitted to bootstrap samples

of the original dataset by a majority vote (cf. [Bre96]). Bootstrapping refers to re-

sampling with replacement from the original sample of instances (not attributes),

and a weak learner is some pre-defined standard learning algorithm (e. g., a deci-

sion tree, SVM,. . . ). The term “weak learner” is widely used across the literature,

although weak learners are usually not bad classifiers.

Bagging proceeds as follows: First, M bootstrap samples Lm, m=1,. . . ,M from

the original learning sample L are drawn. Second, a base learner is applied for each of

the bootstrap samples bm(Lm), and the classifier models f(bm(Lm)) are constructed.

In the classification process, the individual models are aggregated using weights am

= 1/M , yielding the ensemble (cf. [HDB05])

M∑
m=1

bM (L) =

M∑
m=1

f(bm(Lm))

M
. (4.11)

As can be seen, in the standard bagging procedure each sample model (i. e., weak

learner) receives equal weight. The standard algorithm for bagging applied to the

task of classification is shown in Algorithm 6 (cf. [WF05]).

Some main advantages of bagging are its ability to reduce variance and to avoid

model overfitting (cf. [Kot07]). It is an intuitive and easy to implement approach
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Algorithm 6 – Pseudo-code for ensemble classification using bagging.

Model generation

Let N be the number of instances in the training data, and

M be the number of samples to be drawn.

For each of the M samples:

Sample N instances with replacement from training data.

Fit the weak learner to the sample and construct classifier.

Store the resulting model.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Classification

For each of the M models (samples):

Predict class of new, unclassified instance using model.

Return class that has been predicted most often.

and can be used with any learning algorithm as weak learner. Moreover, bagging has

shown to achieve a very good performance in several studies and the empirical fact

that bagging improves the predictive performance of several learning algorithms is

widely documented (cf. [Bre96, ZTD01, PY02, ES05]). However, it is computation-

ally rather expensive (no explicit feature selection) and often lacks the possibility of

interpretation of the resulting model. Since bagging exploits the instability inherent

in learning algorithms (i. e., here, the term instability refers to the fact that different

samples lead to different models), it is only useful if weak learners are unstable.

4.6.2 Random Forest

A random forest [Bre01] is a special modification of bagging that mixes the bagging

approach with a random sub-sampling method. While bagging works with any al-

gorithm as weak learner, random forests are ensembles of unpruned classification or

regression trees (Section 4.3). The commonly used growing algorithm for the single

decision trees used within the random forest algorithm is CART (cf. Section 4.3).

Just like bagging, random forests select instances randomly with replacement (boot-

strap), but unlike bagging, random forests also sample attributes (without replace-

ment) for each tree. The trees are grown to maximal depth (no pruning) and each

tree performs an independent classification/regression. Then each tree assigns a

vector of attributes or features to a class and the forest chooses the class having

most votes over all trees (using a majority vote or averaging).

Each tree is grown as follows: If the number of cases in the training set is N ,

sample N cases at random with replacement (i. e., the size of the sample is equal to
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the size of the training set – but some instances of the training set may be missing

in the sample while some other instances may appear multiply in the sample). This

sample is the training set for growing the tree. If there are M input variables, a

number m << M is specified such that at each node m variables are selected at

random out of the M and the best split on these m attributes is used to split the

node. The value of m is held constant during the forest growing. Each tree is grown

to the largest extent possible, there is no pruning (cf. Section 4.3). The standard

algorithm is shown in the pseudo code in Algorithm 7.

Algorithm 7 – Pseudo-code for random forest.

Model generation

Let N be the number of instances in the training data, and

M be the number of samples to be drawn (i. e., number of trees).

For each of the M samples:

Sample N instances with replacement from training data.

Sample m << M attributes without replacement.

Fit a DT to the sample and construct classifier/regression model.

Store the resulting model.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Classification / Regression

For each of the M decision trees models (samples):

Predict class/probability of new, unclassified instance using model.

Return class that has been predicted most often (classification) or use

an averaging process (regression).

Similar to bagging, random forests are easily comprehensible and can reduce

the variance of the prediction accuracy, but due to the sampling of attributes, the

learning process of random forests is usually faster. Random forests can handle a

very large number of input variables, and even when a large portion of attribute

values is missing, it is often able to maintain the desired accuracy. Moreover, it is

possible to measure attribute importance as well as the similarity between attributes.

The predictions of random forests have the drawback that they are the outcome of

a black box, especially if a small number of informative variables are hidden among

a great number of noisy variables. Random forests are prone to overfitting if the

data is noisy (cf. [Seg04]), and the CART algorithm for growing the single trees

within random forests does not handle large numbers of irrelevant attributes as well

as decision tree algorithms that use entropy-reducing splitting criteria, such as C4.5

(cf. [GGM08]).
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4.6.3 Boosting

In the ideal bagging situation, all models complement each another, each being a

specialist in a part of the domain where the other models do not perform very

well. Boosting [FS97, Sch03] exploits this idea by explicitly seeking models that

complement each other, and applies certain re-sampling strategies in order to get

the most informative strategic data. Instances that were classified incorrectly by

some classifiers are taken into the training set more often, i. e., boosting encourages

new models to become experts for instances handled incorrectly by earlier models.

The general boosting algorithm (following [WF05]) is shown in Algorithm 8.

Algorithm 8 – Pseudo-code for boosting.

Model generation

Assign equal weight to each training instance.

For each of t iterations:

Select weighted dataset based on randomness and instance weights.

Apply learning algorithm to weighted dataset and store model.

Compute training error e of the model on weighted dataset.

If (e == 0) or (e >= 0.5):

Terminate model generation.

For each instance in dataset:

If instance is classified correctly by model:

Multiply weight of instance by e/(1− e) (weight is decreased)

Normalize weight of all instances.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Classification / Regression

Assign weight zero to all classes.

For each of the t models:

Add −log(e/(1− e)) to weight of class predicted by the model.

Return class with highest weight

On the one hand, boosting is similar to bagging because both methods combine

models of the same type (i. e., same weak learner) and use voting (for classification)

or averaging (for regression) to combine outputs of individual models. On the other

hand, boosting differs from bagging because it is an iterative process where each new

model is influenced by the performance of the models built previously. Moreover,

boosting weights a model’s contribution by its performance rather than giving equal

weight to all models (as done with bagging). The main advantage of boosting

is the fact that combined classifiers can be built even from very simple classifiers
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as long as they achieve less than 50% error. Boosting often produces classifiers

which are significantly more accurate on fresh data than ones generated by bagging.

Nevertheless, there are several studies (for example, [Die02, MR03, BH08]) that

have shown that boosting sometimes fails in practical situations where it generates

a classifier that is significantly less accurate than a single classifier built from the

same data. This behavior usually indicates that the combined classifier overfits the

data, which is one of the major drawbacks of boosting. Moreover, standard boosting

is sensitive to noise (cf. [BS03]). Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost, cf. [Sch03]) is

a famous boosting variant that aims at reducing the susceptibility of boosting to

the overfitting problem. Although AdaBoost was reported to be sensitive to noisy

data and outliers, it has achieved popularity because of its good generalization and

the fact that it may handle even very large sets of features (compared to other

boosting variants). Some comments about the convergence of AdaBoost can be

found in [RSD07].

4.6.4 Stacking

Although Stacking (stacked generalization, [Wol92]) is older than bagging and boost-

ing it is less widely used. Unlike bagging and boosting, stacking combines models

built by different learning algorithms. Instead of voting or averaging the results of

different models or choosing the best model, stacking uses the concept of a meta-

learner. Stacking tries to learn which weak learners are the reliable ones, using

another learning algorithm (the meta-learner) to discover the best way to combine

the outputs of the base learners. If applied correctly, the meta-learner can be more

efficient than a standard voting or averaging procedure. Since stacking does not rely

only on one specific weak learner but on a combination of various weak learners,

it is less prone to overfitting, produces a more general model of the data, and has

been shown to be consistently effective for applications in several data mining do-

mains [SPS05]. Unfortunately, stacking is difficult to analyze theoretically and there

is no generally accepted best way of doing it. Moreover, it is hardly comprehensible

and is often considered as the ultimate black box amongst the group of ensemble

learners.

4.6.5 General Evaluation

Ensemble methods are often able to improve accuracy by combining the predictions

of a set of different hypotheses. However, Ferri [FHR02] annotates two important

shortcomings associated with ensemble methods: (i) huge amounts of memory are

required to store a set of multiple hypotheses and, more importantly, (ii) the com-
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prehensibility of a single hypothesis is lost. Other studies report that these short-

comings are true for both, supervised and unsupervised learning methods such as

clustering (cf. [VJ06]). Due to the nature of ensemble methods, most algorithms are

not prone to overfitting (except boosting in some cases), and can deal with noisy

or missing attribute values. Among the four ensemble methods mentioned in this

section, bagging and random forest are often preferred over boosting and stacking,

but there is no general proof of which method is best (cf. [VD02]).

Relevant Literature for Ensemble Methods. Besides the introductory work

for bagging, random forests, boosting and stacking, there are some surveys of en-

semble methods [Die00, Die02], as well as some work with general comparisons of

ensemble methods (cf. [VD02, OT08]). Bagging has been combined successfully with

cost-sensitive learning (“MetaCost”, [Dom99]) and boosting [Rid02, Det04]. [PY02]

introduced two variants of bagging: subsample aggregating, where sub-sampling is

used instead of the bootstrap for the aggregation, and bragging (bootstrap robust

aggregating), which uses the sample median over the bootstrap estimates instead of

the sample mean.

Various studies on random forests have shown that the performance of decision

trees could be improved if ensembles of trees were used (cf. [Bre01, Die02, SLT04]).

Svetnik et al. [SLT03] have combined random forests with a feature selection algo-

rithm based on measuring the importance of single features, and successfully ap-

plied this combination to the task of QSAR-modeling (cf. Section 5.2). [PP08]

used random forests for multi-class classification and regression by combining it

with multi-nominal logit (MNL), a generalization of logistic regression that allows

more than two discrete outcomes and is commonly applied within the customer re-

lationship management domain. Recently, [BDL08] discussed several consistency

theorems for various versions of random forests and other randomized ensemble

classifiers, and [AN09] used random forests to uncover bivariate interactions in high

dimensional small datasets.

Interesting recent work on boosting comprises a study based on boosting with

noisy data [Jia04], and the publication of a new boosting algorithm for improved

time-series forecasting based on neural networks [ABC08]. An empirical evaluation

of several state-of-the-art methods for constructing ensembles of heterogeneous clas-

sifiers with stacking and a comparison to single classifiers can be found in [DZ04].

The results show that stacking performs best by selecting the best classifier from the

ensemble by cross validation. Another article [RPN06] investigates an algorithmic

extension to stacking that prunes the ensemble set and achieves equal classifica-

tion accuracy while having the advantage of producing smaller and less complex

ensembles.
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4.7 Vector Space Model

In information retrieval, the vector space model (VSM, cf. [SWY75, DDF90, RW99])

is a widely used model for representing information. Each item or document is

represented as a potentially very high dimensional vector whose components reflect

a term or key word associated with the given document. Each document can thus

be represented as a vector in Rt, where each axis represents a term. The value

of the components is typically a function of the frequency with which the term

occurs in the complete document collection or in a single document (cf. [Dum91]).

A matrix containing d documents described by t terms is represented as a t × d

term-by-document matrix. The distance between the document vectors and a query

vector is the basis for the information retrieval process, which is summarized very

briefly in its standard form in the following (for a more detailed description see, for

example, [Lan05]).

Generally speaking, a vector space model for d documents is based on a certain

set T of t terms. Then, the value vij for each of these terms ti from each document

j has to be extracted. The t-dimensional (column) vector vj with the components

vij , i = 1, 2, . . . , t, then represents document j in the VSM. The t × d matrix A is

composed using all the vectors vj as columns, and represents the training samples

against which the query vectors are compared.

Query matching. Given a query vector q of length t, the distances of q to all

documents represented in A can then be measured (for example) in terms of the

cosines of the angles between q and the columns of A, but other similarity measures

are also possible (see, for example, the review in [JF87]). The column with the

smallest angle (largest cosine value) with the query vector represents the closest

match between the document collection and the query vector. The cosine ϕi of the

angle between q and the i-th column of A can be computed as

(VSM) : cosϕi =
e>i A

>q

||Aei||2||q||2
, (4.12)

where ||x||2 is the Euclidean vector norm defined as ||x||2 =
√
x>x.

Many text collections contain documents having different contexts. In this case,

the number of terms is often much greater than the number of documents, such that

t >> d. Since documents generally use only a small subset of the entire dictionary

of terms generated for a complete term-by-document matrix, most elements of A

are zero (cf. [BDJ99, Lan05]).

When comparing the vector space model with state-of-the-art supervised learning

algorithms (as the ones presented earlier in this chapter), the strong relationship to
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the kNN model is obvious. VSM can also be considered as an instance-based learner

– in the learning phase, the data is only encapsulated from the training data, the

process of learning is postponed until the classification process. The main difference

between kNN and VSM is the applied distance measure.

General evaluation. A problem of the VSM is that it may fail if terms have multi-

ple meanings (e. g., issue, light) or if different words (i. e., tokens) exist that have the

same meaning (e. g., car, automobile, . . . ). Polysemy (words having multiple mean-

ings) and synonymy (multiple words having the same meaning) are two fundamental

problems when retrieving relevant information from a database. The closeness of

a query vector to documents concerning the same topic might be returned as not

relevant if polysemic or synonymic words are used. Various approaches have been

developed to respond to such failures (e. g., usage of a controlled vocabulary). The

most important method aims at replacing the exact term-by-document matrix by an

approximation of lower rank in order to uncover latent information and connections

between different terms. This approach is known as latent semantic indexing and is

explained in Section 4.8.

Relevant literature. The idea of using a vector space model for representing and

classifying documents was presented in an article by Salton et al. [SWY75], which

is partly based on earlier work by Sparck-Jones [Jon72]. A detailed introduction

to the vector space model can be found in a variety of scientific papers or books,

for example, [SM86, BDJ99, Dum91, SS95]. Raghavan and Wong [RW99] give a

critical analysis of the vector space model for information retrieval. Besides its

classical application area, document classification, vector space models have recently

been used, for example, for ontology-based IR [CFV07], XML-based IR [GCL09] or

protein retrieval [AAR07].

4.8 Latent Semantic Indexing

Latent semantic indexing (LSI, c.f., for example, [DDF90, BDJ99, Lan05]) – which

is also referred to as latent semantic analysis (LSA) – is a variant of the basic vector

space model. Instead of the original matrix A, the singular value decomposition

(c.f. Section 3.3.3) is used to construct a low-rank approximation Ak of A such that

A = UΣV > ≈ UkΣkV
>
k =: Ak. LSI works by omitting all but the k largest singular

values of the SVD decomposition. When A is replaced by Ak, then the cosine ϕi of

the angle between q and the i-th column of A is approximated as

cosϕi ≈
e>i A

>
k q

||Akei||2||q||2
, (4.13)
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When Ak is replaced with its decomposition UkΣkV
>
k , ( 4.13) becomes

cosϕi ≈
e>i VkΣkU

>
k q

||UkΣkV
>
k kei||2||q||2

, (4.14)

At this step it is possible to identify parts of the Equation (4.14) that only need

to be computed once and can be reused for each query matching step. The left

part of the enumerator can be pre-computed, and the result of e>i VkΣk can be

stored in hi. In the denominator, the left norm can be computed prior to the query

matching. Moreover, since Uk and Vk are both orthogonal matrices, ||UkΣkV
>
k ei||2

can be replaced with ||Σkei||2 (since ||X||2 and ||X>||2 are both equal to 1 if X is

orthogonal). Equation (4.14) thus becomes

cosϕi ≈
hiU

>
k q

||Σkei||2||q||2
. (4.15)

At runtime, only ||U>k q|| and ||q||2 must be computed, thus saving computational

cost for each query.

Analysis of LSI. The LSI subspace captures the essential meaningful semantic

associations while reducing redundant and noisy semantic information. LSI goes

beyond lexical matching and aims at addressing the problem of using individual

keywords to identify the content of documents. LSI is based on the principle that

words that are used in the same contexts tend to have similar meaning. In other

words, queries against a set of documents that have undergone LSI will return results

that are conceptually similar in meaning to the search criteria even if the results do

not share specific words with the search criteria (cf. [DDF90]). The approximated

data Ak often gives a cleaner and more efficient representation of the relationship

between data elements (cf. [LMA06]) and helps LSI to overcome the problems of

polysemy and synonymy. The goal is to capture the underlying (latent) semantic

structures, which often index the documents better than individual indexing terms.

General evaluation. From a computational point of view, LSI also has advan-

tages over the basic VSM in terms of storage requirements and computational cost

for determining the distances between the query vector q and the documents (see

Equation (4.14)). The storage saving, discussed in Section 3.3.3, can be achieved

by a representation based on the three small decomposition matrices within the

SVD instead of the original term-by-documents matrix. These considerations are

discussed in greater detail in [BDJ99]. One of the main drawbacks of LSI is the

rather large computational cost of computing the singular value decomposition. Al-

though there are relatively fast algorithms for computing only the first k singular
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values of an SVD (cf. Section 3.3.3), k must be chosen properly in order to avoid

recomputing the SVD (if k turns out to be too small). Actually, determining the

optimal number of rank of the low-rank approximation (value of k for SVD) is a

main challenge of LSI. A higher rank enables more specific comparisons of concepts

contained in a collection of text, while a lower rank allows for broader comparisons

of these concepts (better to cope with polysemy and synonymy). A recent research

study [Bra08] has demonstrated that a rank around 300 will usually provide the best

results for a document collection of moderate size, for larger collections (millions of

documents) the rank should be increased to 400. However, these numbers should be

taken only as indications since the best choice of k is usually problem-dependent.

Relevant literature. Besides its classical application area text mining [DDF90,

Lan05, BB05b], LSI has been used successfully in other areas such as cross lingual ap-

plications [LL90, LDL97], spam filtering [Gee03, GJL07], gene clustering [HHW05],

information visualization [LLD04], calculating chemical similarity for drug discov-

ery problems [HFS01, HSN01], and several different other application areas. The

effectiveness of LSI has been demonstrated empirically in several studies. A work

by [PTR98] goes beyond empirical evidence and provides a theoretical evidence that

LSI is able to deal effectively with the problem of synonymy.

4.9 Other Relevant Classification Methods

In this section, several classification methods that are referred to in Chapter 5 are

summarized briefly. A detailed survey of all available learning algorithms is beyond

the scope of this thesis, but can be found in the relevant literature given in Chapter 2,

for example, in [Dun02, TSK05, HK06, CPS07, Lar07, ML07].

4.9.1 Näıve Bayesian

A näıve Bayesian (NB) classifier (cf., for example, [TSK05, WF05]) is a simple statis-

tical modeling approach based on applying Bayes’ theorem from Bayesian statistics.

It estimates the class-conditional probability by assuming that the attributes are

equally important and conditionally independent, by assuming that the presence

or absence of a particular feature is independent to the presence or absence of any

other feature. NB is particularly suited when the dimensionality of the inputs is

high. Despite its simplicity, näıve Bayesian classifiers are often able to achieve very

high classification results (cf. [KP04]).
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4.9.2 Neural Networks

The study of (artificial) neural networks (ANN/NN, cf. [KS93]) was inspired by

attempts to simulate biological neural systems, more precisely the behavior of the

human brain. The human brain can learn by changing the strength of the synaptic

connection between neurons upon repeated stimulation by the same impulse (cf.

[Roj96]). Analogous to this structure, ANNs are composed of an interconnected

assembly of nodes and directed links. The training of ANNs is usually very time

consuming and ANNs are also sensitive to the presence of noise in the training data

(cf. [TSK05]). Contrary to that, their classification speed is rather fast. Moreover,

ANNs can handle redundant features and are able to deal with discrete/binary/con-

tinuous attributes (cf. [Kot07]).

The perceptron is the simplest representative of an ANN. It consists of two

types of nodes – several input nodes and one output node. Each input node is

connected via a weighted link vector to the output node, these weighted links are

used to emulate the strength of a synaptic connection between neurons.

A multilayer ANN (or multilayer perceptron) has a much more complex struc-

ture than a perceptron model, which is caused by additional intermediary (hidden)

layers between input and output layers, and by the variability of activation functions

that can be used. The nodes embedded in these layers are called hidden nodes. The

nodes in one layer can either be connected only to nodes in the next layer, or may be

connected to nodes within the same layer and nodes from the next layer. The first

approach is called a feed-forward network, the latter one is called recurrent neural

network.

Self-organizing (SOM) or Kohonen maps (cf. [Koh00]) are special types of neu-

ral networks and are counted among the group of unsupervised classification meth-

ods, i. e., they work without the class information of a sample (there is no a priori

known output at the time of classification). SOMs generate a topology-preserving

non-linear mapping of a high-dimensional input space (usually the descriptor space)

to a low-dimensional space (cf. [Sch00]).

Contrary to SOMs, counterpropagation neural networks (CPG-NN, cf.

[Hec87]), a similar, but slightly different class of neural networks, represent a two-

step learning algorithm, which can be divided into a unsupervised (Kohonen) learn-

ing step, and a consecutive supervised, prediction step. Since each input pattern of

a CPG-NN needs a unique node in the hidden layer, this type of network is very

limited to be applied for real world problems (cf. [FC08]).
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4.9.3 Discriminant Analysis

Discriminant analysis (cf., for example, [McL04]) is usually used to either assess

the adequacy of classification given the group memberships of the objects under

investigation, or to assign an object to one out of several a priori known groups

of objects. Stepwise discriminant analysis (SDA, cf. [Jen77]) is often used to

identify redundant variables and to select variable subsets that preserve multivariate

data structure adequate for discrimination purposes. SDA tries to iteratively modify

a candidate feature subset (instead of analyzing all dimension subsets exhaustively)

until no further improvement is possible (starting with an initially empty set of

features).
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Chapter 5

Application Areas

All experimental evaluations in this thesis are performed on data from either one

or both application areas mentioned in this chapter. On the one hand, we con-

sider email filtering, where the feature space contains various properties of email

messages derived from the header of the message, from the body of the message,

or from both. Besides the well known problem of spam filtering, we also discuss

the problem of filtering potentially harmful phishing email. On the other hand, we

consider drug discovery problems where quantitative representations of molecular

structures are encoded in terms on information-preserving descriptor values. More

precisely, we focus on the application of QSAR modeling (quantitative structure

activity relationship).

In the following, the classification problems arising in the contexts of email clas-

sification and QSAR modeling are discussed briefly. Moreover, relevant literature is

reviewed for both application areas and the performance metrics from Section 2.4.5

are adapted to the properties of the specific classification tasks for each application

field.

5.1 Email Filtering

About a decade ago, unsolicited bulk or commercial email (UBE, UCE, “spam”)

started to become one of the biggest problems on the Internet. In [Cor07], email

spam is defined as “unsolicited, unwanted email that was sent indiscriminately, di-

rectly or indirectly, by a sender having no current relationship with the recipient”.

The transmission of spam email has several negative consequences (cf. [Cor07]). Be-

side direct consequences (loss of money, Trojan horses, cyber attacks) mostly borne

by the victims (i. e., individuals fooled by the spam email), network resource con-

sumption is an enormous problem caused by spam. The vast majority of email
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traffic today is spam – estimations from web security service providers indicate a

spam rate of up to 90% (cf. [Mes09]). This traffic consumes enormous bandwitdth

and storage, and increases the risk of untimely delivered (or even outright loss of)

messages. Human resource consumption caused by spam is another severe prob-

lem, especially for companies. Amongst all consequences caused by spam, the loss

of legitimate email messages is often the greatest problem since relevant pieces of

information may be lost. Incorrectly classified messages, overlooking of legitimate

email in a pool of spam messages, or congestion problems on email servers due to

spam are some examples of how email can be lost.

In recent years, phishing (“password fishing”) has become a severe problem in

addition to spam email. The term covers various criminal activities which try to

fraudulently acquire sensitive data or financial account credentials from Internet

users, such as account user names, passwords or credit card details. The steal of

the victims identity is thus a dangerous consequence caused by phishing. Phishing

attacks use both social engineering and technical means. Although the phishing rate

in the total email traffic is much smaller than the spam rate (0.2-0.4%) (cf. [Mes09]),

the damage caused by successful phishig attacks usually exceeds the damage caused

by single spam messages considerably. In contrast to unsolicited but harmless spam

email, phishing is an enormous threat for all big Internet-based commercial oper-

ations. The structure of phishing messages tends to differ significantly from the

structure of spam messages, but is usually closer to the structure of regular ham

messages (because for a phishing message it is particularly important to look like

a regular message from a trustworthy source). As a consequence, phishing email is

usually much harder to distinguish from legitimate email than spam email (even for

humans).

5.1.1 Classification Problem for Email Filtering

In this section, general performance metrics discussed in Section 2.4.5 are adopted to

the problem of email classification. Classical spam filtering is a binary classification

problem in the sense that every incoming email message has to be classified as

“spam” or “not spam”. In the context of spam filtering, a “positive” usually denotes

a spam message and a “negative” usually denotes a ham message. Consequently, a

true positive (TP) is a spam message which was correctly classified as spam, and a

false positive (FP) is a ham message which was wrongly classified as spam. The goal

is to maximize the rate of true positives and to minimize the rate of false positives

simultaneously (in order not to loose possibly important ham messages). Thus, a

lower TP rate (with a lower FP rate) is often preferable over a higher TP rate (with

a simultaneously increasing FP rate).
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As an alternative to classical binary spam filtering, the problem of classifying

email into ham, spam and phishing is a ternary classification problem. A ternary

classification problem can also be addressed as a sequence of two binary classification

problems (for example, one filter for separating ham from spam and phishing email,

and a second filter for separating spam from phishing email), but this usually involves

some drawbacks such as additional overhead, lower efficiency, and, most important,

often lower classification accuracy (cf. [GP09]). For a ternary classification, the

definitions of TP, FP, TN and FN cannot be adopted, since a ternary classification

has nine different possible outcomes (cf. Table 2.2 in Section 2.4.5). Instead, a true

positive rate (fraction of correct classification) and a false positive rate (fraction of

the sum of all incorrect classifications) for each class can be defined.

5.1.2 Relevant Literature for Spam Filtering

Generally, methods for filtering spam email can be categorized according to their

point of action in the email transfer process. Consequently, three classes of ap-

proaches can be distinguished. Pre-send methods act at the sender side before the

email is transported over the network, whereas post-send methods act at the receiver

side after the email has been transferred to the receiver. A third class of approaches

comprises new protocols, which are based on modifying the transfer process itself.

Pre-send methods and the development of new protocols are very important be-

cause of their potential to avoid most of the waste of resources (network traffic,

server workload, etc.) caused by spam. However, the efficiency of pre-send methods

and of new protocols heavily depends on their widespread deployment. It is unre-

alistic to expect global acceptance and widespread use of these new methods in the

near future, and thus the third group of methods, post-send spam filtering methods,

continues to be the “work horse” in spam defense.

Pre-send methods. The focus of pre-send methods is on potential solutions for

detecting and preventing spam in outgoing email traffic on the sender side, i. e., on

technology applicable on outgoing mail servers. The two basic strategies that can be

distinguished in this category are strategies for increasing the cost of sending email

and strategies for increasing the risks of sending spam due to stricter legal regu-

lations and stricter enforcement of these regulations. There are several interesting

approaches to increase the senders cost and to make the spammers business model

unprofitable, either by introducing monetary fees or by delaying the sending of each

email.

The introduction of monetary fees for each email relies on the idea to “pay” some

amount of (possibly symbolic) currency for each email to be sent (micro payment).
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This idea is based on the fact that spammers need to send millions of messages to

make profit (since the response rate is very low, for details, see [ISG06]). Even a

very small payload would affect the spammers’ business model, while the costs for

private users and companies remain negligible. The lightweight currency protocol

(LCP, [TH04]) is an example of such a strategy that proposes a mechanism where

servers require payment for accepting incoming messages. Two limiting problems of

money based solutions are the relatively high administration overhead and the fact

that the very popular free email accounts do not fit into this strategy.

Technical solutions for delaying the sending of each email message are mostly

based on CPU time, where the sender is required to compute a moderately ex-

pensive function (pricing function) before the email is actually sent (“CPU-bound

strategies”). The computation of such a function usually takes a few seconds and

thus strongly limits the number of spam messages that can be sent from a com-

puter in a specific time period. Regular email users should hardly be influenced by

the computation of the pricing function. A software plug-in for mail clients called

Hashcash [Bac02] is a well-known representative of CPU-bound strategies. Since the

delay caused by the computation of the function is usually not independent of the

hardware of the computer system, the lack of fairness of these pricing functions is a

major drawback. Some studies have focused on this problem. [DGN03], for example,

introduced memory-bound functions which do not rely on hardware performance as

much as CPU-bound functions. However, so far no final solution for the fairness

problem has been found.

In [GHI05], the authors use a different approach and adapt a token-bucket strat-

egy (which is traditionally used for traffic shaping) to fit the needs of email traffic

regulation. The approach is based on creating its own “currency” (tokens) for email

messages and includes a starting seed as well as a certain refill rate. Each message

sent consumes a certain number of tokens. This implementation allows to impede

heavy-duty users while remaining unnoticed by common users.

New protocols. Methods of this group of email filtering strategies affect both,

sender and receiver side. Most of these techniques comprise suggestions for renew-

ing or altering email transfer protocols. The Internet mail 2000 project (IM2000,

[Ber00, Boy04]) designed an Internet email infrastructure which is based on the con-

cept that email storage is the sender’s responsibility. IM2000 uses a pull mechanism

and stores email at the sender’s ISP (Internet Service Provider), which becomes the

always-on-line post office from which the receiver picks up the message. Although

the idea seems interesting, IM2000 would require a global adoption and acceptance

of a this new email infrastructure, which is not really expectable. The authenticated

mail transfer protocol (AMTP, [Wei03]) is being designed as a replacement for the
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SMTP protocol (simple mail transfer protocol), with security features designed to

reduce the impact of spam for receiving email servers. AMTP accepts email only

from authenticated senders (using an SSL-like authentication protocol), allows for

publishing “policies” and indicates what type of email is being sent. Just as for

IM2000, a widespread acceptance for AMTP is – unfortunately – very unrealistic in

the near future.

Contrary to IM2000 and AMTP, Greylisting (cf. [Har03]) is based on utilizing

properties of the SMTP protocol instead of replacing it. The basic idea is to (tem-

porarily) reject an email message when it is first received and to accept it only

when it is resent. This strategy is based on the observation that many spammers

use incomplete email server implementations which do not resend a message if it

is temporarily rejected. The efficiency of greylisting was evaluated empirically and

demonstrated several times (cf. [TWM04, Lev05]). Nevertheless, in its conventional

form it has important drawbacks: It introduces delays in the email delivery process,

legitimate email may potentially get lost if an email server not conforming with the

SMTP standard is used, and difficulties may arise in the process of distinguishing

between first and second delivery attempts of email messages, especially when email

server farms are involved. Moreover, conventional greylisting is only a short term

strategy, because it is quite easy for spammers to adapt to it and to bypass it by

sending every email twice.

[JGK08] have proposed the concept of a 2-level greylisting technique to be used

in the context of a component architecture (cf. [GJL07]) for detecting and filter-

ing spam. In contrast to previously existing greylisting approaches, this method

successfully handles messages originating from server farms and it cannot be by-

passed by sending identical messages repeatedly. It has been illustrated that this

technique allows for achieving very high spam blocking rates of 99.9% and higher.

Moreover, a reputation-based trust mechanism has been integrated into the 2-level

greylisting technique which significantly reduces the transfer delay for legitimate

messages caused by the additional greylisting level. However, the email messages

from untrusted senders still experience a delay between some minutes and a few

hours.

defNullSpam [Gar07] is a spam filtering system which uses a strategy similar to

that of greylisting by sending an automated response to the point of origin of the

incoming unknown email. This automated response contains a code of verification

which has to be manually sent back by the recipient of the automated response.

Returning this code/key will create a link to this address of origin and enter it in

an “approved sender list”. This approach requires human interaction to ensure the

delivery of email and thus it is difficult to handle legitimate mass email.
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Post-send methods. Spam filters of this group act at the receiver side. Most post

send methods operate after the email has already been transfered completely to the

receiving SMTP server (i. e., after the receiving SMTP server has assumed responsi-

bility for delivering the message), but some of them act already at the beginning of

the SMTP dialogue. Black- and whitelisting – two techniques based on the source

of email – are able to block/pass a message before it is completely transfered to

the receiving mail server. At the beginning of the SMTP dialogue, the receiving

SMTP server verifies if the sender’s IP address appears on a blacklist or a whitelist,

respectively. Any message coming from a source appearing on a whitelist will be

accepted and will bypass filtering, while any message coming from a source appear-

ing on a blacklist will (ideally) not be received completely by the receiving SMTP

server. Both black- and whitelists can be self-maintained or maintained globally by

third-party organizers, such as real time blacklists (RBLs) which can be scanned

on-line. Black- and whitelists must be updated regularly and suffer from the fact

that either all email from a given host is accepted, or all email is rejected. Two other

approaches based on the source of email – policy frameworks [Ioa03] and digital sig-

natures [TH03] – can be used to authenticate the sender of email. Unfortunately,

both approaches need a central authentication authority which is difficult to realize

in practice.

Most other post-send methods act after the email has been transfered to the

receiving SMTP server, and thus tend to be purely reactive. Content-based filtering

techniques depend on the content of email, and thus can only be applied after the

email has been transfered to the receiving SMTP server. Approaches such as finger-

prints (e. g. [Sym09]), (digital) signatures (e. g. [TH03]), checksums (e. g. [Sch09]) or

URL analysis (e. g. [KLL03]) are examples of content-based email filtering. Another

technique, Bayesian spam filtering (cf. [SDH98]), is a statistical filtering technique

that is based on the näıve Bayesian classifier (NB, cf. Section 4.9) to separate spam

email from legitimate email. The idea is to compute a conditional probability for

an email being spam based on the words or tokens it contains. This technique is

exclusively based on textual features, making this technique prone to be fooled by

diluting the spam message with enough obviously innocent words.

Rule-based filters combine several methods mentioned before and block email

based on a pre-determined set of rules. Based on these rules, features describing

an email message can be extracted and used as input (training and test data) for

several machine learning algorithms. A single email can be considered as an instance,

sample or object, and each rule can be considered as a variable, attribute or feature

describing an email. Based on some already labeled training data, a classification

model is built. Then, a classification process can be applied to predict the class
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(ham, spam, phishing) of unclassified email. Besides these rules mentioned before,

it is also possible to use other attributes for classification, such as purely text-based

features, where single tokens are extracted from the content of email messages (cf.

Section 6).

A de-facto standard of a rule-based spam filtering system is the SpamAssassin

system [McG07, Spa09], which extracts a large number of features from incoming

email messages, comprising pieces of information from header, body, and the full

text of the message. SpamAssassin uses several mechanisms including text analysis,

DNS block-lists, collaborative filtering databases, or a built-in Bayesian classifier,

and requires training samples of labeled spam and non-spam email in order to fine

tune parameters and optimize learning.

Several machine learning algorithms (some of them mentioned in Chapter 4)

have been applied to the task of spam detection. An example for the application of

Bayesian spam filtering based on textual features to the scenario of spam filtering is

given in [AKC00]. Delany et al. [DCC05, DCD05] have studied and assessed a case-

based reasoning email classification as a lazy learner method that outperforms näıve

Bayesian (NB) classifiers (cf. Section 4.9). Contrary to that, Lai [Lai07] performed a

comparative study of the performance of various machine learning methods in spam

filtering, and showed that Bayesian classifiers are able to achieve better results than

kNN and comparable results to an SVM model. Chuan et al. [CXM05] presented

an approach based on an LVQ-based (learning vector quantization) neural network

that outperforms NB models, and Bratko et al. [BCF06] have investigated an ap-

proach based on adaptive statistical data compression models and report very good

classification results of their empirical evaluation.

Fdez-Riverola et al. [FID07] presented an instance-based reasoning email filter-

ing model that partly performed better than classical machine learning techniques

(SVM, AdaBoost, NB) and other successful lazy learner approaches in the domain

of spam filtering. Youn et al. [YM07] proposed a spam filtering method using adap-

tive ontologies that allows for machine-understandable semantics of the data. A

comprehensive survey of several machine learning-based post-send methods can be

found in [Cor07], and [Hid05] provides a list of research papers dealing with machine

learning methods for building spam filters.

5.1.3 Relevant Literature for Phishing

Compared to spam filtering, only relatively little research has been done so far on

specifically detecting phishing email. Chandrasekaran et al. [CCU06] have proposed

a method that sends faked formular data and analyzes the returned answers. Their

work is based on the assumption that phishing sites usually do not check input data,
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whereas an authentic web site would usually produce an error message for incorrect

input data. Phishing toolbars (for example, [McA09, Goo09]) aim to visually warn

the user about the web site referred to, but usually act after the user has already

decided to follow a link provided in an email.

Other approaches are based on the general concept of feature-based phishing de-

tection, where the focus is on analyzing the content of an email message. Obviously,

feature-based phishing detection is closely related to rule-based email filtering and

thus fits the classification methodology applied in this thesis. In the approach by

Liu et al. [LDH06], several key words are extracted from every email message. Web

pages linked within these messages are then compared with web sites which are close

to these key words based on their visual layout. The SpamAssassin system [Spa09]

mentioned in Section 5.1.2 can also be used to identify phishing email – recently,

some rules which specifically target phishing messages have been integrated into the

system. Investigations of special features that are indicators for phishing email were

studied in [FST07]. Here, ten features were used for classifying phishing attempts,

and are reported to achieve a very high classification accuracy. In another study by

Abu-Nimeh et al. [ANW07], the phishing detection performance of several machine

learning algorithms was compared. Random forests achieved the best results for clas-

sification with equally weighted classes. When penalizing false positives more than

false negatives, classification based on logistic regression achieved the best results. A

recent study by Gansterer and Pölz [GP09] also focussed on feature-based phishing

detection and aims at extending and refining existing methods. The authors pro-

posed 15 new features which turned out to be crucial for the achieved classification

accuracy. Their results show that the classification model based on a support vector

machine (cf. Section 4.5) achieved the highest accuracy amongst all classifiers and

that a ternary classification (ham vs. spam vs. phishing, cf. Section 5.1.1) worked

better than a sequence of two binary classification steps for this problem.

Conceptually, feature-based email classification seems to be a promising approach

for phishing detection, especially in combination with the ternary classification prob-

lem formulated above instead of the classical binary one. This allows for specifically

targeting phishing messages in the enormous volume of regular and unsolicited email

(spam). Open issues are the selection of relevant features and the combination of

features, which are crucial tasks when dealing with large data in order to identify

important features and decrease the computational cost for classifying unlabeled

email. The goal is to identify features which are able to distinguish well between

all three classes of email without a loss in classification accuracy. In Chapters 8

and 9, we investigate dimensionality reduction techniques based on NMF in order

to address these open questions for ternary email classification problems.
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5.2 Predictive QSAR Modeling

The increasing use of computational methods in the drug design and development

process provides the possibility to analyze the interactions of small molecules with

their target proteins on a quantitative level. This enables on the one side a deeper

understanding of the molecular basis of drug-protein interactions, and on the other

side a prediction of the biological activity of new molecules in a virtual screening

run prior to their synthesis.

In the area of QSAR modeling (quantitative structure activity relationship mod-

eling), quantitative representations of molecular structures are encoded in terms of

information-preserving descriptor values. These descriptors are then used to de-

termine the pharmacological or biological activity of molecular structures, which

describes the beneficial or adverse effects of a drug in an organism. The big ad-

vantage of this process is the possibility to save time- and cost-expensive clinical

trials by predicting the pharmaceutical activity of compounds with computational

learning methods. Generally speaking, the pharmacological activity is a function of

the properties of molecule structures, such that activity = f(physiochemical and/or

structural properties). Compounds which have a particular pharmaceutical activity

are also called inhibitors, agonists or substrates of a protein.

Chemical descriptors: In the literature (cf. [Ltd09]), a chemical descriptor is

defined as the final result of a logical and mathematical procedure which transforms

chemical information encoded within a symbolic representation of a molecule into

a useful number or the result of some standardized experiment. In other words,

chemical descriptors are used to derive and represent molecular and physicochemical

properties of compounds, such as their 1D, 2D or 3D structure. In the context of

data mining and machine learning, descriptors are also often referred to as features

or attributes.

Similarity principle: Compounds having similar chemical structures (i. e., de-

scriptor similarity) usually possess similar physicochemical properties and biological

activities. Thus, compounds can be classified according to their chemical structures.

Similar to email filtering, where unlabeled email is classified based on a set of already

classified email samples (training set), unlabeled compounds can thus be classified

based on a training set of compounds, whose pharmacological activity is known.

Descriptors are usually computed from structural codes, such as SMILES (sim-

plified molecular input line entry specification (cf. [Wei88, WWW89]). SMILES is a

simplified chemical notation that allows the representation of 2D chemical structures

in linear textual form and supports also representation of some 3D characteristics,

such as bold and hatched bonds, as well as charged and complexed molecular en-
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tities. According to [TC00], the most frequently used descriptors can be divided

into 18 classes, the most important of them being geometrical descriptors such as

volume and surface area, as well as constitutional and topological descriptors such

as molecular weight, number of rings and rotatable bonds. A complete listing of

these classes can also be found in [DJT08].

Chemical descriptors comprise different levels of complexity and thus the com-

putational cost for determining them varies. Nowadays a variety of software tools is

available to translate the textual representations of chemical structures into descrip-

tor numbers. Among them, widely used tools for deriving molecular descriptors are

DRAGON [TGT05], MOE [Gro09], Molconn-Z [Edu09], and JOELib [LYU07b].

The development of new chemical descriptors is still a topic of major interest

in Chemoinformatics. Their choice as well as their number strongly influences the

computational cost of steps 1-4 in Section 2.4. Especially the extraction of the data

(step 1) can be a very costly process. Moreover, the data mining step (step 4) can

be computationally very expensive if the number of features (descriptors) is large.

Descriptors most suitable for representing compounds of a particular property can

be selected either by intuition or, preferably, more systematically by means of feature

selection or dimensionality reduction methods (cf. Chapters 3 and 6).

Application areas: The concept of avoiding drug-ligand interactions has raised

high interest in recent years – especially in the field of ADMET, which refers to the

absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxicity properties of a molecule

within an organism. Optimizing these properties during an early phase of the drug

discovery process is crucial for reducing ADMET problems later in the develop-

ment process. Almost one third of all compounds in the drug development process

pipeline fail due to improper ADMET behavior which renders predictive ADMET

an important issue in drug discovery (cf. [PVR03, TE08a]). Several key proteins

identified so far in the ADMET cascade appear to show polyspecific interactions

in the binding of their ligands. The goal of QSAR modeling is to identify these

proteins, since they influence the pharmacokinetic or toxicological profile of a drug

candidate. These proteins – so called antitargets – include nuclear hormone recep-

tors (e. g. , PXR and CAR), cytochrome P450 enzymes, several ABC transporters,

and the hERG potassium channel.

• Nuclear hormone receptors (NHR) are a class of proteins that regulate

gene expression by activating genes, and therefore leading to the up-regulation

of various other proteins (such as ABC transporters and CYP enzymes).

• Hepatic cytochrom-P450 enzymes (e.g. CYP3A4, 2D6) are liver enzymes

that are responsible for detoxification. Drug inhibition of CYP450 may lead
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to impaired liver function and toxic side effects.

• The members of the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter family are

membrane-bound efflux transporters, which can be divided into seven classes

(ABCA-ABCG). The best studied class so far is the ABCB1 class, which is

also called P-glycoprotein.

• The human-ether-a-go-go-related gene (hERG) channel, is a potassium-

channel of the heart muscle. Drug inhibition of hERG leads to arrhythmia

and can thus result in sudden death.

Although the proteins mentioned above are different with respect to their cellular

localization, their three dimensional structure and also their biochemical function,

they have one striking feature in common: they are polyspecific in recognizing their

ligands, i. e., all of them interact with small molecules that are unrelated in their

chemical structure as well as in their pharmacological function. This polyspecifity

renders the identification of the “most useful” descriptors reflecting the relationship

between the biological activity (discrete or continuous) and the calculated properties

extremely difficult. The large number of available descriptors requires techniques

for (i) identifying the “best” descriptors to discriminate between classes, and, (ii)

reducing the dimensional space of the descriptors. There are several techniques

to achieve one or both of these goals, but careful investigation of these methods

is needed to avoid loss of information. In Part II of this thesis, several feature

reduction (feature selection and/or dimensionality reduction) techniques applied on

data coming from the QSAR modeling field are compared in terms of classification

accuracy and runtime.

5.2.1 Classification Problem for QSAR Modeling

Classical QSAR modeling can either be defined as a regression problem or as a clas-

sification problem. In the problem setting of binary classification, every compound

under investigation has to be classified as “active” or “inactive”. In this context,

“positives” are compounds that have a particular pharmaceutical activity such as

inhibitors or substrates of a protein. On the contrary, “negatives” are compounds

that do not have this particular pharmaceutical activity. Consequently, a true posi-

tive (TP) is an active compound which was correctly classified as active, and a false

positive (FP) is an inactive compound which was wrongly classified as active. True

negatives (TN) are thus inactive compounds which were correctly classified as inac-

tive, and false negatives (FN) are active compounds which were wrongly classified

as inactive.
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In the field of QSAR modeling, the true positive rate is sometimes also referred

to as sensitivity, accuracy on actives or A1, and the true negative rate is sometimes

referred to as specificity, accuracy on inactives or A0.

5.2.2 Relevant Literature for QSAR Modeling

A wide variety of data mining and machine learning algorithms have been applied

to establish in-silico models related to antitargets. A very recent and comprehensive

collection of these efforts can be found in the book by Vaz and Klabunde [VK08].

Furthermore, a review of machine learning algorithms and their performance with

respect to various ADMET related proteins is given in [LYU07a]. Several studies in

the area of QSAR modeling have proven that feature reduction algorithms can lead

to improvements in the classification performance and that the results achieved with

reduced feature sets are generally easier to interpret. In the following, several studies

related to molecular modeling focusing on feature reduction and classification are

summarized briefly. The studies are grouped according to the type of antitargets

under investigation. A survey of feature selection techniques for predictive QSAR

modeling techniques for polyspecific drug targets can be found in [DJT08].

Ung et al. [ULY07] have presented a comprehensive in-silico prediction study

that addresses the problem of discriminating between PXR activators and non-

activators. They used a wrapper approach with recursive feature elimination (cf.

Section 3) applied to three different learning methods (kNN, SVM and neural net-

works). Obtained results show that the classification performance based on reduced

feature sets outperforms the classification results achieved with all descriptors by

3-5%.

Yap et al. [YC05] applied two distinct adaptations of a support vector machine

(called PPCSVM – “positive probability consensus” and PMCSVM – “positive ma-

jority consensus”, respectively) for the discrimination of substrates and inhibitors

on three different datasets for three different CYP450 enzymes. The chemical space

of the datasets under investigation was initially represented by 1607 descriptors and

a genetic algorithm wrapper was used to remove irrelevant descriptors. The inter-

esting results show that the same descriptor classes were identified to be important

for all three classification problems, i. e., on different CYP450 enzymes. This sug-

gests that there are several descriptor classes suitable for describing any CYPP450

classification problem.

A large number of research studies focused on the problem of predicting ABCB1

substrates and non-substrates. Xue et al. [XYS04, XSY04] described the classifica-

tion performance of a support vector machine applied to three different ABCB1

datasets, and applied a recursive feature elimination (RFE) wrapper (cf. Sec-
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tion 3.2.2) as feature selection method. The authors observed a significant increase

in the prediction accuracy when applying RFE (up to 11%) compared to a classi-

fication on the complete desriptor set. De Cerqueira-Lima and colleagues [CGO06]

utilized a method called BinaryQSAR to construct ABCB1 substrate/non-substrate

classification models. BinaryQSAR (developed by Labute (cf. [Lab99])) is a tech-

nique based on Bayesian classification (cf. Section 4.9) which is implemented in the

MOE package (cf. [Gro09]) and can be applied on binary data only. Since this tech-

nique assumes that descriptors are uncorrelated to each other, a principle component

analysis is usually performed prior to the classification step. Obviously, the number

of principle components used within the classification process can be much smaller

than the original dimensionality of the data (cf. Section 3.3.2). The results indicate

that BinaryQSAR is able to achieve comparable and often better results than kNN,

and is able to outperform a support vector machine classifier when using descriptors

computed with the MOE package. Other work using feature reduction in combina-

tion with ABCB1 classification comprises the study by Svetnik et al. [SLT03], who

evaluated the application of random forests (cf. Section 4.6) for the classification

problem of ABCB1 substrates, the study by Huang et al. [HMM07], who established

an SVM model for ABCB1 substrates which is optimized by a wrapper approach

based on a particle swarm algorithm, or the study by Wang et al. [WTH05], who

evaluated the performance of a self-organizing map by applying stepwise discrimi-

nant analysis (cf. Section 4.9) as feature selection method to the problem of ABCB1

classification.

Several studies focused on the application of feature reduction methods to hERG

channel blockers. Seierstad et al. [SA06] compared principal component analysis

(PCA, cf., Section 3.3.2) to randomized wrapper methods such as simulated anneal-

ing and deterministic wrapper methods using stepwise forward selection for a hERG

ligand regression problem. It can be seen from their results that PCA performs com-

parable with most of the other methods, while simulated annealing achieves the best

results for this problem setting. In a study by Thai and Ecker [TE08b], BinaryQSAR

(explained above) was applied to the task of classifying hERG channel blockers and

non-blockers. Their results show that in some cases models derived with fast and

easy to calculate 2D molecular descriptors achieve similar results as models based

on the complete feature set. In a later study [TE08a], the same authors classified

hERG blockers based on a feature selection technique called QuaSAR-contingency (a

method available in the MOE package) and a supervised adaption of a self-organizing

map called counter-propagation network (cf. Section 4.9) as a learning algorithm.

Their results show that counter-propagation neural networks with a 3-dimensional

output layer combined with a set of 11 hERG relevant descriptors achieved the best
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performance. In another study by Tobita et al. [TNN05], support vector machines

were used for both, feature reduction (as a deterministic wrapper approach) and

classification. For two different test sets, their classification models achieved re-

markable 90% and 95% accuracy, respectively. Other interesting work for hERG

classification comprises the study by Roche et al. [RTZ02], who applied feature re-

duction based on self-organizing maps (SOMs, cf. Section 4.9) in combination with

(supervised) artificial neural networks as classification process. Moreover, Dubus et

al. [DIP06] used correlation-based feature selection (a representative of multivari-

ate filter methods, cf. Section 3.2.1), and in the studies by Keserü et al. [Kes03]

and Ekins et al. [EBS06], PCA was successfully applied to reduce the number of

descriptors.

A different approach was studied by Hull et al. [HFS01, HSN01], who used latent

semantic indexing for structure indexing. In their LaSSI (latent semantic structure

indexing) approach, they used LSI for similarity searching based on chemical sub-

structure descriptors. The underlying rationale of using this method is that LSI

might represent an useful alternative to determine similarity on different descriptor

sets. Compared to an “in-house” similarity method (which uses the Dice similarity

definition (cf. [Rij79])) called TOPOSIM (cf. [HFS01]), LASSI achieves comparable

and sometimes slightly better results. Moreover, the results highlight that LaSSI

selects very different compounds than TOPOSIM.

5.3 Comparison of Areas

The data coming from these two different application areas differ strongly in several

aspects, such as the number of available training samples, the type and quality of

features, or the general characteristics (sparsity, range, type, . . . ) of the data.

Concerning the number of labeled training samples, there is a big difference be-

tween the two areas mentioned before. Since labeled and unlabeled email is rather

easy to collect (for example, from TREC [NIS09] or Enron [Coh09]) the number of

training and test samples can easily reach many thousands (for all three groups, ham,

spam and phishing). Contrary to that, the number of available labeled compounds

for prediction tasks related to QSAR modeling is often relatively small (usually a few

hundred compounds). This is due to the fact, that the number of compounds that

have already undergone time- and cost-expensive clinical trials is limited. Another

possibility to gather pre-classified compounds is to collect them from the literature

(such as the national cancer institute). Unclassified compounds can be extracted

much easier, for example, from compound libraries such as SPECS [SPE09] or Chem-

Div [Che09]. The limited number of labeled training samples is a big challenge and
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highlights the importance of accurate sampling strategies and techniques such as

cross-validation to avoid the problem of overfitting (cf. Section 2.4).

Comparing the features of data coming from email filtering and data coming from

QSAR modeling also shows several differences for both application areas. Most post-

send email filtering methods rely on well established feature sets comprising features

extracted from the (textual) content of the email message or on special properties

of the email (such as date, size, number of html tags, etc.). Most of these features

can be extracted very fast, for example, with rule-based filtering systems such as

SpamAssassin (cf. Section 5.1.2). The fast extraction of features is very important in

this context, since the time available for classifying a single email message is strongly

limited, especially in high-load situations on the receiving SMTP server. Chemical

descriptors, on the contrary, comprise different levels of complexity and thus the

computational cost for determining them often varies significantly. Since the same

descriptors are often used to predict the pharmacological activity of compounds from

different groups of antitargets (hERG, CYP, etc.), the extraction of the ideal feature

set is usually more difficult than in the context of email filtering.

Feature sets used in the context of email filtering are usually well established and

thus the choice of good feature sets is easier than in drug discovery applications.

To give an example, the SpamAssassin system utilizes a built-in pseudo feature

ranking based on the values of each rule/test (determined using a neural network).

Contrary to that, feature sets used in the drug discovery context are often not so well

established and thus the choice of the “best” feature set (in terms of classification

accuracy) is a more difficult task than for email filtering. This issue is investigated

in detail in Chapter 6 of this thesis.

Moreover, there is a big difference in the general characteristics of the data from

both application areas. Data coming from the context of email filtering are usually

much sparser than data coming from QSAR modeling. For example, usually only a

small number of tests integrated in rule-based email filtering systems triggers for an

email message (cf. Section 5.1.2). When considering purely text-based features, the

resulting term × document matrices are usually also very sparse (cf. Section 4.7).

Moreover there is a big difference in the range and the type (nominal, numeric,

discrete, etc.) of attributes.

Due to these differences in the data and the application areas the typical accuracy

achieved with classification algorithms differs strongly. Spam filtering systems often

achieve high classification overall accuracy of 95% or more. The accuracy achieved

with data coming from the drug discovery field differs strongly and is usually much

lower. Depending on the data, the achieved classification accuracy may range from

60% up to 95% or more, but it is usually somewhere in between.
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In Part II of this thesis, several new approaches and new algorithmic variants of

feature reduction and classification techniques will be investigated and applied to

datasets coming from the application areas of email filtering and drug discovery.



Part II

New Approaches in Feature

Reduction and Classification
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Chapter 6

On the Relationship Between

Feature Reduction and

Classification Accuracy

6.1 Overview of Chapter

In this chapter, we investigate the relationship between several attribute space re-

duction techniques and the resulting classification accuracy for the two application

areas mentioned in Chapter 5. On the one hand, we consider email filtering, where

the feature space contains various properties of email messages, and on the other

hand, we consider drug discovery problems, where quantitative representations of

molecular structures are encoded in terms of information-preserving descriptor val-

ues. Subsets of the original attributes constructed by feature selection techniques

(such as filter and wrapper methods, cf. Section 3.2) as well as subsets of linear

combinations of the original attributes constructed by three different variants of the

principle component analysis (PCA, cf. Section 3.3.2) are compared in terms of the

classification performance achieved with various machine learning algorithms as well

as in terms of runtime performance. We successively reduce the size of the attribute

sets and investigate the changes in the classification results. Moreover, we explore

the relationship between the variance captured in the linear combinations within

PCA and the resulting classification accuracy.

Results show that the classification accuracy based on PCA is highly sensitive

to the type of data and that the variance captured by the PCs is not necessarily a

vital indicator for the classification performance.

101
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6.2 Introduction and Related Work

As the dimensionality of the data increases, many types of data analysis and classi-

fication problems become significantly harder. The reasons for this phenomenon –

often referred to as curse of dimensionality – are outlined in Chapter 3 together with

a discussion of feature selection (FS) and dimensionality reduction (DR) methods.

Several extensive surveys of various feature selection and dimensionality reduction

approaches can be found in the literature, for example, in [MBN02] or [GE03].

There are several studies that have investigated the classification accuracy of ma-

chine learning algorithms based on feature sets extracted by PCA. [HMO06] have

investigated the effect of PCA on machine learning accuracy (for C4.5, RIPPER, lin-

ear SVM, RBF SVM, kNN and linear regression) with high-dimensional data based

on different pre-processing steps. They use the NIPALS method [GK86] to itera-

tively compute only the first n principle components (PCs) of a data sample until a

required number of PCs have been generated. Their results show that using PCA in

combination with classification may improve the classification accuracy when deal-

ing with high dimensional data. For carefully selected pre-processing techniques, the

authors show that using principal components instead of the original features results

in either the same accuracy (i. e., same error, for a C4.5 and a RIPPER classifier) or

a numerically higher accuracy (i. e., smaller error, for linear SVM, RBF SVM, kNN

and linear regression). [Pop01] has analyzed the effect of PCA on three different

machine learning methods (C5.0, instance-based learner and näıve Bayes). In one

test-run, the first n PCs (i. e., linear combinations of the original attributes) were

added to the original attributes, in the second test run, the principle components re-

placed them. The results show that adding the PCs to the original attributes slightly

improved the classification accuracy for all machine learning algorithms (mostly for

small numbers of n), whereas replacing the original attributes only increased the

accuracy for one algorithm (näıve Bayes).

6.3 Open Issues and Own Contributions

Different techniques can be applied to perform a principle component analysis, for

example, the eigenvalue decomposition of either the covariance or the correlation

matrix can be used (cf. Section 3.3.2). Another question is how the scaling of the

original data affects the PCs and the resulting classification accuracy. Attributes

resulting from these different PCA variants differ significantly in their coverage of

the variability of the original attributes. To the best of our knowledge no system-

atic studies have been carried out to explore the relationship between the variability
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captured in different variants of the PCA and the accuracy of machine learning

algorithms operating on them. One of the objectives of this chapter is to sum-

marize investigations of this issue. More generally, we investigate the variation of

the achieved classification accuracy depending on the choice of specific variants for

calculating the PCA for two very different datasets. Other important aspects mo-

tivating such investigations are questions relating to how the classification accuracy

based on PCA subsets compares to classification accuracy based on subsets of the

original features of the same size, or how to identify the smallest subset of original

features which yields a classification accuracy comparable to the one of a given PCA

subset.

In the following, several feature sets (and subsets of these feature sets) are com-

pared in terms of resulting classification accuracy. The three types of feature subsets

considered are based on feature ranking (using the filter method information gain,

cf. Section 3.2.1), a wrapper subset evaluator (cf. Section 3.2.2) and three different

variants of PCA.

6.4 Datasets

The datasets used for experiments come from the two different application areas

mentioned in Chapter 5 and differ strongly in the number of instances and features

and in their characteristics.

Email data. The first dataset consists of 10 000 email messages (half of them

spam, half not spam) taken from the TREC 2005 email corpus [CL05]. The values

of the features for each message were extracted using SpamAssassin [Spa09] (cf.

Section 5.1.2), where different parts of each email message are checked by various

tests, and each test assigns a certain value to each feature (positive feature values

indicate spam messages, negative values indicate non-spam messages). Although

the number of features determined by SpamAssassin is rather large, only a relatively

small number of these features provide useful information. For the dataset used only

230 out of more than 800 tests triggered at least once, resulting in a 10 000 × 230

data matrix.

Drug discovery data. The second dataset comes from medicinal chemistry (cf.

Section 5.2). This dataset consists of 249 structurally diverse chemical compounds.

110 of them are known to be substrates of P-glycoprotein, a macromolecule which

is notorious for its potential to decrease the efficacy of drugs (“antitarget”). The

remaining 139 compounds are non-substrates. The chemical structures of these

compounds are encoded in terms of 366 information preserving descriptor values

(features). Hence, our drug discovery (DD) dataset is a 249× 366 matrix.
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Data characteristics. Whereas the email dataset is very sparse (97.5% of all

entries are zero) the drug discovery dataset contains only about 18% zero entries.

Moreover, most of the email features have the property that they are either zero or

have a fixed value (depending on whether a test triggers or not). This is completely

different from the drug discovery dataset where the attribute values vary a lot (the

range can vary from descriptors represented by small discrete numbers to descriptors

given by floating-point values out of a theroretically contiuous range).

6.5 Feature Subsets

For both test datasets we determined different feature subsets, i. e., out of the original

data matrix D we computed a new matrix D
′
. For the FS subsets (information gain

and wrapper), D and D
′

differ only in the number of columns (attributes), for the

PCA subsets they differ in the number of columns and in their interpretation (i. e.,

the columns are linear combinations of the original attributes, cf. Section 3.3).

For extracting the wrapper subsets we used Weka’s (cf. [WF05]) wrapper subset

evaluator in combination with the best first search method. A paired t-test was

used to compute the probability if other subsets may perform substantially better

(cf. Section 3.2.2). For the investigations in this chapter, neither a maximum nor

a minimum number of features was pre-defined. The optimum number of features

was automatically determined within the wrapper subset evaluator (based on the

t-test). For our evaluations, between 4 and 18 features were selected.

As a filter approach we ranked the attributes with respect to their information

gain (IG). As mentioned in Section 3.2, this ranking is independent of a specific

learning algorithm and contains – before selecting a subset – all attributes (ranked

in desending order with respect to their IG).

For dimensionality reduction, we studied PCA. In the literature (cf., for exam-

ple, [Jol02, TSK05, WF05, Mat09b]), several variants appear. We investigated the

differences of three such variants (denoted by PCA1, PCA2 and PCA3) in terms of

the resulting classification accuracy. In all cases we first performed a mean shift of

all features such that the mean for each feature becomes 0. We denote the resulting

feature-instance matrix by M . Based on this first preprocessing step we define three

variants of the PCA computation. The resulting datasets contain min(features,

instances) linear combinations of the original attributes (out of which a subset is

selected).

PCA1: The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of M (cf. Sec-

tion 3.3) are computed. The new attribute values are then computed by multiplying

M with the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix Cov(M).
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PCA2: The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix containing the correlation

coefficients of M (cf. Section 3.3) are computed. The new attribute values are

then computed by multiplying M with the eigenvectors of the correlation coefficient

matrix Corr(M).

PCA3: Each feature of M is first normalized by its standard deviation (i. e., z-

scored). These normalized values are then used as input for the eigenvalue de-

composition (i. e., there is no difference between the correlation coefficient matrix

Corr(M) the and covariance matrix Cov(M)) and also for the computation of the

new attributes.

6.6 Machine Learning Methods

For evaluating the classification performance of the reduced feature sets we used

six different machine learning methods (see Chapter 4 for a description of these

methods). Experiments were performed with a support vector machine (SVM) based

on the sequential minimal optimization algorithm using a polynomial kernel with

an exponent of 1; a k -nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier using different values of

k (1 to 9); a bagging ensemble learner (Bagging) using a pruned decision tree as

base learner; a single J.48 decision tree (J.48) based on Quinlan’s C4.5 algorithm;

a random forest (RandF); and a Java implementation of the RIPPER rule-based

learner (JRip).

6.7 Experimental Results

For all feature sets except the wrapper subsets we measured the classification per-

formance for subsets consisting of the n “best ranked” features (n varies between

1 and 100). For the information gain method, the top n information gain ranked

original features were used. For the PCA subsets, the first n PCs capturing most

of the variability of the original attributes were used. The classification accuracy

was determined using a 10-fold cross-validation. The results are shown separately

for the two datasets described in Section 6.4. For kNN, only the kNN(1) results are

shown since k = 1 mostly yielded the best results. For comparison we also classified

completely new data (separating feature reduction and classification process). In

this setting, we performed the feature selection step (using information gain and a

wrapper approach) on a separate dataset which was then not used for building or

testing the classification model. In most cases the accuracy was similar.

For the experimental evaluation we used Matlab [Mat09b] for computing three

different variants of the PCA (cf. Section 6.5), and the Weka toolkit [WF05] for
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computing the feature selection subsets (information gain and wrapper approach)

and for measuring the classification performance of the learning methods on each of

these feature sets.

6.7.1 Email Data

Table 6.1 shows the overall classification accuracy for the information gain subsets

and the PCA subsets. The results are shown as the average results over all subsets

of the top n features (for IG) and PCs (for PCA), respectively, for n = 1, . . . , 100.

Besides, the average classification accuracy over all algorithms is shown (AVG.).

The best and the worst average results for each learning algorithm over the feature

reduction methods are highlighted in bold and italic letters, respectively. The best

overall result over all feature sets and all learning algorithms is marked with an

asterisk. Since the wrapper subsets contain a fixed number of features, the wrapper

results are shown in Table 6.2 only.

Table 6.1: Email data – average overall classification accuracy (in %).

SVM kNN(1) Bagging J.48 RandF JRip AVG.

Infogain 99.20 99.18 99.16 99.16 99.21 99.18 99.18

PCA1 99.26 99.70 99.68 99.70 * 99.77 99.67 99.63

PCA2 99.55 99.69 99.67 99.69 99.75 99.68 99.67

PCA3 99.54 99.64 99.65 99.64 99.65 99.64 99.63

Table 6.2 shows the best classification accuracy for all feature subsets (including

the wrapper subsets) and for a classification based on the complete feature set.

Table 6.2 also contains the information how many original features (for FS) and

how many principal components (for PCA) were needed to achieve the respective

accuracy. Again, the best and worst results are highlighted.

Table 6.2: Email data – best overall classification accuracy (in %).

SVM kNN(1) Bagging J.48 RandF JRip

All features 99.75
230 attr.

99.70
230 attr.

99.71
230 attr.

99.65
230 attr.

99.73
230 attr.

99.66
230 attr.

Wrapper
fixed set

99.61
7 attr.

99.60
5 attr.

99.61
4 attr.

99.61
7 attr.

99.67
11 attr.

99.64
7 attr.

Infogain 99.76
100 attr.

99.71
50 attr.

99.70
50 attr.

99.71
100 attr.

99.78
80 attr.

99.72
90 attr.

PCA1 99.65
90 PCs

99.74
40 PCs

99.69
40 PCs

99.75
30 PCs

* 99.82
70 PCs

99.73
5 PCs

PCA2 99.67
90 PCs

99.75
40 PCs

99.72
30 PCs

99.78
60 PCs

99.80
15 PCs

99.76
40 PCs

PCA3 99.65
100 PCs

99.73
5 PCs

99.71
20 PCs

99.71
4 PCs

99.79
15 PCs

99.73
50 PCs
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Figure 6.1: Email data – information gain subsets.

Feature subset selection. A comparison of the two feature selection methods

shows that the best accuracies achieved with IG subsets are better than the wrapper

results (see Table 6.2). Nevertheless, when looking at the size of the subsets with

the best accuracy it can be seen that the wrapper subsets are very small. Figure 6.1

shows the degradation in the classification accuracy when the number of features

in the IG subsets is reduced. Interestingly, all machine learning methods show the

same behavior without any significant differences. The accuracy is quite stable

until the subsets are reduced to 40 or less features, then the overall classification

accuracy tends to decrease proportionally to the reduction of features. Comparing

the wrapper results with the IG results with the same number of attributes (4

to 11 features, see Figure 6.1 and Table 6.2), it can be seen that the wrapper

approach clearly outperforms IG. Moreover, the classification accuracy achieved with

the wrapper subsets is only slightly worse than the accuracy achieved with the

complete feature set, but with a reduction of about 96% of the feature space.

PCA. Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 show the overall classification accuracies for the

three PCA variants. Generally, the results are very stable regardless of the number

of principle components used for classification. Surprisingly, only the accuracy of the

SVM method (using a polynomial kernel) clearly decreases with a smaller number of

principal components used, especially so for PCA1, but also for PCA2 and slightly

for PCA3.

Explaining the variance. Even though the classification results for all three PCA

variants are similar, it is very interesting to note that when the correlation matrix is

used instead of the covariance matrix to compute the eigenvectors and eigenvalues

(as it is the case for PCA2 and PCA3) the fraction of the variance captured by the
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Figure 6.2: Email data – PCA1 subsets.
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Figure 6.3: Email data – PCA2 subsets.

first n PCs (i. e., the accumulated percentage of the first n eigenvalues) decreases

remarkably (see Table 6.3).

Algorithms. Although the overall classification accuracy in Figures 6.1, 6.2, 6.3,

and 6.4 is very good in general, when comparing the different machine learning

methods it can be seen that random forest achieves the best results for all of the

reduced feature sets used, and that the SVM classifier seems to be most sensitive

to the size of the PC subsets. For the average PCA results (shown in Table 6.1

and Figure 6.2), SVM shows the lowest classification accuracy. When the complete

feature set is used, the SVM results are slightly better than the random forest results

(Table 6.2).
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Figure 6.4: Email data – PCA3 subsets.

Table 6.3: Email data – % variance captured by first n PCs (max. dim: 230).

n 100 80 60 40 20 10 5 4 3 2 1

PCA1 99.4 98.9 97.8 95.3 87.0 75.7 62.7 58.9 54.0 48.0 38.0 %

PCA2,3 67.7 58.9 49.4 38.3 24.7 15.8 10.3 9.0 7.7 6.3 3.9 %

6.7.2 Drug Discovery Data

Tables 6.4 and 6.5 show average and best classification results over different feature

subsets for the drug discovery data.

Table 6.4: Drug discovery data – average overall classification accuracy (in %).

SVM kNN(1) Bagging J.48 RandF JRip AVG.

Infogain 69.25 67.55 70.63 68.47 68.04 70.32 69.04

PCA1 63.50 65.87 65.84 61.81 65.03 65.74 64.63

PCA2 61.05 66.39 69.27 65.27 67.16 65.92 65.84

PCA3 68.78 67.28 * 71.02 63.76 69.66 67.06 67.93

Feature subset selection. A comparison of Tables 6.4 and 6.5 (drug discovery

dataset results) with Tables 6.1 and 6.2 (email dataset results) shows that the clas-

sification accuracy achieved with the drug discovery dataset is generally much lower

than for the email dataset. Moreover, for the drug dataset, the average classification

results (Table 6.4) achieved with IG tend to be much better compared to the PCA

results than for the email dataset. For four out of the six learning algorithms used,

the best average results were achieved with the IG feature set (cf. Table 6.4) – for

the email dataset, the best average results were all achieved with PCA1 or PCA2

subsets (cf. Table 6.1).
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Table 6.5: Drug discovery data – best overall classification accuracy (in %).

SVM kNN(1) Bagging J.48 RandF JRip

All features 70.67
367 attr.

73.89
367 attr.

74.30
367 attr.

64.24
367 attr.

73.52
367 attr.

69.09
367 attr.

Wrapper
fixed set

77.48
18 attr.

79.91
6 attr.

79.51
10 attr.

79.53
6 attr.

* 79.93
6 attr.

79.89
6 attr.

Infogain 72.70
60 attr.

73.08
80 attr.

74.31
20 attr.

71.11
1 attr.

71.89
7 attr.

73.52
2 attr.

PCA1 70.69
60 PCs

73.07
15 PCs

68.68
15 PCs

65.87
15 PCs

69.48
4 PCs

69.09
6 PCs

PCA2 65.89
60 PCs

71.89
60 PCs

73.08
15 PCs

68.29
60 PCs

73.89
40 PCs

68.69
4 PCs

PCA3 73.89
6 PCs

73.09
10 PCs

75.90
6 PCs

69.09
5 PCs

76.69
10 PCs

71.48
7 PCs
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Figure 6.5: Drug discovery data – information gain subsets.

When looking at the best overall classification accuracy (Table 6.5), a very inter-

esting observation is that the (again very small) wrapper subsets clearly outperform

the complete feature set using all attributes and the IG subsets. In contrast to

the results for the email data, this is also true for larger IG subsets with about

30-100 features (see Table 6.5). For the email dataset, the best overall classification

accuracy (cf. Table 6.2) based on the wrapper subsets was always lower than the

best overall classification accuracy based on IG or different PCA subsets. For the

DD dataset, the three best wrapper results (achieved with kNN, random forest and

JRip) were all achieved with a feature set containing only 6 attributes. Interestingly,

only two of these attributes appear in all three subsets, the other attributes differ

throughout the feature subsets.

Figure 6.5 shows the classification performance for the IG subsets with different

sizes. There is a clear difference between this curve and the curve shown in Figure 6.1

(IG subsets for the email data). For the DD datasets, there is no proportional decline
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in the classification accuracy compared to the size of subsets used, as it is the case

for the email datasets. For most small IG subsets the classification performance

remains acceptable compared to large IG subsets, for the J.48 the results achieved

with small IG subsets are even better than the results achieved with large subsets

(cf. Figure 6.5).
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Figure 6.6: Drug discovery data – PCA1 subsets.
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Figure 6.7: Drug discovery data – PCA2 subsets.

PCA. Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 show the overall classification accuracies for the three

PCA variants. The results are again very different from the results with the email

dataset. Surprisingly, the accuracy between the first 90 to 100 PCs, as well as the

results using only very few PCs tend to be much lower than the results for other PC

numbers when using feature set PCA1, and partly also when using feature set PCA3.
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Figure 6.8: Drug discovery data – PCA3 subsets.

For PCA2 there is no such behavior. When comparing PCA1, PCA2 and PCA3 (see

also Tables 6.4 and 6.5), it can be seen that the results for some classifiers change

significantly. For example, the best classification accuracy for SVM decreases by 5%

even though both subsets achieved the best result with the same number of PCs

(60, see Table 6.5). On the other hand, for bagging and RF the accuracy improved

by about 4%. The best bagging results were again achieved with the same number

of PCs (15). Comparing the average results (cf. Table 6.4) and the best results (cf.

Table 6.5) of the PCA variants, it can be seen that the best PCA variant for the

DD dataset is PCA3.

Explaining the variance. The percentage of variance captured by the first n

principal components is much higher than for the email dataset (cf. Table 6.6). This

is due to the differences in size and characteristics of the datasets (see Section 6.4).

Table 6.6: DD data – % variance captured by first n PCs (max. dim: 249).

n 100 80 60 40 20 10 5 4 3 2 1

PCA1 100 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.8 98.7 98.1 97.0 94.6 87.9 %

PCA2,3 99.6 99.1 97.9 95.2 88.7 79.9 68.2 63.6 58.1 51.4 40.6 %

Algorithms. Compared to the email dataset, the overall classification accuracy

is much lower for all machine learning methods used. Comparing the six different

algorithms, it can be seen that bagging achieves the best accuracy on the average

results (Table 6.4). The best results for a given feature subset (Table 6.5) are either

achieved with kNN, bagging or RF.
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6.7.3 Runtimes
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Figure 6.9: Email data – classification runtimes.
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Figure 6.10: Drug discovery data – classification runtimes.

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show the runtimes for the classification process (training

and testing) for the email and the drug discovery dataset, respectively, for a ten-fold

cross-validation using information gain subsets with different numbers of features

and for the complete feature set. Obviously, the time needed for the classification

process decreases with fewer attributes. For all machine learning algorithms except

kNN, a big amount of the classification time is spent in the training step. Once the

model has been built, the classification (testing) of new instances can be performed

rather quickly. As kNN does not build a model but computes all distances in the

classification process, there is no training step for this approach. Comparing the

classification times, it can be seen that kNN is the slowest classifier on the larger
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email dataset but the fastest on the smaller drug discovery dataset. The fastest

classifier on the email dataset is the support vector classifier (SVM), the slowest

classifier on the drug discovery dataset is the bagging ensemble method.

Feature reduction runtimes. Table 6.7 shows the runtimes for different feature

reduction processes, performed with Weka on the complete datasets. It is very

interesting to note the big gap between the time needed to compute the feature

ranking (IG) and the various wrapper methods. On the smaller drug discovery

dataset, the slowest wrapper (WraRF, random forest) needed more than 48 minutes,

on the email dataset more than 12 hours ! On the email dataset, the slowest wrapper

(WrakNN) needed even more than 20 hours, but was the fastest wrapper method

on the drug discovery dataset. For a fair comparison, we used Weka’s PCA routine

(which is not the fastest available routine) for computing the PCs. The computation

of the PCs is more time consuming than the computation of the information gain

ranking, but much faster than the wrapper methods. A general discussion of feature

ranking, wrapper, and dimensionality reduction methods in terms of runtime can be

found in Chapter 3.

Table 6.7: Feature reduction runtimes (in seconds).

IG PCA WraSVM WraJ48 WraBag WraRip WraRF WrakNN

Email 5.1 e+0 8.1 e+1 3.0 e+3 4.4 e+3 7.2 e+3 1.2 e+4 4.4 e+4 7.4 e+4

DD 2.0 e−1 3.0 e+0 1.8 e+3 1.3 e+3 2.2 e+3 8.1 e+2 2.9 e+3 4.1 e+2

6.8 Discussion

We have investigated the relationship between various methods for feature reduc-

tion (feature subset selection as well as dimensionality reduction) and the result-

ing classification performance. More specifically, feature subsets determined with a

wrapper method and information gain were compared to feature subsets of linear

combinations of the original features, computed with three variants of the principle

component analysis (PCA). Extensive experiments performed with datasets from

two very different application contexts, email classification and drug discovery, lead

to the following conclusions.

Datasets: When looking specifically at the two datasets investigated in this

chapter, we note that the classification accuracy achieved with different feature

reduction strategies is highly sensitive to the type of data. For the email data with

quite well established feature sets there is much less variation in the classification

accuracy than for the drug discovery data.
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Feature reduction: Among the feature selection methods, wrapper methods tend

to produce the smallest feature subsets with very competitive classification accu-

racy – in many cases they are the best overall feature reduction methods. Wrapper

methods clearly outperform feature ranking methods based on IG on the drug dis-

covery data, and also show acceptable classification accuracy on the email dataset.

Although for the email data the best overall IG subset achieves better results than

the wrapper subsets, the wrapper subsets lead to better accuracy than IG subsets

with comparable sizes. However, wrapper methods tend to be much more expensive

computationally than the other feature reduction methods.

For dimensionality reduction based on PCA, it is important to note that the three

variants considered in this chapter tend to differ significantly in the percentage of

the variance captured by a fixed number of principal components, in the resulting

classification accuracy, and particularly also in the number of principal components

needed for achieving a certain accuracy. It has also been illustrated clearly that the

percentage of the total variability of the data captured by the principal components

used is not necessarily correlated with the resulting classification accuracy.

Classification algorithms: An investigation of the applied machine learning al-

gorithms shows that the SVM accuracy was surprisingly low on the PCA subsets.

Even though SVMs perform very well when all features or subsets of the original

features are used, they achieve only the lowest accuracy for all three PCA subsets

on the email data. On the drug discovery data, SVMs achieve a reasonable accuracy

only with a PCA3 subset. The accuracy of most classifiers tends to be much less

sensitive to the number of features when principal components are used instead of

subsets of the original features, especially so for the email data. This is not surpris-

ing, since the principal components in general contain information from all original

features. However, it is interesting to note that on the email data the SVM classifier

is an exception: Its accuracy decreases clearly when fewer PCs are used, similar to

the situation when feature subsets are used.

More generally speaking, the experimental results underline the importance of a

feature reduction process. In many cases, in particular in application contexts where

the search for the best feature set is still an active research topic (such as in the drug

discovery application), the classification accuracy achieved with reduced feature sets

is often significantly better than with the full feature set. In application contexts

where good feature sets are already well established the differences between different

feature reduction strategies are much smaller.
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Chapter 7

Email Filtering Based on Latent

Semantic Indexing

7.1 Overview of Chapter

In this chapter, the application of latent semantic indexing (LSI, cf. Section 4.8)

to the task of detecting and filtering spam email is studied. Comparisons to the

basic vector space model (VSM, cf. Section 4.7) and to the extremely widespread,

de-facto standard for spam filtering, the SpamAssassin system (cf. Section 5.1.2),

are summarized. It is shown that both VSM and LSI achieve significantly better

classification results than SpamAssassin.

Obviously, the classification performance achieved in this special application con-

text strongly depends on the feature sets used. Consequently, the various classifica-

tion methods are also compared using two different feature sets: (i) a set of purely

textual features of email messages that are based on standard word- and token ex-

traction techniques, and (ii) a set of application-specific “meta features” of email

messages as extracted by the SpamAssassin system. It is illustrated that the lat-

ter tends to achieve consistently better classification results. A third central aspect

discussed in this chapter is the issue of problem reduction in order to reduce the com-

putational effort for classification, which is of particular importance in the context of

time-critical on-line spam filtering (for example, in combination with the greylisting

technique mentioned in Section 5.1.2). In comparison to Chapter 6, where several

explicit feature reduction methods are compared, the feature reduction step in this

chapter is mostly performed implicitly within the LSI process. In particular, the

effects of truncation of the singular value decomposition (SVD, see Section 3.3.3) in

LSI and of a reduction of the underlying feature set (feature selection) are investi-

gated and compared.

117
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7.2 Introduction and Related Work

Spam email tends to have several semantic elements in common, which are usually

not present in regular email. This assumption is plausible due to the economic as-

pects underlying the spam phenomenon (see, for example, [ISG06] for a discussion).

However, the common semantic elements are hard to pinpoint comprehensively, be-

cause they are not fully known, not always explicit, and may change dynamically, etc.

In other words, they are in some sense implicit or latent . Some previous approaches

tried to concentrate on specific properties of (current) spam and to design anti-spam

methods based thereon. However, due to the difficulties in identifying a comprehen-

sive set of properties which unambiguously characterize spam, these approaches did

not yet lead to fundamental and persistent anti-spam strategies. The application of

several state-of-the-art information retrieval and text-mining techniques to the tasks

of spam filtering and email classification is topic of current research (cf. related work

for email filtering as summarized in Section 5.1.2).

An approach closely related to the methods investigated in this chapter has been

proposed by Gee [Gee03], where an LSI-based classifier is used for spam filtering.

Gee’s results show that using LSI as the basis for an email classifier enjoys a very high

degree of recall as well as a high degree of precision (cf. Section 2.4.5), while other

classification methods such as Naive Bayesian classifiers (cf. Section 5.1.2) usually

show a high precision (similar to the degree of precision achieved with LSI) and

a much lower recall. In contrast to the investigations summarized in this chapter,

Gee’s approach is exclusively based on textual features of the email messages.

7.3 Open Issues and Own Contributions

One of the main motivations for this work was to investigate the influence of the

choice of different feature sets on the performance of VSM- and LSI-based spam

filtering. In particular, our objective was to extend Gee’s approach (LSI on text-

based features) to evaluate the classification performance achieved with LSI on a

set of “meta features”, such as those used in SpamAssassin, and to quantify the

influence of feature set reductions on the classification results.

The investigation of LSI for spam filtering summarized here evaluates the re-

lationship between two central aspects: (i) the truncation of the SVD in LSI and

(ii) the resulting classification performance in this specific application context. It is

shown that a surprisingly large amount of truncation is often possible without heavy

loss in classification performance. This forms the basis for good and extremely fast

approximate (pre-)classification strategies, which can be very useful in practice.
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The low-rank approximation of the feature-document matrix within LSI is one

possibility to reduce the potentially huge size of the problem. As an alternative,

we investigate strategies for reducing the feature set prior to the classification/LSI

process by using feature ranking methods introduced in Section 3.2. This pre-

selection of high-ranked features can potentially reduce the computing time as the

matrices in the time-consuming SVD computation become smaller. Classification

performance of these two approaches to problem size reduction are investigated and

compared in the following.

The approaches investigated in this chapter are shown to compare favorably to

two competing approaches, in that they achieve better classification results than the

SpamAssassin system, and they are better (in terms of classification accuracy) and

more robust than the LSI-based approach using purely textual features proposed by

Gee [Gee03].

7.4 Classification based on VSM and LSI

In text-mining applications, VSM and LSI represent a sample of documents in a

term-by-document matrix. In the context of spam filtering, each document is an

email message which is represented by a vector in the vector space model. In order

to construct this VSM, each email has to be represented by a set of feature values

determined by a feature extraction component. This leads to two central questions

arising in this context: (i) Which features of email data are (most) relevant for

the classification into spam and ham (textual features, header information, etc.) ?

(ii) Based on a certain set of features, what is the best method for categorizing email

messages into spam and ham ? In the remainder of this section, we will mainly focus

on the former question. The evaluation of VSM and LSI in Section 7.5.2 contributes

to answering the latter question.

7.4.1 Feature Sets

As already mentioned, we consider and compare two types of features which are

very important and widely used in the context of spam filtering. On the one hand,

we consider the features extracted by the state-of-the-art spam filtering system Spa-

mAssassin. This feature set is denoted by “F SA” in the following. On the other

hand, we use a comparable number of purely text-based features. This feature set is

denoted by “F TB” in the following. First, these two types of feature sets and their

extraction are discussed. Then, we discuss feature/attribute selection methods for

investigating a controlled reduction of the number of features in each set.
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SpamAssassin features. For feature set F SA we use the SpamAssassin system

(cf. Section 5.1.2) to extract their values from each message. SpamAssassin uses

many tests and rules (795 in the version 3.1.1) to extract these features from each

email message. Different parts of each email messages are tested, comprising the

message body (56% of all tests) and the message header (36% of the tests). Moreover,

there are URI checks (5% of the tests) as well as rawbody tests (MIME checks, 2%

of the tests) and blacklist tests (1% of the tests). Tests acting on the message body

comprise Bayesian classifiers, language specific tests, tests searching for obfuscated

words, html tests and many others.1 It should be mentioned that the SpamAssassin

feature set is “unbalanced” in the sense that about 96% of all tests check for a feature

which points to spam and only about 4% of the tests point to ham.

Each test leads to a certain feature value. This value is a positive real number

if the test points to a spam message, and a negative real number if the test points

to a ham message. The specific values (an thus weights for the features) have

been derived by the SpamAssassin team using a neural network trained with error

back propagation.2 In the SpamAssassin system, the overall rating of a message is

computed by summing up all values of the tests. If this sum exceeds a user-defined

threshold (the standard threshold in version 3.1.x is set to 5) a message is classified

as spam. Increasing the threshold will decrease the spam detection rate but will also

reduce the false positive rate, whereas decreasing it will increase the spam detection

rate but also the false positive rate.

Although the number of features extracted from each email message by the

SpamAssassin system is very large, experimental analysis shows that only a relatively

small subset of these features provides widely applicable useful information. More

specifically, for our datasets only about half of all SpamAssassin tests triggered

at least once, and only about 4% of the tests triggered for more than 10% of the

messages (see Section 7.5.1). Besides the Bayesian classifier (which returns a value

for every message) the SpamAssassin tests triggering most often for our datasets

are the “all trusted” test which checks whether a message has only passed through

trusted SMTP relays (this test points to ham), as well as the “razor2” real-time

blacklist test (this test points to spam). A more detailed list of the tests triggering

most often for the datasets used in this work can be found in [GIL05]. As already

mentioned, the SpamAssassin feature sets tends to be unbalanced. Another potential

problem is that some of the SpamAssassin tests tend to trigger incorrectly. For our

test data, eleven tests triggered wrongly for more than 2% of the messages, and

seven of them triggered wrongly more often than correctly (see [GIL05]). Obviously,

1for a complete list see http://spamassassin.apache.org/tests_3_1_x.html
2http://wiki.apache.org/spamassassin/HowScoresAreAssigned
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this tends to have a negative impact on the classification performance achieved.

However, most of these problematic tests are assigned only a low default score and

therefore their impact on the overall classification result is not too high in practice.

We selected those 377 and 299 SpamAssassin features, respectively, which trig-

gered at least once for one of the datasets used (see Section 7.5.1) as a first starting

point. We used the features in binary form and also the original values assigned by

SpamAssassin. In most cases, using binary features turned out to yield slightly bet-

ter classification results than using the original, weighted values. The experimental

results (cf. Section 7.5) are based on binary feature values. The shortcomings of the

SpamAssassin feature set mentioned above motivated our investigation of improved

feature selection and extraction strategies summarized later in this chapter.

Text-based features. The classical alternative, which is used widely, not only in

text mining, but also in the area of spam filtering, is a purely text-based feature set.

Consequently, we consider a second feature set, which consists of specific words and

tokens extracted from the email messages. Document frequency thresholding is used

for reducing the potentially prohibitive dimensionality.

Document frequency thresholding. The processing of high dimensional data

is a crucial issue when dealing with text documents or the content of textual email

messages. Tens of thousands of features are not easy to handle, therefore a reduc-

tion of the feature space plays a significant role. The basic assumption is that very

frequent terms (words, tokens) are less discriminative when trying to distinguish

between classes (a term occurring in every single spam and ham message would

not contribute to differentiate between them). Document frequency thresholding is

an unsupervised feature selection method that achieves reductions in dimensional-

ity by excluding terms having very high or very low document frequencies. Terms

which occur in almost all documents in a collection do not provide any discrimi-

nating information. A good overview of various term selection methods explaining

their advantages and disadvantages is given in [YP97]. Since document frequency

thresholding is a feature selection method that is only applicable in text-mining

applications, it is not explicitly listed in Chapter 3.

Document frequency thresholding is relatively inexpensive in terms of compu-

tational power. It proceeds as follows: First, the upper threshold is fixed to 0.5,

hence all terms that occur in more than half of the documents are omitted. Then,

the lower threshold is dynamically adapted in order to achieve a predefined desired

number of features.

Furthermore, feature ranking techniques such as information gain (cf. Sec-

tion 3.2.1) can be used to select the most important words from that “pre-selection”

in order to further reduce computational cost. In constrast to document frequency
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thresholding, information gain is a supervised feature selection method, i.e., the

feature selection process exploits the class label information of an object to mea-

sure if a feature is able to distinguish well between groups (classes) of objects (cf.

Section 3.2).

7.4.2 Feature/Attribute Selection Methods Used

We used various feature/attribute selection methods to reduce the number of features

within both feature sets introduced before. On that basis, we created different

feature subsets comprising only top discriminating features for both feature sets.

This feature reduction reduces the computational effort in the classification process

for each message and therefore saves computing time.

We applied information gain attribute selection to the text-based as well as to the

SpamAssassin features. The computation of the information gain for each feature

can be performed similarly to the computation stated in Equations (3.1) and (3.2).

Based on the resulting ranking of features, two subsets containing the top 50 and the

top 10 features, respectively, were selected for both feature sets, F SA and F TB.

For the SpamAssassin feature set, we used two more feature selection strategies

for comparison purposes – χ2 attribute selection and an intuitive strategy: (i) The

χ2 attribute selection (cf. Section 3.2.1) evaluates the significance of an attribute

by computing the value of the χ2 statistic with respect to the class. (ii) As an

intuitive strategy, we extracted two feature subsets containing only the top 50 and

the top 10 triggering features, respectively (i. e., those SpamAssassin tests, which

have triggered most often for all email messages within our training data). Since

the computational runtimes for wrapper methods are usually much higher than for

feature ranking methods (cf. Chapters 3 and 6), we did not use feature subsets

selected by wrapper methods. Especially in the setting of time-critical on-line spam

filtering this computationally complex feature selection step has counter-productive

effects.

For the computation of the information gain and χ2-attribute selection we used

the publicly available machine learning software Weka (cf. [WF05]). Applying the

χ2-attribute selection to the text-based features, which have already been ranked

by information gain did not change the order of the attributes/features. When

comparing the three feature selection methods for the SpamAssassin feature set,

eight SpamAssassin features occurred in all three top 10 subsets extracted. These

comprise two Bayesian classification tests (“bayes 00” and “bayes 99”, indicating

that the Bayesian spam probability is about 0% for “bayes 00” and about 99%-100%

for “bayes 99”, respectively), black- and whitelist tests (“razor2 cf range 51 100”

and “razor2 check”), tests which check whether the message body contains an URL
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listed in a special URL blacklist (“uribl ws surbl” and “uribl ob surbl”), a test which

checks whether all headers in the message were inserted by trusted SMTP relays

(“all trusted”), and a test which checks whether the message contains html tags

(“html message”).

7.4.3 Training and Classification

The application of VSM and LSI to spam filtering investigated here involves two

phases: a training phase and the actual classification phase. The training phase

comprises the indexing of two known datasets (one dataset consisting of spams and

one dataset consisting of hams) and, in the case of LSI, the computation of the singu-

lar value decomposition of the feature- or term-document matrix. The classification

phase comprises the query indexing and the retrieval of the closest message from

the training sets. A newly arriving message can be classified by indexing it based

on the feature set used and comparing the resulting query vector to the vectors in

the training matrices. If the closest message is contained in the spam training set,

then the query message is classified as spam, otherwise it is classified as ham. The

distance measurement used is based on the angles between the query vector and

the training vectors and is computed according to Equations (4.12) and (4.14) in

Section 3.3.3.

7.5 Experimental Evaluation

The concepts and methods discussed before have been implemented and evaluated

experimentally. The results achieved are summarized in this section.

LSI truncation. We denote the amount of approximation within the computation

of the SVD (Equation (3.11)) by LSI truncation. The amount of truncation is given

as a percentage value: If Σk contains only those k singular values of A which are

greater than p percent of the maximum singular value of A, then the approximation

is called “LSI p%” truncation. If, for example, the maximum singular value of A is

100, then for “LSI 2.5%” all k singular values which are greater than 2.5 are used

in the approximation of A. Note that as the truncation parameter p increases, the

rank of the approximation matrix decreases.

7.5.1 Datasets

We used two different datasets, one consisting of a part (25%) of the TREC 2005

spam/ham corpus. This dataset is denoted as “S1” in the following and is publicly

available [CL05]. The other dataset consists of self collected email and is denoted
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as “S2”. The messages in S2 have been collected over a period of several months

from various sources in order to achieve as much diversity as possible. Spam was

collected from various spam traps, and ham came from volunteers (mainly private

email). S1 contains 9 751 ham and 13 179 spam messages. S2 contains 5 502 ham

and 5 502 spam messages.

As mentioned in Section 5.1.1, the problem of filtering spam is a binary classifi-

cation problem in the sense that every incoming email has to be classified as “spam”

or not spam (“ham”). The aggregated classification accuracy as well as the true

positive (TP) and false negative (FP) rate are measured.

7.5.2 Experimental Setup

We performed two different cross validations (cf. Section 2.4.4) for our datasets,

a threefold cross validation for the larger sample S1 and a tenfold cross validation

for the smaller sample S2. The true/false positive rates and the true/false negative

rates were measured and the aggregated classification results were computed from

these results. The cross validations were performed for six different LSI truncations

using the feature sets F SA and F TB as defined in Section 7.4.

7.5.3 Analysis of Data Matrices

The average ranks k of the truncated SVD matrices for both datasets and both

feature sets are listed in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. The distribution of the singular values

Table 7.1: Rank k of the truncated SVD matrices for different cut-off values in the singular
values for S1.

truncation: 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 10.0% 25.0% 50.0%

Features F SA

kHam: 377 24 12 5 1 1

kSpam: 377 94 47 23 6 1

Features F TB

kHam: 377 83 37 14 4 3

kSpam: 377 86 50 19 7 2

in the vector space models for sample S1 is illustrated in Figures 7.1 and 7.2. The

sharp decline in the magnitude of the singular values for both classes (ham and

spam) is very interesting. The comparable figures for sample S2 are not depicted

but show the same behavior for both feature sets, F SA and F TB.
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Table 7.2: Rank k of the truncated SVD matrices for different cut-off values in the singular
values for S2.

truncation: 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 10.0% 25.0% 50.0%

Features F SA

kHam: 299 31 15 7 3 1

kSpam: 299 79 42 17 5 2

Features F TB

kHam: 299 53 26 14 4 2

kSpam: 299 55 27 11 4 2
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Figure 7.1: Singular values in vector space models for sample S1 using feature set F SA.
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Figure 7.2: Singular values in vector space models for sample S1 using feature set F TB.

Comparing Figures 7.1 and 7.2, it can be observed that the singular values for feature

set F TB tend to be significantly larger than the singular values for feature set F SA.

Until the sharp decline at about singular value number 250 (for both, ham and spam

features), all singular values for the feature set F TB are larger than 5, whereas the
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Figure 7.3: Aggregated classification results for S1 and S2.

majority of the singular values for feature set F SA is much smaller than 5 (93% for

the ham sample and 66% for the spam sample, respectively). Moreover, the largest

singular values for the feature set F TB are about 8 to 10 times larger than the

largest singular values for the feature set F SA. Looking at Figure 7.1, it is clearly

visible that the singular values for the ham messages are significantly smaller than

those for the spam messages.

This analysis of the data matrices forms the basis for understanding and explain-

ing the observations summarized in the following sections: when using feature set

F SA, approximations of the feature-document matrix with a very low rank (even

k = 1) still achieve a very good classification quality – partly even better than stan-

dard SpamAssassin (see the classification results in Figure 7.3 and the LSI truncation

in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 for feature set F SA and LSI 50%).

7.5.4 Aggregated Classification Results

Figure 7.3 depicts the overall (or aggregated) classification accuracy (cf. Sectio 2.4.5)

for both datasets used. Six different LSI truncations are shown for the two feature

sets F SA and F TB. As mentioned in Section 7.4.1, SpamAssassin assigns positive

values to features pointing to spam and negative values to features pointing to ham.

Classification is then performed based on a threshold value, the standard (and rather

conservative) default value being 5. To compare our results to a standard approach

the classification results of SpamAssassin using this default threshold are also shown

in Figure 7.3 (“SA th=5”). The bar for the configuration [sample S1/LSI 50.0%/fea-

ture set F TB] is not visible in the graph as in this case the overall classification

accuracy is below 80%. It should be pointed out that in Figure 7.3 even for low LSI

truncations most results are better than the overall classification results achieved by

standard SpamAssassin.
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When comparing the feature sets F SA and F TB, we observe that for all LSI

truncations the classification results for F SA are significantly better than the cor-

responding results for F TB. For the LSI classification, the aggregated results for

sample S2 are better than those achieved for S1. When using SpamAssassin with

the default threshold 5 we observe the opposite – here, the results achieved for S1

slightly exceed the results achieved for S2. Using feature set F SA, the aggregated

results for LSI 2.5% and LSI 5.0% are even slightly better than the results for LSI

0.0% (basic VSM), where all features are used for classification. In contrast, for fea-

tures F TB almost every increase of the LSI truncation (decrease in the rank of the

truncated SVD) causes a decrease in the classification accuracy (the only exception

being [S2/LSI 50.0%]).

7.5.5 True/False Positive Rates
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Figure 7.4: True positive rates.
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In contrast to Figure 7.3, Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show true and false positive rates

separately. The SpamAssassin threshold was again set to 5. Using a more aggressive

threshold for SpamAssassin (< 5) would increase both the false positive rate and

the true positive rate (e. g., for sample S1 a SpamAssassin threshold of 3 lead to a

true/false positive rate of 93.89% and 1.94%, respectively).

Both figures show a similar behavior for the true/false positive rates for F SA and

F TB and indicate a significantly higher false positive rate when using feature set

F TB. In particular, for sample S1 the false positive rate of F TB is quite high (4.91%

using VSM), although the aggregated classification accuracy reaches a respectable

96.80% (see Figure 7.3, F TB using VSM). The false positive rate for sample S2 using

feature set F TB is slightly lower but still consistently higher than when feature set

F SA is used. The false positive rates tend to remain almost constant except for

very high LSI truncations where they increase significantly.

7.5.6 Feature Reduction

The low-rank approximation of the feature-document matrix A within LSI is one

way to reduce the problem size. Alternatively, one could try to reduce the number

of features before the classification/LSI process using one of the feature selection

methods mentioned in Section 7.4.1. Compared to the LSI truncation process on

the full feature sets, this approach can significantly reduce the computing time as

the time-consuming SVD computation within LSI is done for smaller matrices.

In order to compare these two basic approaches, we evaluated the classifica-

tion results for various selected subsets of the feature sets F SA and F TB. These

subsets were extracted using the feature/attribute selection methods mentioned in

Section 7.4.1. When applying LSI on the reduced (information gain ranked, χ2

ranked, and top triggering tests) feature sets, a combination of feature ranking (in-

formation gain, χ2) followed by implicit dimensionality reduction (LSI) is performed

to select the optimal feature subsets.

Feature reduction – aggregated results. Figure 7.6 shows the aggregated clas-

sification results using only top discriminating subsets of features from F SA and

F TB, respectively, based on a ranking of features using information gain (see Sec-

tion 7.4.1). The subsets selected contained the top 50 and the top 10 discriminating

features, respectively. For classification, VSM and LSI 25% were used.

It can be observed that classification results based on a reduced number of fea-

tures are slightly worse than the results achieved with the original feature sets (ex-

cept for the top 50 F TB features for sample S1, where the classification results

are nearly equal). When applying LSI to reduced feature sets, only the results for
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Figure 7.6: Aggregated results – VSM and LSI classification on reduced feature sets using
information gain.

feature set F SA remain acceptable. Thus, feature set F SA turns out to be more

robust in terms of feature reduction than feature set F TB. It is also very interesting

to notice that the LSI 25% classification based on ten selected features outperforms

the VSM classification based on the same ten features for all sample/feature set

combinations except S2–F TB.

Feature reduction – true/false positive rates. Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show the

true/false positive rates for samples S1 and S2 using different feature subsets from

feature set F SA. Three different attribute selection methods have been applied to

extract these subsets (see Section 7.4.1).

While the classification results for the subsets selected by information gain and

χ2 attribute selection are almost equal (except for the true positive rates for sample

S1 in Figure 7.7), the results for the subsets containing the top triggering tests (TT)

differ slightly. The true/false positive rates for features F TB are not depicted and

are generally worse than the results for F SA. Especially the false positive rates tend

to increase strongly when using the reduced feature subsets.

All curves (except the TT true positive rate for sample S2 in Figure 7.7) show

a similar behavior: When LSI 25% is applied (on the top 50 and top 10 feature

subsets, respectively) the true positive and the false positive rates tend to increase

in comparison to the basic VSM. Focussing on the classification results for VSM

based on the top 50 and the top 10 features, respectively, it can be observed that

for all subsets the false positive rates are nearly equal, whereas the true positive

rates tend to decrease when the number of features is reduced. Interestingly, the

false positive rates achieved with VSM based on 10 features are very low for both

samples and all different feature subsets used (cf. Figure 7.8). Contrary to that,
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Figure 7.7: True positive rates for reduced feature sets using features F SA.
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Figure 7.8: False positive rates for reduced feature sets using features F SA.

the true positive rate achieved the same setting (VSM based on 10 features) tends

to be worse than for other settings (e. g., LSI 25% (50 f.) and also LSI 25% (10 f.),

cf. Figure 7.7). The results for LSI 25% based on 10 features are almost equal to

the results of the same LSI truncation based on 50 features. Only for sample S1 the

false positive rate for all three feature selection methods increases slightly when LSI

25% is based on only ten features.

7.6 Discussion

In this chapter, the application of latent semantic indexing to the task of spam fil-

tering has been investigated. The underlying vector space models are based on two

different feature sets: Purely text-based features resulting from word/token extrac-

tion (similar to the approach investigated by [Gee03]) were compared with a feature
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set based on the widespread SpamAssassin system for spam filtering. Moreover, sev-

eral feature selection methods for extracting subsets of features containing the top

discriminating features from each of the feature sets have been investigated as an

alternative approach to reducing the size of the classification problem. Experimental

evaluations on two large datasets showed several interesting results:

1. For both feature sets (F SA and F TB), VSM and LSI achieve significantly

better classification results than the extremely widespread de-facto standard

for spam filtering, SpamAssassin.

2. The classification results achieved with both VSM and LSI based on the feature

set of SpamAssassin (F SA) are consistently better than the results achieved

with purely textual features (F FB).

3. For both feature sets, VSM achieves better classification results than LSI at

many truncation levels. However, when using LSI based on the SpamAssassin

feature set, the classification results are surprisingly robust to LSI truncations

with very low rank. Moreover, when applying VSM and LSI on reduced feature

sets, LSI is very robust in terms of classification accuracy compared to VSM

classification (see Figures 7.7 and 7.8). This indicates that LSI can provide

ways for computing good (approximate) “pre-classifications” extremely fast,

which is very useful in practice.

4. Distinguishing true and false positive rates, we observed that for all truncation

levels of LSI the false positive rate, which is a very important performance

metric in spam filtering, based on feature set F SA is much lower than the

one based on feature set F TB. Standard SpamAssassin also achieves a good

false positive rate, however, its true positive rate is rather poor compared

to VSM and LSI (for the standard setting of SpamAssassin). Changing the

SpamAssassin settings would result in a change in both true and false positive

rate (cf. Section 7.5.5).

5. Among the approaches for reducing the problem size and thus the computa-

tional effort for the classification problem, LSI truncation based on the full

feature sets turned out to be more stable than VSM classification using only

subsets of the feature sets.

6. The classification performance of LSI based on SpamAssassin features is also

quite robust if the number of features used is reduced significantly and still

achieves remarkably good aggregated classification accuracy (Figures 7.7 and

7.8) which is not the case for LSI based on purely textual features (these results

are not shown in the figures).
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Overall, the experiments indicate that VSM and LSI are very well suited for

spam filtering if the feature set is properly chosen. In particular, we showed that

the SpamAssassin feature set achieves better results than the commonly used purely

textual feature sets based on word- and token extraction. Both VSM and LSI based

on properly chosen small subsets of the SpamAssassin feature set are very well suited

as approximate but fast pre-classification strategies.



Chapter 8

New Initialization Strategies for

Nonnegative Matrix

Factorization

8.1 Overview of Chapter

In this chapter, we investigate new initialization strategies for nonnegative matrix

factorization algorithms (NMF, cf. Section 3.3.4) based on a ranking of the original

features. We apply the presented initialization strategies on data coming from the

email classification context and compare our approach to standard random initial-

ization and other initialization techniques for NMF described in the literature. Our

approach shows faster reduction of the approximation error than random initializa-

tion and comparable or better results to existing but often more time-consuming

approaches. Moreover, we consider the interpretability of the NMF factors in the

email classification and drug discovery context and try to take advantage of informa-

tion provided by the basis vectors in W (interpreted as basis emails or basis features,

depending on the setup). Motivated by the approaches investigated in this chapter,

we introduce new classification methods based on the NMF in Chapter 9.

8.2 Introduction and Related Work

NMF has been discussed in detail in Section 3.3.4. In short, NMF determines

reduced rank nonnegative factors W ∈ Rm×k and H ∈ Rk×n which approximate a

given nonnegative data matrix A ∈ Rm×n , such that A ≈WH.

All algorithms for computing the NMF are iterative and require initialization of

W and H (or at least of one of the factors). While the general goal – to establish

133
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initialization techniques and algorithms that lead to better overall error at conver-

gence – is still an open issue, some initialization strategies can improve the NMF

in terms of faster convergence and faster error reduction. Although the benefits

of good NMF initialization techniques are well known in the literature, rather few

algorithms for non-random initializations have been published so far.

Wild et al. [Wil02, WCD03, WCD04] were among the first to investigate the

initialization problem of NMF. They used spherical k -means clustering based on

the centroid decomposition (cf. [DM01]) to obtain a structured initialization for

W . More precisely, they partition the columns of A into k clusters and select the

centroid vectors for each cluster to initialize the corresponding columns in W (the

number of clusters is identical to the NMF-parameter k). Their results show faster

error reduction than random initialization, thus saving expensive NMF iterations.

However, since this decomposition requires a clustering algorithm on the columns of

A as a preprocessing step it is rather expensive (cf. [LMA06]).

[LMA06] have also provided some new initialization ideas and compared the

aforementioned centroid clustering approach and random seeding to four new ini-

tialization techniques. While two algorithms (Random Acol and Random C) only

slightly decrease the number of iterations and another algorithm (Co-occurrence)

turns out to be very expensive computationally, the SVD-Centroid algorithm clearly

reduces the approximation error and therefore the number of NMF iterations com-

pared to random initialization. The algorithm is based on the SVD-centroid decom-

position (cf. [CF01]), which is an approximation for the singular value decomposition.

It can be formed by iteratively finding the centroid factors and their corresponding

factor loadings. Each step proceeds by finding the most significant centroid factor

and using it to perform a rank reduction on the original matrix (cf. [BC04]). More

precisely, the algorithm initializes W based on a centroid decomposition of the low

dimensional SVD factor Vn×k, which is much faster than a centroid-decomposition

on Am×n since V is much smaller than A (cf. [LMA06]). Nevertheless, the SVD fac-

tor V must be available for this algorithm, and the computation of V can obviously

be time-consuming.

[BG08] initialized W and H using a technique called nonnegative double singular

value decomposition (nndsvd) which is based on two SVD processes utilizing an

algebraic property of unit rank matrices – nndsvd is based on the Perron-Frobenius

Theorem [CHN04] which guarantees nonnegativity for the first left and right singular

vectors of a nonnegative matrix. The first SVD process approximates the data

matrix A by computing the first k singular values and corresponding singular vectors.

The second SVD process iteratively approximates positive sections of the resulting

partial SVD factors. The authors performed various numerical experiments and
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showed that nndsvd initialization is better than random initialization in term of

faster convergence and error reduction in all test cases, and generally appears to

be better than the centroid initialization in [Wil02] for most algorithms. However,

results in [BG08] show that the gradient descent algorithm achieves a faster error

reduction when using the centroid initialization [Wil02] instead of nndsvd.

8.3 Open Issues and Own Contributions

Despite the fact that some initialization strategies have been published, in practice

randomized seeding of W and H is still the standard approach for many NMF

algorithms. Existing approaches, such as the ones mentioned in Section 8.2 can be

rather time consuming. Obviously, the trade-off between computational cost in the

initialization step and the computational cost of the actual NMF algorithm needs

to be balanced carefully. In some situations (for example, for most initialization

strategies introduced in Section 8.2), an expensive preprocessing step may overwhelm

the cost savings in the subsequent NMF update steps.

In this chapter, we introduce a simple and fast initialization step based on fea-

ture subset selection (FS, cf. Section 3.2) and show comparisons with random

initialization and the nndsvd approach mentioned before. More precisely, we use

information-theory based feature ranking based on information gain and gain ratio.

We use implementations of the multiplicative update (MU) algorithm and the al-

ternating least squares (ALS) algorithm (these algorithms do not depend on a step

size parameter, as it is the case for gradient descent) from the statistics toolbox v7.1

in Matlab (included since R2009a release). The MU and the ALS algorithm are

the two available algorithms included in this toolbox. A description of these NMF

algorithms can be found in Section 3.3.4. We used the same termination criteria for

both algorithms as implemented in Matlab.

8.4 Datasets

Two different datasets – coming from email classification and drug discovery prob-

lems – were used for evaluation in this chapter. The drug discovery dataset consists

of 249 structurally diverse chemical compounds and is identical to the drug discovery

dataset used for evaluation in Chapter 6.

The email dataset consist of 15 000 email messages, divided into three groups –

ham, spam and phishing (note that this is a different dataset, than the one used in

Chapters 6 and 7). The email messages were taken partly from the Phishery [Phi09]

and partly from the 2007 TREC corpus [NIS07]. The email messages are described
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by 133 features (purely text-based features, online features and features extracted

by rule-based filters such as SpamAssassin (cf. Section 5.1.2)). Since the features in

this dataset are not solely computed by the SpamAssassin system and thus differ in

their range, we applied a different preprocessing step than in Chapter 7. Here we

scaled all feature values to [0,1] to ensure that they have the same range.

The structure of phishing messages tends to differ significantly from the structure

of spam messages, but it may be quite close to the structure of regular ham messages

(because for a phishing message it is particularly important to look like a regular

message from a trustworthy source). feature set has been given in [GP09].

The email corpus was split up into two sets (for training and for testing), the

training set consisting of the oldest 4 000 email messages of each class (12 000 mes-

sages in total), and the test set consisting of the newest 1 000 email messages of each

class (3 000 messages in total). This chronological ordering of historical data allows

for simulating the changes and adaptations in spam and phishing messages which

occur in practice. Both email sets are ordered by the classes – the first group in each

set consists of ham messages, followed by spam and phishing messages. Due to the

nature of the features the data matrices are rather sparse. The bigger (training) set

has 84.7% zero entries, and the smaller (test) set has 85.5% zero entries.

8.5 Interpretation of Factors

A key characteristic of NMF is the representation of basis vectors in the factor W

and the representation of basis coefficients in the factor H. With these coefficients

the columns of A can be represented in the basis given by the columns of W . In

the context of email classification, W may contain basis features or basis emails,

depending on the structure of the original data matrix A. If NMF is applied to an

email × feature matrix (i. e., every row in A corresponds to an email message), then

W contains k basis features. If NMF is applied on the transposed matrix (feature

× email matrix, i. e., every column in A corresponds to an email message), then W

contains k basis email messages.

Similarly, in the context of classifying drug molecules or compounds as substrates

or non-substrates, W may contain basis descriptors or basis compounds/molecules,

depending on the structure of the original data matrix A. If NMF is applied to a

compound × descriptor matrix (i. e., every row in A corresponds to a compound),

then W contains k basis descriptors. If NMF is applied on the transposed matrix

(compound × descriptor matrix, i. e., every column in A corresponds to an com-

pound), then W contains k basis compound.
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8.5.1 Interpretation of Email Data

Basis features. Figure 8.1 shows three basis features ∈ R12 000 (for k=3) for the

training set of the email dataset when NMF is applied to an email × feature matrix.

The three different groups of objects – ham (first 4 000 messages), spam (middle

4 000 messages) and phishing (last 4 000 messages) – are easy to identify. The group

of phishing email tends to yield high values for basis feature 1, while basis feature

2 shows the highest values for the spam messages. The values of basis feature 3

are generally smaller than those of basis features 1 and 2, and this basis feature is

clearly dominated by the ham messages.
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Figure 8.1: Basis features for k = 3.
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Figure 8.2: Basis email messages for k = 3.
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Basis email messages. The three basis email messages ∈ R133 (again for k=3)

resulting from NMF on the transposed (feature × email) matrix are plotted in

Figure 8.2. The figure shows two features (#16 and #102) that have a relatively

high value in all basis emails, indicating that these features do not distinguish well

between the three classes of email. These tests are called “HtmlMailTest” and

“to malformed”, respectively, and check if the email is an HTML email (#16) and

if the TO field has a malformed address (#102). Other features better distinguish

between classes. For example, features 89-91 and 128-130 have a high value in

basis email 1, and are (close to) zero in the other two basis emails. Investigation

of the original data shows that these features tend to have high values for phishing

email – indicating that the first basis email represents a phishing message. These

tests are all integrated into SpamAssassin [Spa09] and are called “dc gif uno largo”,

“dc image spam html”, “dc image spam test”, “base64 lenght 79 inf”, “from local

digits”, “from local hex”, “helo lh ld”, and “spoof com2oth”.

Using the same procedure, the third basis email can be identified to represent

ham messages (indicated by features 100 and 101). These two features are again

SpamAssassin tests and are called “rcvd in dnswl med” and “spf helo pass”. Finally,

basis email 2 represents spam.

8.5.2 Interpretation of Drug Discovery Data

In this section we make some comments on the interpretability of NMF factors

W and H in the drug discovery context. Contrary to the ternary email classifica-

tion problem mentioned before, the classification of molecules into substrates/non-

substrates is a binary classification problem. Thus, we set the number of basis

descriptors/compounds under investigation equal to the number of classes (k=2).

Basis compounds. Figure 8.3 shows two basis compounds (abbreviated as BC

in the following) ∈ R366 (again for k=2) when NMF is applied to a (descriptor ×
compound) matrix. The difference of descriptor values between first and second BC

is also shown in Figure 8.3 (subfigure “Diff (BC1-BC2)”). The subfigure is scaled

such that the limits on the y-axis (+/-100%) indicate the greatest difference (abso-

lute value) between BC1 and BC2 (in this case descriptor #184). More precisely,

the values of “Diff (BC1-BC2)” are computed as (BC1i−BC2i)∗100/maxdiff, where

maxdiff is the maximum absolute value over all BC1i−BC2i. Moreover, the different

groups of chemical descriptors used in this dataset are shown.

It can be seen that several groups of descriptors show very different characteris-

tics. While some groups of descriptors tend to have higher values for BC1 (2DACorr,

most geometric descriptors,. . . ), other groups tend to have higher values for BC2
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(ACD). This indicates, that several groups of descriptors tend to represent a specific

group of compounds. In the ideal setting one basis compound represents substrates,

while the other basis compound represents non-substrates. However, unfortunately

this cannot be guaranteed. Although several groups of descriptors tend to have dif-

ferent values within different BCs, only few descriptors show a significant difference

between them. As can be seen in Figure 8.3, only 9 descriptors exceed the +/-50%

marks (which indicates that the difference of descriptor x between both BCs is larger

than 50% of the maximal difference of all descriptors.)
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Figure 8.3: Basis compounds for k = 2.

To increase the number of descriptors having significant differences between

BCs we apply sparseness constraints for the NMF as introduced in a study by

Hoyer [Hoy04]. This study defines a sparseness measure for the NMF factors and

describes a projection operator capable of enforcing any given sparseness for both,

W and H. Figure 8.4 shows again two basis compounds ∈ R366 (for k=2), this time

applying sparseness constraints. For both NMF factors W and H the sparseness

level was set to 0.4 (i. e., 40% of all entries in W and H, respectively, are zero). As

can be seen, the BCs are very different compared to Figure 8.3. The difference of

the descriptor values “Diff (BC1-BC2)”) between the two BCs changed significantly.

The group of ACD descriptors and the group of geometrical descriptors now have

larger values in BC2, while the group of VSASibSim descriptors shows very high

values in BC1 and almost only zero entries in BC2. Moreover, there is a greater dif-

ference in the descriptor values between BC1 and BC2, compared to a factorization

without sparseness constraints. Overall, 97 descriptors exceed the +/-50% marks.

Obviously, when applying sparseness contraints, more descriptors show a significant

difference between the two basis compounds.
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Figure 8.4: Basis compounds for k = 2 using sparseness constraints.

This rich structure observed in the basis vectors should be exploited in the context

of classification methods (cf. Chapter 9). However, the structure of the basis vectors

heavily depends on the concrete feature set used. In the following, we discuss the

application of feature selection techniques in the context of NMF initialization.

8.6 Initializing NMF

As already mentioned in Section 8.2, the initialization of the NMF factors has a

big influence on the speed of convergence and on the error reduction of NMF algo-

rithms. Existing approaches such as initialization based on spherical k -means clus-

tering [Wil02] or nonnegative double singular value decomposition (nndsvd) [BG08]

can be rather costly in terms of runtime. As an alternative, we introduce a simple

and fast initialization step based on feature subset selection and show comparisons

with random initialization and the nndsvd approach mentioned before, which has

shown to achieve the best results amongst the existing initialization strategies (cf.

Section 8.2). For experimental evaluation in this section we used the email dataset

described in Section 8.4.

8.6.1 Feature Subset Selection

As summarized in Section 3.2.1, the main idea of univariate filter methods is to rank

features according to how well they differentiate between object classes. Redundant

or irrelevant features can be removed from the dataset as they can lead to a reduction

of the classification accuracy or clustering quality and to an unnecessary increase of
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computational cost. The output of this process is a ranking of features based on the

applied filter algorithm. The two filter methods used in this chapter are based on

information gain (IG) and gain ratio (GR), both reviewed in Section 3.2.1.

8.6.2 FS-Initialization

After determining the feature ranking based on IG and GR, we use the k first

ranked features to initialize W (denoted as FS-initialization). Since feature selection

aims at reducing the feature space, our initialization is applied in the setup where

W contains basis features (i. e., every row in A corresponds to an email message,

cf. Section 8.5). FS methods are usually computationally rather inexpensive (cf.

Chapter 6 or [JGD08] for a comparison of IG and PCA runtimes) and can thus be

used as a computationally relatively cheap but effective initialization step.

8.6.3 Results
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Figure 8.5: Approximation error for different initialization strategies using the ALS algo-
rithm (maxiter=5).

Figures 8.5 and 8.6 show the NMF approximation error for our new initializa-

tion strategy for both information gain (infogain) and gain ratio feature ranking as

well as for nndsvd and random initialization when using the ALS algorithm. As

a baseline, the figures also show the approximation error based on an SVD of A,

which gives the best possible rank k approximation of A (cf. Section 3.3.3). For

rank k=1, all NMF variants achieve the same approximation error as the SVD, but

for higher values of k the SVD has a smaller approximation error than the NMF

variants (as expected, since SVD gives the best rank k approximation in terms of
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Figure 8.6: Approximation error for different initialization strategies using the ALS algo-
rithm (maxiter=30).

approximation error). Note that when the maximum number of iterations inside a

single NMF factorization (maxiter) is high (maxiter=30 in Figure 8.6), the approxi-

mation errors are very similar for all initialization strategies used and are very close

to the best approximation computed with SVD. However, with a small number of

iterations (maxiter=5 in Figure 8.5), it is clearly visible that random seeding cannot

compete with initialization based on nndsvd or feature selection. Moreover, for this

small value of maxiter, the FS-initializations (both information gain and gain ratio

ranking) show better error reduction than nndsvd with increasing rank k. With

increasing values of maxiter the gap between the different initialization strategies

decreases until the error curves become almost identical when maxiter is about 30

(see Figure 8.6).

8.6.4 Runtime

In this Section we analyze runtimes for computing rank k NMF for different ini-

tialization strategies and different values of maxiter using the ALS algorithm. We

compare the runtimes needed to achieve a specific approximation error based on a

given initialization strategy. The computational cost for computing the initializa-

tion strategies are not compared, since different initializations of the factors were

performed with different software.

The Matlab implementation of the ALS algorithm is not the best implementation

in terms of runtime. This is due to the fact that the specific algorithm used for

solving the simultaneous linear equations XA = B depends upon the structure

of the coefficient matrix A. In this work, we computed the ALS update steps (see
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Table 8.1: Runtime comparison (n.a. = not available.

||A−WH||F maxiter 5 maxiter 10 maxiter 15 maxiter 20 maxiter 25 maxiter 30

Gain ratio initialization

0.10 0.6s (k=17) 1.0s (k=11) 1.5s (k=11) 2.0s (k=11) 2.2s (k=10) 2.7s (k=10)

0.08 0.9s (k=27) 1.5s (k=22) 2.2s (k=21) 2.9s (k=19) 3.1s (k=19) 3.3s (k=19)

0.06 1.1s (k=32) 2.0s (k=30) 2.8s (k=28) 3.7s (k=28) 4.6s (k=27) 5.4s (k=26)

0.04 1.5s (k=49) 2.4s (k=40) 3.9s (k=40) 5.0s (k=40) 6.3s (k=38) 7.2s (k=38)

Information gain initialization

0.10 0.6s (k=18) 1.0s (k=12) 1.6s (k=12) 1.8s (k=10) 2.2s (k=10) 2.7s (k=10)

0.08 1.0s (k=28) 1.5s (k=22) 2.3s (k=22) 2.9s (k=19) 3.1s (k=19) 3.3s (k=19)

0.06 1.5s (k=48) 2.0s (k=30) 3.0s (k=30) 3.7s (k=28) 4.6s (k=28) 5.4s (k=26)

0.04 1.6s (k=50) 2.5s (k=42) 4.1s (k=42) 5.1s (k=41) 6.3s (k=38) 7.2s (k=38)

nndsvd initialization

0.10 0.6s(k=15) 1.0s (k=12) 1.6s (k=12) 1.8s (k=10) 2.2s (k=10) 2.7s (k=10)

0.08 n.a. 1.7s (k=25) 2.6s (k=25) 2.6s (k=18) 3.1s (k=19) 3.2s (k=18)

0.06 n.a. 2.1s (k=32) 3.1s (k=32) 3.9s (k=29) 4.6s (k=28) 5.7s (k=30)

0.04 n.a. n.a. n.a. 5.1s (k=41) 6.3s (k=38) 7.2s (k=38)

Random initialization

0.10 n.a. 0.9s (k=10) 1.4s (k=10) 1.8s (k=10) 2.2s (k=10) 2.7s (k=10)

0.08 n.a. 1.5s (k=22) 2.3s (k=22) 2.5s (k=17) 3.1s (k=19) 3.3s (k=19)

0.06 n.a. n.a. n.a. 4.1s (k=31) 4.5s (k=26) 5.4s (k=26)

0.04 n.a. n.a. n.a. 5.4s (k=45) 6.7s (k=42) 7.3s (k=39)

Algorithm 3) using an economy-size QR-factorization, i. e., only the first n columns of

the QR-factorization factors Q and R are computed (here n is the smaller dimension

of the original data matrix A). This adaptation of the Matlab ALS algorithm has

been implemented in Matlab and shows to save computation time (about 3.7 times

faster than the original ALS algorithm implemented in Matlab), while achieving the

same results.

Generally, the algorithms terminated after the number of iterations reached the

pre-defined threshold maxiter, i. e., the approximation error and the relative change

from the previous iteration were not integrated in the stopping criterion. Conse-

quently, the runtimes do not depend on the initialization strategy used (neglecting

the marginal runtime savings due to sparse initializations). In this setup, a linear

relationship between runtime and the rank of k can be observed. Consequently,

reducing the number of iterations (lower values of maxiter) brings important reduc-

tions in runtimes. This underlines the benefits of our new initialization techniques:

As Figure 8.5 has shown, our FS-initialization reduces the number of iterations re-

quired for achieving a certain approximation error compared to existing approaches.

Table 8.1 compares runtimes needed to achieve different approximation error

thresholds with different values of maxiter for different initialization strategies. It

illustrates that a certain approximation error ||A −WH||F can be achieved much
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faster with small maxiter and high rank k than with high maxiter and small rank k.

As can be seen in Table 8.1, an approximation error of 0.04 or smaller can be com-

puted in 1.5 and 1.6 seconds, respectively, when using gain ratio and information

gain initialization (here, only 5 iterations (maxiter) are needed to achieve an ap-

proximation error of 0.04.). To achieve the same approximation error with nndsvd

or random initialization, more than five seconds are needed (here, 20 iterations are

needed to achieve the same approximation error). These results are highlighted

in bold font in Table 8.1. The abbreviation n.a. (not available) indicates that a

specific approximation error could not be achieved with the given value of maxiter.

8.7 Discussion

In this chapter, we have investigated a fast initialization technique for nonnega-

tive matrix factorization (NMF). Our approach is based on feature subset selection

(FS-initialization) which significantly reduces the approximation error of the NMF

compared to randomized seeding of the NMF factors W and H. More specifically, we

applied two feature ranking methods – information gain and gain ratio – and used the

k top ranked features to initialize the NMF factor W (in this setting W contains ba-

sis features). Comparison of our approach with existing initialization strategies such

as nndsvd [BG08] shows basically the same accuracy when many NMF iterations

are performed, but much better accuracy when the NMF algorithm is restricted to a

small number of iterations (based on the value of maxiter). The gap in approxima-

tion accuracy between the different initialization strategies increases with increasing

rank k, especially the results achieved with random initialization are relatively poor

for higher rank k (cf. Figure 8.5). As a consequence of the faster reduction in ap-

proximation error, the runtime needed to achieve a certain approximation accuracy

can be reduced significantly with our initialization approach.

The interpretability of the NMF factors W and H in the email classification

context was another important issue of this chapter. We tried to take advantage of

the information provided by the basis vectors in W . Depending on the structure of

the original data matrix A, the basis vectors (columns) in W represent either basis

features or basis emails. Investigations of the basis features show that – when setting

k equal to the number of distinct classes of email (3) – each basis email represents

exactly one group of email messages (ham, spam, phishing). Features with high

values in one basis email and small or zero values in the other two basis emails

can obviously distinguish very well between classes and are thus more applicable

for classifying unlabeled email than features having high values in all basis emails

(cf. Section 8.5). Consequently, this approach can be used as a NMF-based feature
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selection method, which selects important features for discriminating between classes

of objects in an unsupervised manner.
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Chapter 9

Utilizing Nonnegative Matrix

Factorization for Classification

Problems

9.1 Overview of Chapter

In this chapter, we analyze the classification accuracy and the computational cost of

different classification methods based on nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF).

Based on the four different initialization strategies discussed in Chapter 8, we inves-

tigate different classification algorithms which utilize NMF for developing a classifi-

cation model.

In the first part of this chapter, we analyze the classification accuracy achieved

with the basis features in W when initialized with the techniques explained in Chap-

ter 8. Since basis vectors (columns of W ) of different NMF factorizations are difficult

to compare with each other, in this setting the NMF is computed on the complete

dataset (training and test data). Thus, this technique can only be applied on data

that is already available before the classification model is built. However, instances

of the test dataset must not be labeled prior to the NMF.

In the second part of this chapter, we introduce a new classifier based on NMF

which can be applied dynamically to new data. Here the factorization of the data

(NMF) and the classification process are separated from each other (i. e., the NMF

is performed on labeled training data – the unlabeled test data must not be available

at the time of performing the NMF). We also present a combination of NMF with

latent semantic indexing (LSI) and compare it to standard LSI based on singular

value decomposition (SVD).

147
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9.2 Introduction and Related Work

The utilization of low-rank approximations in the context of email classification

has been analyzed several studies. Gee [Gee03] has investigated the classification

performance of LSI applied to the task of binary spam filtering. The results show

that LSI enjoys a very high degree of recall and also a high degree of precision.

In [GJN08], LSI was applied successfully on both purely textual features and on

features extracted by rule-based filtering systems. Especially the features from rule-

based filters allowed for a strong reduction of the dimensionality without loosing

significant accuracy in the classification process. The results of this study are also

mentioned in this thesis in Chapter 7.

NMF has been used for in combination with supervised classification methods

for several application areas, for example, the classification of images (cf. [GSV02,

GVS03]), musical instruments (cf. [BKK06]), or tumors (cf. [ZZL08]). Berry and

Browne [BB05a] have demonstrated how a specific NMF algorithm can be used for

extracting and tracking topics of discussion from corporate email. In their work

they used the gradient descent algorithm (cf. Section 3.3.4) extended with least

squares constraints. This extension of the GD algorithm was first presented in

Shahnaz et al. [SBP06]. NMF was used to cluster topics of email communication and

the authors showed how a parts-based NMF representation of corporate email can

facilitate the observations of email discussions without requiring human intervention

or the reading of individual messages.

9.3 Open Issues and Own Contributions

As mentioned before, the potential of NMF to cluster topics of textual documents

such as the content of email messages has been analyzed (cf. [BB05a]), and several

studies mentioned in Section 9.2 have investigated the application of classification

methods based on low-rank approximations achieved with NMF. Moreover, it has

been shown that low-rank approximations based on SVD are able to achieve good

classification results when applied to the task of email classification (cf. [Gee03,

GJN08, JGD08]). However, no studies can be found that analyze the classification

accuracy achieved with a classification model performing on the NMF factors W

and H. In this setting, NMF can be used as dimensionality reduction technique

without the need to recompute and store the complete approximation matrix (i. e.,

the product WH).

In this chapter, we investigate the classification accuracy achieved with the basis

vectors (features) in W when initialized with the techniques explained in Chapter 8.
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We use a support vector machine classifier to investigate the influence of different

initialization strategies on the classification accuracy. We analyze the classification

performance achieved with different values of maxiter (maximum number of itera-

tions within a single NMF factorization) and show that the value of maxiter has

a strong influence on the computational cost of the factorization, and also on the

classification accuracy, especially when using random initialization of the factors W

and H.

Moreover, in Section 9.5 we introduce a new classification approach based on

NMF which can be applied to a setting where new data becomes available dynami-

cally. In this setting, the NMF is computed on the training data and unlabeled data

can be classified without recomputing the factorization. Obviously, this case is more

suitable for practical systems since the computation of the NMF can be rather costly

in terms of runtime and computational cost. We also present a combination of NMF

with latent semantic indexing (LSI, cf. Section 4.8). Our LSI-based classification

approach is not based on singular value decomposition (SVD, cf. Section 3.3.3) as

it is the case for standard LSI, but on the NMF factors W and H. Besides a com-

parison of the classification accuracy achieved with different generalizations of LSI

we analyze the classification runtimes for all LSI variants. The runtimes comprise

two steps – the computation of the low-rank approximation (SVD, NMF) and the

classification process.

9.4 Classification using Basis Features

Figures 9.1 and 9.2 show the overall classification accuracy for a ternary classification

problem (same datasets discussed in Section 8.4) using different values of maxiter for

all four initialization strategies mentioned in Section 8.6. As classification algorithm

we used a support vector machine (SVM, cf. Section 4.5) with a radial basis kernel

provided by the MATLAB LIBSVM (version 2.88) interface (cf. [CL01]). For the

results shown in this section, we performed 5-fold cross validation on the larger email

corpus (consisting of 12 000 email messages, cf. Section 8.4).

The results based on the four NMF initialization techniques (infogain, gainratio,

nndsvd and random) were achieved by applying an SVM on the rows of W . If the

original data matrix A ∈ Rm×n is an email × feature matrix, then the NMF factor

W is a m×k matrix, where every email message is described by k basis features, i. e.,

every column of W corresponds to an basis feature (cf. Section 8.5). We thus built

an SVM model on the rows of W instead on the rows of A. The results are shown for

the multiplicative update algorithm (MU, cf. Section 3.3.4), but the results achieved

with other NMF algorithms are similar. For comparison with the original features,
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Figure 9.1: SVM (RBF-kernel) classification accuracy for different initialization methods
using the MU algorithm (maxiter=5).

we also applied a standard SVM classification on the email messages characterized

by k best ranked information gain features (denoted as “SVMinfogain” in Figures 9.1

and 9.2). The graph for SVMinfogain is identical in both figures since the maxiter

factor in the NMF algorithm has no influence on the result.

Classification results. For lower ranks (k < 30), the SVMinfogain results are

markedly below the results achieved with non-randomly initialized NMF (infogain,

gainratio and nndsvd). This is not very surprising, since W contains compressed in-

formation about all features (even for small ranks of k). Random NMF initialization

of W (random) achieves even lower classification accuracy for maxiter=5 (see Fig-

ure 9.1). The classification result with random initialization remains unsatisfactory

even for large values of k. With larger maxiter (cf. Figure 9.2), the classification

accuracy for randomly seeded W increases and achieves results comparable to in-

fogain, gainratio and nndsvd. Comparing the results of the FS-initialization and

nndsvd initialization it can be seen that there is no big gap in the classification ac-

curacy. It is interesting to notice the decline in the classification accuracy of nndsvd

for k=6 (in both figures). Surprisingly, the classification results for maxiter=5 are

only slightly worse than for maxiter=30 – which is in contrast to the approximation

error results shown in Section 8.6. Consequently, fast (and accurate) classification is

possible even for small maxiter and small k (for example, the average classification

accuracy over infogain, gainratio and nndsvd is 96.75% for k=10 and maxiter=5,

compared to 98.34% for k=50, maxiter=30).

Classification results for drug discovery problems. Experimental evalu-

ation of the classification approach when using basis features/descriptors for drug
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Figure 9.2: SVM (RBF-kernel) classification accuracy for different initialization methods
using the MU algorithm (maxiter=30).

discovery problems also revealed interesting results. Classification results achieved

with the drug discovery dataset mentioned in Section 8.5.2 using three different

classification algorithms (SVM, J.48 and kNN, cf. Chapter 4) implemented in Weka

(cf. [WF05]) showed that for some learning algorithms the classification accuracy

could be improved significantly when applying the classification approach introduced

in this section. Table 9.1 summarizes the results and can be interpreted as follows:

The baseline is set by a classification based on the original feature set (original de-

scriptors). The results for different values of k indicate if the classification results

could be improved when classifying using the NMF factor W or not. The results

were achieved with IG initialization of W . Surprisingly, the overall classification ac-

curacy achieved with specific learning algorithm can be improved significantly when

using only 2 basis features (i. e., basis descriptors), for example, when using SVM

or the J.48 decision tree. However, for other learning algorithms such as kNN, the

classification accuracy decreased.

Table 9.1: Classification results using basis features for drug discovery problems.

SVM J.48 kNN

Original features 64.3% 60.9% 66.3%

k=2 +3.5% +7.4% -6.0%

k=4 +3.0% +5.4% -5.5%

k=8 +4.5% +3.9% -3.5%
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9.5 Generalizing LSI Based on NMF

Now we take a look at the classification process in a dynamic setting where new

data have to be classified. Obviously, it is not suitable to compute a new NMF for

every new incoming data item. Instead, a classifier is constructed by applying NMF

on a training sample and using the information provided by the factors W and H

in the classification model. In the following, we present adaptions of LSI based on

NMF and compare them with standard LSI based on SVD. Note that in this section

our datasets are transposed compared to the experiments in Sections 8.6 and 9.4.

Thus, in this section, every column of A corresponds to an email message.

Review of VSM and standard LSI. A review of VSM and standard LSI based on

SVD can be found in Section 4.8. In the following, LSI based on SVD is abbreviated

as “SVD-LSI”

9.5.1 Two NMF-based Classifiers
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Figure 9.3: Overview – (a) basic VSM, (b) LSI using SVD, (c) LSI using NMF

We investigate two novel concepts for using NMF as low rank approximation

within LSI (see Figure 9.3). The first approach which we call NMF-LSI simply

replaces the approximation within LSI with a different approximation. Instead of

using the truncated SVD UkΣkV
>
k , we approximate A with Ak := WkHk from the

rank k NMF. Obviously, when using NMF the value of k must be fixed prior to the

computation of W and H. The cosine of the angle between q and the i -th column
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of A can then be approximated as

(NMF-LSI) : cosϕi ≈
e>i H

>
k W

>
k q

||WkHkei||2||q||2
(9.1)

To save computational cost, the left term in the denominator (e>i H
>
k ) and the

left part of the enumerator (||WkHkei||2) can be computed a priori.

The second new classifier which we call NMF-BCC (NMF basis coefficient clas-

sifier) is based on the idea that the basis coefficients in H can be used to classify

new email. These coefficients are representations of the columns of A in the basis

given by the columns of W . If W , H and q are given, we can calculate a column

vector x, that minimizes the equation

min
x
||Wx− q||2 (9.2)

Since x is the best representation of q in the basis given by W , we then search

for the column of H which is closest to x in order to assign q to one of the three

classes. We determine the distance of x to the columns of H just like in VSM. The

cosine of the angle between x (and thus of q) and the i -th column of H can be

approximated as

(NMF-BCC) : cosϕi ≈
e>i H

>x

||Hei||2||x||2
(9.3)

It is obvious that the computation of the cosines in Equation (9.3) is much faster

than for both SVD-LSI and NMF-LSI (since usually H is a much smaller matrix

than A), but the computation of x in Equation (9.2) causes additional cost. These

aspects will be discussed further at the end of this section.

9.5.2 Classification Results

A comparison of the results achieved with LSI based on SVD (SVD-LSI), LSI based

on NMF (NMF-LSI), the basis coefficient classifier (NMF-BCC) and a basic VSM

is shown in Figures 9.4 and 9.5, again for different values of maxiter. In contrast to

Section 9.4, where we performed a cross validation on the bigger email corpus, here

we used the big corpus as training set and tested with the smaller corpus consisting

of the 1 000 newest email messages of each class. For classification, we considered

the column of A with the smallest angle to q to assign q to one of the classes ham,

spam and phishing. The results shown in this section are based on random NMF

initialization. Interestingly, the classification accuracy does not increase when using

the initialization strategies mentioned in Chapter 8 (not shown in the figures).
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Figure 9.4: Overall classification accuracy for different LSI variants and VSM (maxiter=5).

Obviously, there is a big difference in the classification accuracy achieved with

the NMF approaches for small and larger values of maxiter. With maxiter=5 (see

Figure 9.4), the NMF variants can hardly compete with LSI based on SVD and

VSM. However, when maxiter is increased to 30 all NMF variants except NMF-

BCC(mu) show comparable results (see Figure 9.5). For many values of k, the NMF

variants achieved better overall classification accuracy (cf. Section 2.4.5) than a

basic VSM with all original features. Moreover, especially the standard ALS variant

(NMF-LSI(als)) achieves very comparable results to LSI based on SVD, especially

for small values of rank k (between 5 and 10). Note that an improvement of a few

percent is substantial in the context of email classification. Moreover, as discussed

in Section 8.5, the purely nonnegative linear representation within NMF makes the

interpretation of the NMF factors much easier than the interpretation of the SVD

factors for standard LSI. As already mentioned, an initialization of the factors W

and H does not improve the classification accuracy (neither for the MU algorithm

nor the ALS algorithm) when using NMF-LSI and NMF-BCC classifiers (not shown

in the figures). This is in contrast to the prior sections – especially for small number

of maxiter, the initialization was important for support vector machine.

9.5.3 Runtimes

The computational runtime for all LSI variants comprises two steps. Prior to the

classification process, the low rank approximations (SVD or NMF, respectively)

have to be computed. Afterwards, any newly arriving email message (a single query

vector) has to be classified. For a fair comparison of runtime we used only algorithms

available in the Matlab statistics toolbox (cf [Mat09b]). These algorithms include
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Figure 9.5: Overall classification accuracy for different LSI variants and VSM (max-
iter=30).

the NMF algorithms MU and ALS, as well as the SVDS algorithm to compute a

thin SVD (see next paragraph). For all NMF algorithms we performed the maximal

number of iterations as defined by (maxiter) – all other convergence criteria (cf.

Section 3.3.5 were switched off.

Figure 9.6 shows the runtimes needed for computing the low rank approxima-

tions, Figure 9.7 shows the runtimes for the classification process of a singly query

vector. As already mentioned in Section 8.6.2, the NMF runtimes depend almost

linearly on the value of maxiter. Figure 9.6 shows that for almost any a given rank

k, the computation of an SVD takes much longer than a NMF factorization with

maxiter=5, but is faster than a factorization with maxiter=30. For computing the

SVD we used Matlab’s svds() function, which computes only the first k largest

singular values and associated singular vectors of a matrix. The computation of the

complete SVD usually takes much longer (but is not needed in this context). There

is only a small difference in the runtimes for computing the ALS algorithm (using

the economy-size QR factorization, cf. Section 8.6.2) and the MU algorithm, and,

of course, no difference between the NMF-LSI and the NMF-BCC runtimes (since

the NMF factorization has to be computed identically for both approaches). The

difference in the computational cost between NMF-LSI and NMF-BCC is embedded

in the classification process of query vectors, not in the factorization process of the

training data.

When looking at the classification runtimes in Figure 9.7, it can be seen that

the classification process using the basis coefficients (NMF-BCC) is faster than for

SVD-LSI and NMF-LSI (all algorithms were implemented in Matlab). Although
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Figure 9.6: Runtimes for computing SVD and variants of NMF of a 12 000× 133 matrix.
(alsqr(30) refers to the ALS algorithm computed with explicit QR-factorization
cf. Section 8.6.2) and maxiter set to 30)

the classification times for a single email are modest they have to be considered for

every single email that is classified. The classification (performed in MATLAB) of

all 3 000 email messages in our test sample took about 36 seconds for NMF-LSI, 24

seconds for SVD-LSI and only 13 seconds for NMF-BCC (for rank k=50).

Rectangular vs. Square Data. Since the dimensions of the email data-matrix

used in this work are very imbalanced (12 000×133), we also compared runtime and

approximation errors for data of the same size, but with balanced dimensions. We

created square random matrices of dimension
√

133× 12000 ≈ 1 263 and performed

experiments identical to the last paragraph on them.

Figure 9.8 shows the runtime needed to compute the first k largest singular values

and associated singular vectors for SVD (again using the svds() function from

MATLAB) as well as the two NMF factorizations with different values of maxiter.

Obviously, the runtime varies significantly compared to Figure 9.6. For square A,

the computation of the SVD takes much longer than for unbalanced dimensions.

In contrast to that, both NMF approximations can be computed much faster (cf.

Figure 9.6). For example, a computation of an SVD of rank k=50 takes about eight

times as long as a computation of a NMF of the same rank.

The approximation error for square random data is shown in Figure 9.9. It is

interesting to note that the approximation error of the ALS algorithm decreases with

increasing k until k ≈ 35, and then increases again with higher values of k. Neverthe-

less, especially for smaller values of k the ALS algorithm achieves an approximation

error comparable to the SVD with much lower computational runtimes.
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Figure 9.7: Runtimes for classifying a single query vector.

9.6 Discussion

In this chapter, the application of nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) for su-

pervised classification tasks has been analyzed. We investigated and evaluated two

new classification methods which are based on NMF. Experimental results showed

that using the basis features of W for email classification problems (same data as

used in Chapter 8) generally achieves much better results than using the complete

data matrix containing all original features. While the number of iterations (max-

iter) in the iterative process for computing the NMF seems to be a crucial factor

for the classification accuracy when random initialization is used, the classification

results achieved with FS-initialization (as introduced in Chpater 8) and nndsvd de-

pend only weakly on this parameter, leading to high classification accuracy even for

small values of maxiter (see Figures 9.1 and 9.2). This is in contrast to the ap-

proximation error illustrated in Figures 8.5 and 8.6, where the number of iterations

is important for all initialization variants. This indicates that a fast and accurate

classification is possible for small maxiter and small k, even for imprecise low-rank

approximations of the original data matrix.

We also introduced a new classification method based on NMF to be applied on

newly arriving data without recomputing the NMF. For this purpose, we introduced

two LSI classifiers based on NMF and compared them to standard LSI based on sin-

gular value decomposition (SVD). Experiments with the email dataset mentioned in

Chapter 8 show that both new variants are able to achieve a classification accuracy

comparable with standard LSI. Moreover, the the classification process can be per-

formed faster, especially when the dimensions of the original data matrix are close
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Figure 9.8: Runtimes for computing SVD and variants of NMF of a random 1263× 1263
matrix.

to each other (in this case, the computation of the SVD usually takes much longer

than a NMF factorization).

When comparing the computational cost of the LSI variants it can be seen that

the runtimes depend on the structure of the data. For the imbalanced email dataset

the gap between the different LSI variants is rather small (see Figures 9.6 and 9.7).

For datasets with balanced dimensions there is a big difference in the computational

cost for computing the low-rank approximation. In this case, all NMF variants are

markedly faster than the computation of the SVD (see Figure 9.8), and thus the

complete classification process can be performed faster when using NMF instead of

SVD for computing the low-rank approximation within LSI.
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Chapter 10

Improving the Performance of

NMF

10.1 Overview of Chapter

The possibly huge size of the datasets used in the application areas mentioned in

Chapter 5 affirms the importance of efficient implementations in these research areas.

The aim of this chapter is to investigate and compare several algorithmic variants

for efficiently computing nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) on randomly cre-

ated data and on data coming from in silico drug discovery problems on multi-core

systems. By comparing the new variants with existing implementations, we illus-

trate the complex interaction between problem size, initialization strategy, accuracy

of the factorization and computational efficiency on multi-core systems. For some

scenarios new algorithmic variants clearly outperform existing implementations, in

some cases achieving almost linear speedup on multi-core systems.

10.2 Introduction and Related Work

The goals of parallel computing are to solve given problems in less time and/or to

solve bigger problems (cf. [RRB08]). Generally, parallel computing requires that a

problem can be decomposed into sub-problems that can be solved independently.

For performing NMF computations in parallel there are thus two possibilities: On

the one hand, repetitions of the entire factorization process can be distributed and

computed in parallel (task parallelism, for example in combination with random

initialization of the factors W and H). In this case, only little effort is required

to separate the problem into a number of parallel tasks. These kinds of parallel

problems are also called embarrassingly parallel problems. On the other hand, the

161
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computations within a single factorization can be computed in parallel, for example,

when performing operations in a multithreaded fashion (data parallelism).

Task parallelism. Task parallel computation is useful in situations where many

loop iterations of independent calculations, such as a Monte Carlo simulation, need

to be performed. NMF algorithms with randomly seeded factors W and H are usu-

ally repeated several times with newly randomized W and H to avoid the algorithms

to get stuck in local minima (cf. [BG08]). This repetition of NMF is represented in

Algorithm 1 in Section 3.3.5 in line 2 (maxrepetition).

Data parallelism. For NMF, data parallel computation is especially important

when performing only one repetition of the factorization, for example, when work-

ing with pre-initialized factors (initialization strategies for NMF are discussed in

detail in Chapter 8). Single factorizations can be computed more efficiently by

spanning the computation of matrix operations (such as matrix-matrix multiplica-

tion) over multiple computational threads. On multi-core or multiprocessor systems,

all threads will generally run at the same time, with each processor or core running

a particular thread, thus decreasing the runtime for these complex operations.

Related work. One of the first studies that focused on parallel implementations

of NMF algorithms was published in [RM06]. The authors proposed a parallel im-

plementation of the MU algorithm (cf. Section 3.3.5) written in Java applied on

hyperspectral images. Their algorithm – called parallel NMF (PNMF) – divides

and distributes the NMF factors W and H among the processors. Empirical re-

sults on a multi-core machine with four processors show a good speedup when the

number of threads is set to four or less. In a subsequent study [RM07] the same

authors proposed a parallel implementation of Lin’s projected gradient method (cf.

[Lin07]) called parallel adaptive projected NMF (PAPNMF). This algorithm seeks

the best step size parameter α concurrently, thus improving the runtime of the algo-

rithm. The results of the papers [RM06, RM07] are summarized in a journal article

in [RM09].

An unpublished article [Kan07] presents parallel NMF implementations based

on openMP (cf. [OMP09]) for document clustering. The authors mention that their

parallel implementations of the three NMF algorithms presented in [LS99, XLG03,

DLP06] achieve a good speedup and efficiency when the number of clusters is much

smaller than both the number of words/tokens extracted from the documents and

the number of documents.

[MCN08] have developed a web-based tool called bioNMF that implemented the

NMF methodology in different analysis contexts to support applications in biology

(including clustering and biclustering of gene-expression data and sample classifi-
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cation). The NMF factors are broken into sub-matrices, and operations between

these sub-matrices are computed in parallel. The communication of their paral-

lel implementation is based on the message passing interface (MPI, cf. [MPI09]).

Since the authors compared their algorithm with a Matlab implementation of NMF

proposed in [BTG04], the reported speedup of almost seven might be overrated. An-

other MPI-based parallel NMF implementation for large-scale biological data can

be found in [DW08].

In [ZBL09] the authors proposed a parallel implementation for nonnegative ten-

sor factorization (NTF), a natural extension of NMF to higher dimensional data.

This study exploits the NTF for multidimensional climate data. The results show

a sublinear speedup over a sequential execution when using 2 to 8 processors on a

multi-core machine with an approximate peak speedup of 6.8 (among all runs with

up to 10 processors). The authors mention that their results were achieved with

the original Matlab NTF code rewritten in C++ compiled with several libraries

including LAPACK and ScaLAPACK (cf. Section 3.3.3).

A very recent study [DZW09] focused on parallel NMF implementations to be

used explicitly on distributed memory platforms with MPI. The authors proposed

an adaption of the algorithms presented in [RM06, RM07] to distributed memory

systems. To eliminate the network consumption, a new algorithm was proposed

which divides the dataset into uncorrelated sub-blocks that are processed by different

nodes simultaneously. Experiments demonstrate that the proposed methods are

acceptable in both precision and efficiency.

10.3 Open Issues and Own Contributions

Many existing parallel NMF implementations achieve good speedup and high ef-

ficiency, but most of them are written in low-level parallel code and thus require

(at least) major modifications of the program code and the utilization of a commu-

nication protocol such as MPI (cf. [MPI09]), openMP (cf. [OMP09]), or a similar

communication protocol. Several difficulties arise when programming low-level par-

allel code. For example, communication and synchronization between the different

subtasks has to be handled. This increases the risk of potential software bugs, such

as race conditions or deadlocks. Moreover, programmers have to pay attention to

hardware and network architectures. Low-level parallel code is also harder to write,

understand, modify and debug than sequential code. Many problems that can be

solved in a couple of dozen lines of sequential code require hundreds or sometimes

thousands of lines of code to be solved efficiently in parallel.

The goal of this chapter is to investigate new algorithmic variants which may
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lead to better and more scalable parallelization, ideally without the restrictions and

problems of low-level parallel programming. One possibility to achieve this goal is

to use high-level programming language libraries that simplify parallel code develop-

ment by abstracting away the complexity of managing coordination and distribution

of computations and data between several processors. The Matlab parallel comput-

ing toolbox (cf. [Mat09a]) is an example of such a high-level library that provides

several high-level programming constructs for converting serial Matlab code to run

in parallel. The parallel processing constructs implemented in the Matlab parallel

computing toolbox allow for task- and data-parallel algorithms without forcing the

programmer to take care of specific hardware and network architectures. As a re-

sult, converting serial Matlab programs to parallel Matlab programs requires only

few code modifications and no programming in a low-level language.

In this chapter, we utilize and adapt various algorithmic variants based on Mat-

lab to exploit task- and data-parallelism for NMF. Based on these comparisons, the

complex interaction between problem size, initialization strategy, accuracy of the

factorization and computational efficiency of NMF computations on multi-core sys-

tems is illustrated. Moreover, we introduce a computationally very efficient adaption

for computing Matlab’s implementation of the ALS algorithm without any notice-

able disadvantages in the drug discovery context. This algorithm also provides the

several possibilities to be executed parallel.

10.4 Hardware, Software, Datasets

In the following, we briefly describe the three different groups of data used for the

experiments in this chapter, as well as the hardware and software architecture used.

10.4.1 Datasets

The experimental results in this chapter are based on various datasets that can be

clustered into three groups. For results in Section 10.7 we used the drug discovery

dataset (dd big), for computing runtimes and computational efficiency of the algo-

rithms in Sections 10.5 and 10.6 we used randomly created matrices of various sizes.

The three groups of datasets are summarized briefly in the following list:

• Drug discovery dataset (dd big): This dataset contains 122 000 chemical com-

pounds that are described by 268 different chemical descriptors. 200 of these

compounds are known to have a specific biological activity, the remaining ma-

jority do not have this biological activity. About 10% of all entries have zero

values.
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• Random small (rand small): In this group of datasets, the dense data matrices

A are square and have a size from m,n = 250 to m,n = 2 500 (with a step-size

of 250). The nonnegative factors W and H were also randomly seeded with a

fixed k = 50.

• Random big (rand big): Similar to the small random dataset, the dense data

matrices A are square. Here, their size ranges from m,n=1 000 to m,n=7 000

(with a step-size of 1 000). Contrary to the small datasets, the factors W and

H were (also randomly) seeded with different values of k ranging from 50, 150,

250, 500 to 75% of m,n (i. e., k=750 for m,n=1 000).

10.4.2 Hardware Architecture

The experiments presented in this chapter were performed a SUN Fire X4600M2 with

8 AMD quad-core Opteron 8356 processors (32 cores overall) with 2.3GHz CPU and

64GB of memory running under 64-bit Linux Ubuntu 8.10 (kernel 2.6.27-11).

10.4.3 Software Architecture

We used Matlab-based implementations of NMF algorithms to investigate the perfor-

mance of task-parallel NMF variants as well as the performance difference between

single-threaded and implicit multithreaded factorization (without any code changes).

In the following, we briefly summarize Matlab’s NMF implementation and its multi-

threading possibilities. We also describe how the Matlab NMF implementation can

be adapted to perform task-parallel NMF.

Computing NMF in Matlab. Matlab provides a built-in function for comput-

ing NMF with two of the algorithms described in Section 3.3.5, the multiplicative

update algorithm (MU) and the alternating least squares algorithm (ALS). This

function (called nnmf.m) has been included in the statistics toolbox since version

6.2 (R2008a). For experimental evaluation in this paper we used the 64-bit variants

of Matlab versions R2008b and R2009a.

Multithreading. Matlab allows for implicit multithreading since multithreaded

computations are supported for a number of linear algebra operations (e. g., matrix-

matrix multiplication). These functions automatically execute on multiple threads

without explicitly specifying commands to create threads in the code. By default,

the number of threads used by Matlab is set to the number of cores that are avail-

able on a machine. To be able to compare single- and multithreaded runtimes, we

partly switched off the multithreading capabilities and executed jobs sequentially

on one thread (i. e., only one core was used). Until Matlab 2008b, the number of
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computational threads to be used could be adjusted by the user. Since Matlab

2009a, the capability to adjust the number of threads in a single Matlab session is

no longer available. Matlab argues that “the primary reason for this change is that

products that Matlab is dependent upon have the ability to spawn threads from

the currently-executing thread. This makes it infeasible to monitor and/or limit the

number of computational threads at any given time in a Matlab process.” [Mat09b].

Task parallelism. Recent Matlab versions support task parallel processing

opportunities on multi-core and multiprocessor systems. As mentioned in Chap-

ter 8, NMF algorithms with random initializations are usually repeated several

times, which makes NMF suitable for task parallel computation. A very simple

but fast and efficient way to perform task parallel computation in Matlab proceeds

as follows: Prior to the distribution of parallel tasks, a set of Matlab workers (also

called labs) has to be defined. Like threads, workers are executed on processor cores

(the number of workers does not have to match the number of cores), but unlike

threads, workers do not share memory with each other. The workers can now either

be used to offload work to them (for example by sending a batch job to a worker)

or to execute parallel for-loops (called parfor -loops, cf. [Mat09a]). Each parfor -loop

divides the loop iterations into groups so that each worker executes some portion

of the total number of iterations. Part of the parfor body is executed on the Mat-

lab client (where the parfor is issued) and part is executed in parallel on Matlab

workers. The necessary data on which parfor operates is sent from the client to

workers, where most of the computation happens, and the results are sent back to

the client and pieced together (for details see Matlab’s documentation of the parallel

computing toolbox, cf. [Mat09a]).

Task parallel computations in Matlab are supported by two products: the parallel

computing toolbox and the distributed server. The parallel computing toolbox version

4.1 (part of Matlab 2009a) supports applications to run on up to eight local workers.

In the preceding version of the parallel computing toolbox (version 4.0, part of

Matlab 2008b), the number of workers was limited to four. The Matlab distributed

server offers the possibility to run code on workers that might be running remotely on

a cluster and do not need to run on the local machine. However, for the experiments

summarized in this chapter we did not have Matlab’s distributed server available.

The results discussed here were based on the parallel computing toolbox.

10.5 Task-Parallel Speedup

In this section, we investigate the speedup when using task-parallel NMF algorithms.

To achieve this task-parallelism, we utilized Matlab’s parallel computing toolbox’
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possibility to distribute tasks across multiple Matlab workers using parfor -loops. As

mentioned before, Matlab 2008b (parallel computing toolbox 4.0) supports up to four

workers, Matlab 2009a (parallel computing toolbox 4.1) supports up to eight workers.

For evaluation in this section, we set the number of iterations (maxiter) to 100 (all

other termination criteria mentioned in Section 3.3.5 where switched off), and the

number of repetitions (maxrepetitions) to 50 (see Algorithm 1 in Section 3.3.5). All

results are based on the small randomized datasets rand small (see Section 10.4.1).
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Figure 10.1: Task-parallel speedup for MU algorithm. Baseline: Single Matlab worker.
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Figure 10.2: Task-parallel speedup for ALS algorithm. Baseline: Single Matlab worker.

The repetitions of the NMF algorithms are distributed over the Matlab workers

and are computed in parallel. Prior to this job-distribution a pool of Matlab workers

needs to be created (see Section 10.4.3). Figures 10.1 and 10.2 show the runtime

achieved with the MU and the ALS algorithm, respectively. The speedups shown

in this section are the average results over all datasets included in rand small (see

Section 10.4.1). Here, Matlab’s possibility to use thread parallelism was turned off,
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i. e., the results with only one Matlab worker were computed on one core. For each

additional worker, one additional core was used.

Results. The results on our SUN Fire (Figures 10.1 and 10.2) show very stable

speedup for both algorithms, MU and ALS. As can be seen, with increasing number

of workers the speedup increases almost linearly. The difference between the achieved

results and the (theoretical) linear speedup is caused by the overhead resulting

from creating Matlab workers, assigning jobs and data to them, and communication

between workers and the Matlab client.

10.6 Improvements for Single Factorizations

As discussed in Chapter 8, NMF algorithms strongly depend on the initialization of

W and H. Some non-random initialization strategies have shown to improve NMF

in terms of faster convergence and faster error reduction [BG08, JG09]. In the case

of non-random initialization only a single factorization has to be performed (since

the results will not change). This raises the importance to speed up the runtime for

a single factorization instead of parallelizing several NMF repetitions over several

machines or cores.

One possibility to speed up a single NMF factorization is to compute linear alge-

bra operations (such as matrix-matrix multiplication) over multiple computational

threads. As mentioned before in Section 10.2, all threads will generally run at the

same time, with each processor or core running a particular thread. Another pos-

sibility is to reduce the computational effort in each iteration. In Section 10.6.2

we introduce a computationally very efficient adaption for computing Matlab’s ALS

implementation.

10.6.1 Multithreading Improvements

Table 10.1 shows the speedup achieved with different Matlab variants using the

datasets rand small (cf. Section 10.4.1). The single threaded Matlab version 2008b

was used as a baseline. For computing the runtimes of multithreaded Matlab ver-

sions, the number of threads was set to the number of cores available on the system

(32 in our case). Some remarks on Matlab’s multithreading possibilities are given

in Section 10.4.3.

Results. As can be seen, no speedup can be achieved when using multithreaded

Matlab 2008b. Although the number of threads to be used was set to the number of

cores of each machine, computations were only performed on one core. This behavior

was also noticed on other hardware architectures. The multithreaded Matlab 2009a

shows a speedup of almost 2 with similar results for both algorithms (MU and ALS).
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Matlab version MU ALS

2008b single thread 1.00 1.00

2008b multithreaded 0.99 0.97

2009a single thread 1.02 1.00

2009a multithreaded 1.93 1.94

Table 10.1: NMF speedups for different Matlab’s versions using datasets rand small.
Baseline: Matlab 2008b single thread

10.6.2 Improving Matlab’s ALS Code

We also investigated several variants of the ALS algorithm. In particular, in the

following we illustrate how the computational efficiency of Matlab’s implementation

of the ALS algorithm can be improved significantly. In Algorithm 9 we depict

the central steps of Matlab’s implementation (using Matlab notation) of the ALS

algorithm (cf. Algorithm 3 in Section 3.3.5).

Algorithm 9 - Matlab ALS update step.

1: h = max(0, w0\a);
2: w = max(0, a/h);

According to the Matlab convention, the “\”-operator (left matrix division) in

Algorithm 9 (line one) is to be interpreted as follows: If A is an m-by-n matrix with

m 6= n and B is a column vector with m components, or a matrix with several such

columns, then X = A\B is the solution in the least squares sense to the potentially

underdetermined or overdetermined system of equations AX = B (i. e., X minimizes

the norm(A∗X−B)). The “/”-operator (right matrix division) in Algorithm 9 (line

two) is a compact notation for the left matrix division (A>\B>)>.

As an alternative, we experimented with the normal equations formulation of the

ALS algorithm (cf. Algorithm 3, Section 3.3.4), denoted as NEALS in the following.

The Matlab formulation of the NEALS algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 10.

Algorithm 10 - NEALS update step.

1: temp1 = w0’ × w0;
2: temp2 = w0’ × a;
3: h = max(0, temp1\temp2);
4:

5: temp3 = h × h’;
6: temp4 = h × a’;
7: w = max(0, temp3\temp4)’;

Although it is well known that in general this formulation has numerical dis-

advantages because of the squaring of the condition numbers of the factors W and
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Figure 10.3: Convergence history for MU, NEALS and ALS algorithm.

H, in the given context it can be very attractive for various reasons: (i) Since in

many cases we need to compute a low-rank NMF with relatively small k, the re-

sulting normal equations are much smaller than the least squares formulations in

Algorithm 9. (ii) The potential loss in numerical accuracy is usually not too severe,

because the computation of an NMF is only an approximation anyway. (iii) Obvi-

ously, the additional expense is the matrix multiplication required for forming the

normal equations. However, it is well known that this operation has a favorable

computation per communication ratio and thus can be mapped well onto multi-core

architectures.

As Figure 10.3 illustrates, the convergence properties of the ALS algorithm are

usually not dominated by the aspect of which actual algorithmic variant to be used.

As can be seen, for this selected example ALS and NEALS show identical results

until about 60 iterations. In about 95% of our test-runs, NEALS and ALS achived

numerically identical results for all iterations (always set to maxiter = 100).

The considerations mentioned before are confirmed experimentally on dataset

rand big (cf. Section 10.4.1), as Figure 10.4 shows. The normal equations formula-

tion achieves high speedups compared to the standard implementation provided in

Matlab. There results were achieved with the multitreaded Matlab 2009a version.

Parallel NEALS. Looking at lines 1 and 2 as well as lines 3 and 4 of Algo-

rithm 10 it can be seen that the computation of the help-variables tempx can be

computed independently. However, with the means currently available to us we were

not able to fully utilize the parallelization potential in the NEALS formulation in

terms of task parallelism. Investigations of this parallelization potential will be part

of our future work.
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Figure 10.4: Speedup of NEALS algorithm over standard Matlab ALS algorithm.

10.7 Initialization vs. Task-parallelism

In this section, we apply the initialization techniques introduced in Chapter 8 to our

drug discovery dataset dd big (cf. Section 10.4.1). NMF factorizations achieved with

random initialization (using task-parallel NMF algorithms), and results achieved

with information gain initialization (using data-parallel NMF algorithms) are com-

pared, and the interaction between the initialization strategy, the accuracy of the

factorization achieved with different algorithms and their computational efficiency

is discussed.

The results based on random initialization were achieved using task-parallel im-

plementations mentioned in Section 10.5. Here, the number of repetitions of the

complete factorization (maxrepetitions) was set to the number of Matlab workers

available. Since the results in this section were achieved using Matlab 2009a, eight

workers were available. Information gain results were achieved exploiting Matlab’s

data-parallel potential mentioned in Section 10.6. Here, the number of threads was

again set to the number of cores available on the system (32 in our case). All results

in this section were achieved with k=10, and the number of iterations (maxiter) was

set to 50 (all other termination criteria mentioned in Section 3.3.5 where switched

off).

Figure 10.5 shows the NMF results for the three algorithms MU, ALS and

NEALS for the dd big file when using (i) random initialization (“ERR-rand”) and

(ii) information gain-based initialization (“ERR-IG”) as described in Chapter 8.

The random initialization results shown in this figure are the average results of

eight task-parallel factorizations (using different initializations of W and H for each

repetition), i. e., the expected results using randomized initialization. Obviously, the

IG initialized factorization achieves a better accuracy (i. e., a smaller NMF error as
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Figure 10.5: IG initialization vs. average result of eight random initializations.
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Figure 10.6: IG initialization vs. best result of eight random initialization.

stated in Equation (3.17)) than randomly initialized NMF. Especially when the num-

ber of iterations (maxiter) is small, the IG results are much better than the results

achieved with random initialization. When comparing the different NMF algorithms

used, it can be seen that a reduction of the approximation error can be achieved

with fewer iterations when using the ALS (and NEALS) algorithm compared of the

MU algorithm. However, with increasing number of iterations the MU algorithm

shows a continuous decrease in the error, while ALS and NEALS sometimes tend

to converge to local minima and are unable to further reduce the factorization error

(cf., for example, [SRG03]).

Figure 10.6 shows the results for the same algorithms as Figure 10.5, but this

time the random initialization results are shown for the best task-parallel factoriza-

tion, i. e., the factorization with the smallest approximation error after 50 iterations.

Obviously, the approximation error achieved with the best random initialization is
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better than the average results shown in Figure 10.5. Nevertheless, the results

achieved with information gain initialization are still better for a small number of

iterations. When using the MU algorithm, the IG results are better until about 35

iterations. For a larger number of iterations, the best randomly initialized NMF

achieves slightly better results. When using the ALS or the NEALS algorithm, IG

initialization is better until 23 iterations – for larger numbers the results are almost

identical.

Runtimes. Table 10.2 shows the approximation error for IG initialization after

a given number of iterations and the runtime needed to perform these numbers of it-

erations (“ERR-IG” results in Figure 10.6). The computational cost for performing

the IG initialization is not included in these runtimes. As already mentioned, the

IG runtimes were achieved exploiting Matlab’s data-parallel potential. As can be

seen, the ALS algorithm is the slowest algorithm in terms of runtime per iteration

compared to MU and NEALS. Overall it can be seen that NEALS is the fastest

algorithm and that ALS and NEALS need significantly fewer iterations than MU

to reduce the approximation error for a small number of iterations (see also Fig-

uress 10.5 and 10.6). For example, NEALS needs only 5 iterations to achieve the

same (or even better) accuracy than MU after 25 iterations (0.1268). In this case,

the runtime needed to achieve this accuracy can be decreased by a factor of five

when using NEALS (5.50s vs. 27.37s) instead of MU. Compared to ALS, NEALS

is almost three times faster. With increasing rank k, the speedup of NEALS over

the standard ALS implementation of Matlab is expected to grow even larger (cf.

Figure 10.4.

Table 10.3 also shows approximation errors and corresponding runtimes, here

for a task-parallel NMF using random initialization (“ERR-rand” results in Fig-

ure 10.6). NEALS is again the fastest algorithm (both in terms of runtime per

iteration and in terms of runtime needed to achieve a low approximation error).

When comparing the runtimes with Table 10.2 it can be seen that the computa-

tional cost needed for performing eight task-parallel NMF computations in parallel

is higher than for a single data-parallel NMF. Generally, the runtime for computing

eight task-parallel NMF factorizations increases by a factor of 2.2 compared to a sin-

gle data-parallel factorization. This indicates that a low approximation error can be

achieved faster when using pre-initialized NMF factors instead of several randomly

initialized factorizations. However, as already mentioned, the runtimes in Table 10.2

do not include the computational cost for computing the initialization of W and H.

In cases, where these cost might be very high, many task-parallel factorizations using

random initialization might be faster. Moreover, several initialization variants (such

as the IG or gain ratio initialization, cf. Chapter 8) cannot applied when unlabeled
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data is used (i. e., the class label ob items is unknown).

Iterations (MU) 5 10 25 50

Runtime (sec.) 6.08 11.29 27.37 53.51

Accuracy achieved 0.1553 0.1464 0.1268 0.1171

Iterations (ALS) 5 10 25 50

Runtime (sec.) 15.13 29.23 70.14 143.48

Accuracy achieved 0.1212 0.1188 0.1165 0.1162

Iterations (NEALS) 5 10 25 50

Runtime (sec.) 5.50 10.91 25.14 50.35

Accuracy achieved 0.1212 0.1188 0.1165 0.1162

Table 10.2: MU vs. ALS vs. NEALS concerning number of iterations, accuracy and
runtime for IG initialization (data-parallelism).

Iterations (MU) 5 10 25 50

Runtime (sec.) 13.88 25.76 62.47 122.12

Accuracy achieved 0.1671 0.1641 0.1363 0.1157

Iterations (ALS) 5 10 25 50

Runtime (sec.) 34.53 66.71 160.09 327.47

Accuracy achieved 0.1275 0.1229 0.1181 0.1169

Iterations (NEALS) 5 10 25 50

Runtime (sec.) 12.56 24.89 57.38 121.04

Accuracy achieved 0.1275 0.1229 0.1181 0.1169

Table 10.3: MU vs. ALS vs. NEALS concerning number of iterations, accuracy and
runtime for best random initialization (task-parallelism).

10.8 Discussion

Several algorithmic variants for efficiently computing the nonnegative matrix fac-

torization (NMF) on multi-core architectures have been investigated and applied on

randomly created data as well as data coming from in silico drug discovery problems.

In this application context, feature reduction and interpretation of the reduced fea-

ture sets is crucial, and thus the NMF is an interesting concept for such problems.

In particular, we investigated how to exploit task and data parallelism in NMF com-

putations on the basis of Matlab codes using Matlab’s parallel computing toolbox.

Moreover, a modification of Matlab’s implementation of the ALS algorithm has been

investigated which achieves much higher performance in the given problem context.
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All these different variants of NMF computations have been compared in terms

of execution times and speedup on multi-core systems in order to illustrate the

complex interaction between problem size, initialization strategy, accuracy of the

factorization and computational efficiency. In particular, it has been shown that

random initialization strategies provide a high potential for task parallelism, and

almost linear speedup in the number of cores used could be achieved. The modifica-

tion of Matlab’s ALS algorithm based on the normal equations was shown to be up

to eight times faster than the standard Matlab implementation without significant

numerical disadvantages. Even higher performance gains seem possible, since its full

parallel potential has not yet been exploited.
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Chapter 11

Conclusion and Future Work

As the data grows, several data mining techniques become significantly harder and

the computational effort for data mining applications increases dramatically. More-

over, the increasing dimensionality of data (in the sense of many features) for various

application areas (such as email classification and in silico screening for drug discov-

ery) often leads to severe problems for learning algorithms, since the high dimen-

sional nature of data can have a negative influence on the classification accuracy and

also increases the computational cost for both, supervised and unsupervised learning

methods. High dimensionality of data in the sense of many instances also increases

the computational cost for the learning algorithm but has usually a positive influ-

ence on the classification accuracy. This causes the need for effective and efficient

feature selection and dimensionality reduction methods. Generally, these methods

should meet the following demands: They should be computationally efficient and

the resulting feature sets should allow for a compact representation of the original

data. Moreover, in many application areas it is very important not to loose the in-

terpretability of the original features. Finally, the feature reduction process should

have a positive (or at least no negative) effect on the classification accuracy of the

learning algorithm.

The major contributions of this thesis include (i) new efficient initialization

strategies for nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) which lead to very fast re-

duction in approximation error and can be applied in combination with (ii) new

and very effective classification algorithms which utilize the nonnegative factors of

NMF for developing a classification model. To further speed up the runtime of NMF

we have (iii) investigated and compared several algorithmic variants for efficiently

computing NMF on multi-core systems, and have (iv) presented a computationally

very efficient adaption for Matlab’s implementation of the ALS algorithm. More-

over, we have (v) investigated the application of latent semantic indexing (LSI) to

177
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the task of email categorization and (vi) have presented a comprehensive empirical

study on the relationship between various methods for feature reduction (feature

subset selection as well as dimensionality reduction) and the resulting classification

performance.

The initialization strategies for NMF presented in this thesis allow for a faster

reduction in approximation error, thus reducing the runtime needed to achieve a

certain approximation accuracy. Moreover, the task- and data-parallel algorithmic

variants for efficiently computing NMF on multi-core architectures, and the com-

putationally very efficient adaptation of Matlab’s ALS algorithm (Matlab version

2009a) presented in this thesis are further contributions to decrease the computa-

tional cost of NMF.

Dimensionality reduction techniques allow for compact representations of the

data without losing a lot of information of the original attribute space. However,

the resulting linear combinations are usually hard to interpret since they are based on

additive and subtractive combinations of the original features. Due to the “sum-of-

parts” representation of NMF, the interpretability of how much an original attribute

contributes to the basis vectors and basis coefficients in NMF can be retained. In

this thesis, we utilize this key characteristic of NMF. By taking advantage of the

information provided in the basic vectors of NMF, important and well discriminating

features can be identified in an unsupervised manner.

Moreover, we have presented two new fast and efficient classification methods

based on NMF. The first method utilizes the nonnegative factors of the NMF for

classification, and generally achieves much better results than using the complete

data matrix containing all original features. As alternative methods, we introduced

two latent semantic indexing (LSI) classifiers based on NMF. Both new variants are

able to achieve classification accuracy comparable with standard LSI, but can be

computed much faster, especially when the dimensions of the original data matrix

are close to each other.

The strong influence of different feature reduction methods on the classification accu-

racy observed underlines the need for further investigation in the complex interaction

between features reduction and classification. Based on the results of this thesis,

the following directions for future research are identified, such as the initialization

of the basis coefficient matrix in NMF, a detailed analysis of the computational cost

of various initialization strategies, and stronger utilization of sparseness constraints

for NMF.
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Zusammenfassung

Durch die steigende Anzahl verfügbarer Daten in unterschiedlichsten Anwen-

dungsgebieten nimmt der Aufwand vieler Data-Mining Applikationen signifikant

zu. Speziell hochdimensionierte Daten (Daten die über viele verschiedene Attribute

beschrieben werden) können ein großes Problem für viele Data-Mining Anwendungen

darstellen. Neben höheren Laufzeiten können dadurch sowohl für überwachte (su-

pervised), als auch nicht überwachte (unsupervised) Klassifikationsalgorithmen weit-

ere Komplikationen entstehen (z.B. ungenaue Klassifikationsgenauigkeit, schlechte

Clustering-Eigenschaften, . . . ). Dies führt zu einem Bedarf an effektiven und ef-

fizienten Methoden zur Dimensionsreduzierung. Feature Selection (die Auswahl

eines Subsets von Originalattributen) und Dimensionality Reduction (Transforma-

tion von Originalattribute in (Linear)-Kombinationen der Originalattribute) sind

zwei wichtige Methoden um die Dimension von Daten zu reduzieren. Obwohl sich

in den letzten Jahren vielen Studien mit diesen Methoden beschäftigt haben, gibt es

immer noch viele offene Fragestellungen in diesem Forschungsgebiet. Darüber hin-

aus ergeben sich in vielen Anwendungsbereichen durch die immer weiter steigende

Anzahl an verfügbaren und verwendeten Attributen und Features laufend neue Prob-

leme. Das Ziel dieser Dissertation ist es, verschiedene Fragenstellungen in diesem

Bereich genau zu analysieren und Verbesserungsmöglichkeiten zu entwickeln.

Grundsätzlich, werden folgende Ansprüche an Methoden zur Feature Selection

und Dimensionality Reduction gestellt: Die Methoden sollten effizient (bezüglich

ihres Rechenaufwandes) sein und die resultierenden Feature-Sets sollten die Origi-

naldaten möglichst kompakt repräsentieren können. Darüber hinaus ist es in vielen

Anwendungsgebieten wichtig, die Interpretierbarkeit der Originaldaten beizubehal-

ten. Letztendlich sollte der Prozess der Dimensionsreduzierung keinen negativen

Effekt auf die Klassifikationsgenauigkeit haben - sondern idealerweise, diese noch

verbessern.

Offene Problemstellungen in diesem Bereich betreffen unter anderem den Zusam-

menhang zwischen Methoden zur Dimensionsreduzierung und der resultierenden

Klassifikationsgenauigkeit, wobei sowohl eine möglichst kompakte Repräsentation

der Daten, als auch eine hohe Klassifikationsgenauigkeit erzielt werden sollen. Wie

bereits erwähnt, ergibt sich durch die große Anzahl an Daten auch ein erhöhter

Rechenaufwand, weshalb schnelle und effektive Methoden zur Dimensionsreduzierung

entwickelt werden müssen, bzw. existierende Methoden verbessert werden müssen.

Darüber hinaus sollte natürlich auch der Rechenaufwand der verwendeten Klassi-

fikationsmethoden möglichst gering sein. Des Weiteren ist die Interpretierbarkeit

von Feature Sets zwar möglich, wenn Feature Selection Methoden für die Dimen-
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sionsreduzierung verwendet werden, im Fall von Dimensionality Reduction sind die

resultierenden Feature Sets jedoch meist Linearkombinationen der Originalfeatures.

Daher ist es schwierig zu überprüfen, wie viel Information einzelne Originalfeatures

beitragen.

Im Rahmen dieser Dissertation konnten wichtige Beiträge zu den oben genannten

Problemstellungen präsentiert werden: Es wurden neue, effiziente Initialisierungsvari-

anten für die Dimensionality Reduction Methode Nonnegative Matrix Factorization

(NMF) entwickelt, welche im Vergleich zu randomisierter Initialisierung und im Ver-

gleich zu State-of-the-Art Initialisierungsmethoden zu einer schnelleren Reduktion

des Approximationsfehlers führen. Diese Initialisierungsvarianten können darüber

hinaus mit neu entwickelten und sehr effektiven Klassifikationsalgorithmen basierend

auf NMF kombiniert werden. Um die Laufzeit von NMF weiter zu steigern wurden

unterschiedliche Varianten von NMF Algorithmen auf Multi-Prozessor Systemen

vorgestellt, welche sowohl Task- als auch Datenparallelismus unterstützen und zu

einer erheblichen Reduktion der Laufzeit für NMF führen. Außerdem wurde eine ef-

fektive Verbesserung der Matlab Implementierung des ALS Algorithmus vorgestellt.

Darüber hinaus wurde eine Technik aus dem Bereich des Information Retrieval

– Latent Semantic Indexing – erfolgreich als Klassifikationsalgorithmus für Email

Daten angewendet. Schließlich wurde eine ausführliche empirische Studie über den

Zusammenhang verschiedener Feature Reduction Methoden (Feature Selection und

Dimensionality Reduction) und der resultierenden Klassifikationsgenauigkeit unter-

schiedlicher Lernalgorithmen präsentiert.

Der starke Einfluss unterschiedlicher Methoden zur Dimensionsreduzierung auf die

resultierende Klassifikationsgenauigkeit unterstreicht dass noch weitere Untersuchun-

gen notwendig sind um das komplexe Zusammenspiel von Dimensionsreduzierung

und Klassifikation genau analysieren zu können.
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